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Abstract
Sparse matrix computations are at the heart of many scientific applications and
data analytics codes. The performance and memory usage of these codes depend
heavily on their use of specialized sparse matrix data structures that only store the
nonzero entries. However, such compaction is done using index arrays that result in
indirect array accesses such as A[B[i]] where A and B are both arrays. Numerical
libraries can provide high-performance code for an individual sparse kernel however
they must be manually tuned and optimized for different inputs and architectures.
Alternatively, compilers are used to optimize codes that provide architecture portability. Due to these indirect array accesses, memory access information is unknown
at compile-time, and thus it is challenging to vectorize a sparse matrix method or run
it in parallel cores.
To automate the generation of code for efficient execution of sparse code, several
compile-time and runtime techniques are required. Existing techniques are either
not efficient or need manual effort to extend to different sparse matrix computations.
Consequently, in this dissertation, I address the problem of automating the optimization of sparse matrix code on parallel processors with a specific focus on sparse linear
solvers and numerical optimizations.
This dissertation presents a set of code transformations and algorithms, all implemented in a novel code generator called Sympiler, that automates the optimization of sparse matrix codes on parallel processors. Sympiler takes a sparse method,
arising from a sparse linear system or sparse numerical optimization, and decouples
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information related to the computation pattern of the method, i.e., symbolic information, and uses this information to transform the code to vectorizable and parallel
code. Sympiler also enables the reuse of symbolic information when the computation
pattern remains static for a period of time in the simulations or for when it changes
modestly. Evaluation results show the automatically generated code by Sympiler provides between 1.2–3.1× speedup compared to highly optimized sparse linear solver
libraries. It also improves the performance of sparse numerical optimization such as
Quadratic Programming between 1.7–24.8× compared to highly efficient solvers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Sparse matrix computations are an important class of algorithms frequently used
in scientific simulations and numerical optimization. Sparse matrix kernels often
dominate the overall execution time of many simulations. The performance and
efficient memory usage of these simulations and algorithms depend heavily on their
use of specialized sparse matrix data structures that only store the nonzero entries.
However, such compaction is done using index arrays that result in indirect array
accesses such as A[B[i]] where A and B are both arrays. Compilers only apply a
limited set of optimizations to sparse code because of the indirection from indexing
and looping over the nonzero elements of a sparse data structure. Numerical libraries
can provide high-performance code for sparse kernels however they must be manually
tuned and optimized for different inputs and architectures, and their performance
stagnates with hardware advances.
This dissertation presents a set of code transformations and algorithms, all implemented in a novel code generator called Sympiler, that automates the optimization of
sparse matrix codes on parallel processors. Sympiler takes a sparse method, arising
from a sparse linear system or sparse numerical optimization, and decouples information related to the computation pattern of the method, i.e., symbolic information, and
uses this information to transform the code to vectorizable and parallel code. Sympiler
also enables the reuse of symbolic information when the computation pattern remains
static for a period of time in the simulations or for when it changes modestly. These
optimization techniques combined lead to Sympiler generating a code that is faster
than that of hand-written and highly optimized libraries. Because Sympiler is a code
generator, similar to compilers, it requires programming and tuning efforts from the
user. This chapter provides background and motivation for the research presented in
this dissertation and explains the solved challenges and the proposed contributions.
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Sparse Matrix Computations

Sparse matrix kernels are found in a large class of numerical methods as well as
optimization algorithms. Numerical methods that solve linear systems of equations
are classified as direct and indirect (iterative) methods. Each of these solver classes
solves linear system Ax = b to find unknown vector x where A is often a large sparse
matrix, and b is the right-hand side vector. Direct sparse linear solvers directly
decompose matrix A. The decomposition is done using a factorization algorithm
such as LU and Cholesky [71], and then the computed factors are used to find the
final solution x in a solve phase which typically involves a sparse triangular solve
operation. The indirect class of sparse linear solvers uses an iterative scheme to
find the solution and they often require factorizing a sparse matrix, e.g. for their
preconditioning, and also computing numerous matrix-vector multiplications to for
example update the residual. Optimization methods also frequently operate on sparse
matrices. For example, sparse quadratic programming algorithms in each iteration
require solving a sparse linear system of equations.
Due to the pivotal role of sparse matrix computations in many numerical and
optimization methods, a large class of prior work has attempted to accelerate their
execution. A sparse matrix is defined as a matrix in which the majority of its entries
are zero. To efficiently store a sparse matrix, it is typically stored in a compressed
form such as a compressed row or a compressed column storage format where nonzero
elements are stored consecutively row-wise or column-wise with an extra array to store
the beginning of the rows or columns. To operate on the sparse matrix, this compact
form is accessed. While this compaction will lead to efficient storage, it creates numerous challenges in optimizing the sparse matrix computations. For example, data
dependencies between operations and accesses are challenging to track but are necessary to know for running sparse code in parallel. Also, using the memory hierarchy of
the processor efficiently is challenging due to compact and irregular indexing in the
code.

1.2

Current Solutions to Accelerate Sparse Matrix Computations and Limitations

The most common approach to accelerating sparse matrix computations is to identify
a specialized library that provides a manually-tuned implementation of the specific
sparse matrix routine. A large number of sparse libraries are available (e.g., SuperLU [44], MUMPS [6], CHOLMOD [26], KLU [42], UMFPACK [35]) for different
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numerical kernels, supported architectures, and specific kinds of matrices. Parallel sparse libraries, such as Intel’s Math Kernel Library (MKL) [192], Pardiso [192,
156], PaStiX [86], and SuperLU [111], provide manually-optimized parallel implementations of sparse matrix algorithms and are some of the most commonly-used
libraries in simulations using sparse matrices. These libraries use numerical-methodspecific code at runtime, during a phase called symbolic factorization, to determine
data dependencies. Based on this dependence information, different libraries implement different forms of parallelism. For example, PaStiX uses static scheduling of
a fine-grained task graph based on empirical measurements of expected runtime for
each task; in contrast, MKL Pardiso implements a form of dynamic scheduling for its
fine-grained task graph. While hand-written libraries can provide high performance,
they must be manually ported to new architectures and may stagnate as architectural advances continue. Alternatively, compilers can be used to optimize code while
providing architecture portability due to abstracting architecture details from code
transformations.
Compiler loop transformation frameworks such as those based on the polyhedral
model use algebraic representations of loop nests to transform code and successfully
generate highly efficient parallel dense matrix kernels [10, 105, 145, 185, 181, 25].
However, such frameworks are limited when dealing with non-affine loop bounds
and/or array subscripts, both of which arise in sparse codes. Previous work has
extended compilers to resolve memory access patterns in sparse codes by building
runtime inspectors to examine the nonzero structure and using executors to transform
code execution and implement parallelism [187, 148, 204]. Inspectors use runtime
information to build directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) that expose data dependence
relations. The DAGs are traversed in topological order to create a list of level sets
that represent iterations that can execute in parallel; this is known as wavefront
parallelism. Synchronization between level sets ensures the execution respects data
dependencies. However, synchronization between levels in wavefront parallelism can
lead to high overheads since the number of levels increases with the DAG critical path.
For sparse kernels such as Cholesky with non-uniform workloads, wavefront methods
can additionally lead to load imbalance. Also, the wavefront techniques only enable
thread-level parallelism and do not improve the performance of each thread, such as
by using vectorizations.
The challenges with the current inspector-executor frameworks are as follows:
• The current techniques apply conservative transformations or give up transforming sparse codes due to indirect memory accesses. This leads to inefficient use
of the memory hierarchy and does not efficiently explore instruction-level paral-
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lelism.
• Available wavefront approaches support parallelism by executing iterations of
the sparse kernel in parallel. However, because iterations of a sparse kernel have
different workloads, the schedule provided by wavefront techniques often leads to
load imbalance. Also, they do not optimize the kernel to improve data locality
primarily because their scheduling is based on wavefronts.
• Available inspector-executors (as well as libraries) optimize sparse kernels individually. This leads to load imbalance due to dependencies that exist between
two sparse kernels. They also miss data reuse opportunities that exist between
kernels.
• It is common that in a scientific simulation, the sparsity patterns of matrices change during simulation. These changes are often incremental and small.
Inspector-executor frameworks do not exploit this and require the entire set of
iterations to be recomputed for any change in the sparsity patterns.

1.3

The Sympiler Solution

Sympiler is a domain-specific code generator that enables the efficient optimization of
a given kernel from specific classes of sparse matrix kernels on single-core and parallel
architectures. Sympiler also supports the joint optimization of sparse kernels, and
for quadratic problems, efficiently updates the sparse matrix kernel factorization for
when the sparsity pattern changes during the solver iterations.
Similar to libraries, the general Sympiler solution does symbolic analysis. However, this analysis is done at compile-time to enable the automatic application of
numerous code transformations and optimizations that libraries and compilers cannot apply. The symbolic analysis is conducted using an inspector, and information
from the inspection is used to transform an internal representation of the kernel code
to generate fast code.
1.3.1

Contributions

This dissertation presents a number of inspection strategies and novel code transformations for sparse computations to solve the list of limitations in Section 1.2 in
optimizing sparse matrix kernels. The contributions are:
• A symbolic decoupling strategy along with two inspectors as well as Inspectorguided transformations that leverage compile-time information to automatically
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optimize sparse matrix codes for a single-core processor. The decoupling strategy
and inspectors in Sympiler use runtime information to tile iterations and improve
instruction-level parallelism and locality; Sympiler also prunes the iteration space
to reduce the number of unnecessary iterations.
• A new Load-Balanced Level Coarsening (LBC) algorithm that inspects sparse
kernel data dependence graphs for parallelism while maintaining an efficient
trade-off between locality, load balance, and parallelism by coarsening level sets
from wavefront parallelism. A novel code transformation, called H-level is also
proposed to support running the created schedule of LBC. Also, a novel proportional cost model included in LBC that creates well-balanced partitions for
sparse kernels with irregular computations such as sparse Cholesky.
• A Multi-Sparse DAG Partitioner (MSP) algorithm that inspects the data dependence graph of two sparse kernels to create a load-balanced parallel schedule of
the fused code with good locality. MSP uses a novel vertex assignment strategy
that allows vertices of two sparse kernels to be dispersed throughout execution
to improve load balance. Two novel packing strategies in MSP, along with code
transformations to enable the packing, that improves data locality within and
between the iterations of the two sparse kernels based on a reuse-ratio metric.
• A new sparsity-oriented row modification method, SoMod that enables fast factorization for matrix changes via efficient updates of previously computed factors;
SoMod used inside a Quadratic Programming (QP) solver called NASOQ that
enables solving large scale sparse quadratic programs. As a result, the factorization in the QP solver does not have to be recomputed for every change in the
sparsity. We also propose a new Load-balanced Blocked LDL factorization algorithm (LBL) for the fast, accurate factorization of sparse symmetric indefinite
systems when changes are not incremental.
1.3.2

Scope

The proposed algorithms and strategies in Sympiler are tested extensively using a
large set of matrices from real-world scientific applications and on a number of sparse
kernels used in direct and iterative linear system solvers as well QP solvers. The supported kernels are Cholesky and LDL factorization, triangular solvers, matrix-vector
multiplication, Gauss-Seidel, GMRes, incomplete Cholesky, and incomplete LU. However, the Sympiler solution can be applied to other sparse codes with extensions that
we plan to address in future work.
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Dissertation Overview

Chapter two provides a general overview of the concepts that are used throughout
the dissertation. Chapter three introduces Sympiler and how it decouples symbolic
information to transform sparse codes. Chapter four presents LBC and H level transformation for transforming sparse codes into parallel code for multicore processors.
Chapter five introduces sparse fusion that fuses two loops with sparse dependencies
to improve load balance and locality. Chapter six presents LBL with SoMod, a new
solver for indefinite linear systems that enables reusing previous solves when modest
changes happen. The same chapter also shows how LBL and SoMod are used in
NASOQ, a new quadratic programming solver, and compares with other QP solvers.
The final chapter concludes the dissertation and discusses future directions.

Chapter 2

Background
This section of the dissertation provides a brief introduction to how sparse matrices
are stored in compact storage formats. It also describes the architecture of multi-core
processors and their memory subsystem which is the focus of the dissertation. Finally,
the datasets that are used to evaluate the proposed techniques in the dissertations
are presented.
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(a) Sparse Matrix A
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Figure 2.1: (a) An example sparse matrix A with 5 rows and 5 columns and 9 nonzero entries. (b)
The triplet format of A sorted based on row indices. (c) The Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) format
of A. (d) The Compressed Sparse Column (CSC) format of A.

2.1

Sparse Matrix

A sparse matrix is a matrix with most entries zeros. The number of zeros in a matrix
depends on the domain and application it came from. An example sparse matrix is
shown in Figure 2.1a.
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Sparse Matrix Storage Formats

Numerous storage methods and data structures can be used to store a sparse matrix.
All data structures use a compact representation to only store nonzero entries. In
addition to the compact representation, data structures should be simple and flexible
so they can be efficiently used in different applications and matrix operations. This
subsection discusses some of the most widely used formats used across this dissertation.
Triplet Form

The triplet format uses three arrays to store every entry with its row and column
numbers. Figure 2.1b shows the three arrays of the triplet form corresponding to the
matrix shown in Figure 2.1a which are sorted based on row indices. For example, the
first nonzero in the first row is stored in Ax[0] and its corresponding row and column
numbers are in Ari[0] and Aci[0].
Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) Format

The CSR format stores the sparse matrix using three arrays. The Ax array stores
the nonzero elements of the matrix row by row and corresponding column indices to
nonzero entries are stored in Ai. Each entry Ap[i] points to the first value of row i
in Ax and its corresponding column index in Ai. For example, Figure 2.1c shows the
CSR storage of the sparse matrix in Figure 2.1a. The second nonzero of the second
row is stored in Ax[Ap[1]+1] which is Ax[3] and its column index is Ai[3].
Compressed Sparse Column (CSC) Format

The CSC format stores the nonzero values of the matrix using three arrays. The
CSC format follows the same scheme as the CSR format with the difference that
values are stored column by column and thus row indices are stored. Each entry in
Ap[i] points to the location of the first nonzero in column i in Ax and the locations
its corresponding row index in Ai. For example Figure 2.1d shows the CSC storage
format of matrix in Figure 2.1a. The second nonzero of the fourth column is stored
in Ax[Ap[3]+1] which is Ax[7] and its column index is Ai[7].

2.2

Parallel Architectures

The Flynn classification [60] presents three parallel schemes to process data and
instructions on parallel processors: Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) where
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processors run the same instruction on different data; Multiple Instruction, Single
Data (MISD) where a set of instructions are applied to the same data; Multiple
Instruction, Multiple Data (MIMD) where there are different processors and each
executes a set of instructions on different piece of data.
Parallel architectures are also classified into two major classes based on their memory architectures: distributed-memory and shared-memory. In distributed memory
systems, each processor has a separate memory space. Accesses to another memory
space should be done explicitly in the program. However, processors in a shared memory processor use the same address space and data communication between processors
is implicit.
Core 1

Core 2

L1 Cache

L1 Cache

L2 Cache

L2 Cache

L3 Cache

RAM

Figure 2.2: The memory hierarchy of a multicore processor with two cores and three levels of cache
memories. L1 and L2 caches are dedicated to each processor and L3 is shared between all cores.

2.2.1

Multicore Processors

Multicore processors are used in a wide range of devices including supercomputers,
embedded devices, and personal computers. Multicore processors have multiple cores
and thus can benefit from MIMD type parallelism. Also, each core typically has
vector processors that enable the used of SIMD parallelism as well.
Memory Hierarchy

The central processing unit (CPU) requires access to the main memory to execute
instructions. Main memory accesses are several times slower than the CPU clock
frequency and recent technological advances have failed to improve the time for such
accesses. Instead, hardware platforms have a smaller but cheap-to-access memory
space called the cache. By predicting future accesses to the main memory, data can
be prefetched into the cache. An example memory hierarchy of a multicore processor
with three levels of cache memories is shown in Figure 2.2. As shown the closest cache
level to the CPU is the L1 cache which is also the fastest and also smaller than other
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Table 2.1: Testbed architectures.
Family
Processor
Cores
L3 cache

Haswell-E
Core™
i7-5820K
6 @ 3.30 GHz
15MB

Haswell-EP
Xeon™
E5-2680v3
12 @ 2.5 GHz
30MB

Skylake
Xeon™ Platinum 8160
24 @ 2.1 GHz
33MB

levels. In Figure 2.2 L1 and L2 caches are dedicated to each core and the last level
cache (LLC) is shared amongst all cores.

2.3

Testbed Architectures

All techniques proposed in this dissertation are evaluated on a range of multicore
processors listed in Table 2.1. Architectures are selected with different number of
cores, i.e. 6, 12, and 24 to evaluate the scalability of the parallel code. At the
time of this work, the Haswell-E processor is a standard desktop processor. The
other two processors, i.e. Haswell-EP and Skylake are two processors used in Comet
and Stampede2 supercomputers. Access to the supercomputers are provided via
XSEDE [183].

2.4

Datasets

Throughout the dissertation, all techniques are evaluated on a range of sparse matrices for linear solver applications and also sparse quadratic programs for numerical
optimization applications.
2.4.1

Sparse Matrix Dataset

The matrices that are selected to evaluate the proposed techniques in the dissertation
are symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrices of different sizes from the SuiteSparse
matrix repository [41]. The list of matrices for each technique is provided in the chapter. For example, Chapter 3 uses smaller in size matrices to evaluate the performance
of single threaded codes but selected matrices in Chapters 4 and 5 are amongst the
largest SPD matrices in the repository to demonstrate how the proposed techniques
work for large scale applications.
2.4.2

Sparse Quadratic Programming Dataset

To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed techniques in this dissertation on numerical optimization methods, a set of sparse Quadratic Programming (QP) problems is
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collected from real-world applications and with different sizes. The number of variables in the QP problems of the repository is within the range of 50–114309 and their
number of constraints are between 20–10k.

Chapter 3

Decoupling Symbolic Information for
Code Transformation
For several sparse matrix methods such as LU and Cholesky, it is well known that
viewing their computations as a graph (e.g., elimination tree, dependence graph,
or quotient graph) and applying a method-dependent graph algorithm yields information about dependencies that can then be used to more efficiently compute the
numerical method [37]. Most high-performance sparse matrix computation libraries
utilize symbolic information, but couple this symbolic analysis with numeric computation, further making it difficult for compilers to optimize such codes. This chapter
presents Sympiler, a domain-specific code generator that produces high-performance
sparse matrix code. Sympiler decouples symbolic analysis from numeric computation
and transforms the sparse code using symbolic information. The symbolic information is obtained using a symbolic inspector. Inspector-guided transformations, such
as variable-sized blocking, are then applied resulting in performance equivalent to
hand-tuned libraries. But Sympiler goes further than existing numerical libraries by
generating code for a specific matrix nonzero structure. Because the matrix structure often arises from properties of the underlying physical system that the matrix
represents, in many cases the same structure reoccurs multiple times, with different
values of nonzeros. Thus, Sympiler-generated code can combine inspector-guided and
low-level transformations to produce even more efficient code. The transformations
applied by Sympiler improve the performance of sparse matrix codes through applying single-core optimizations such as vectorization and increasing data locality. The
content of this chapter is published in the conference paper [29].
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Introduction

Sparse matrix computations are at the heart of many scientific applications and data
analytics codes. The performance and efficient memory usage of these codes depends
heavily on their use of specialized sparse matrix data structures that only store the
nonzero entries. However, such compaction is done using index arrays that result in
indirect array accesses. Due to these indirect array accesses, it is difficult to apply
conventional compiler optimizations such as tiling and vectorization even for static
index array operations like sparse matrix vector multiply. A static index array does
not change during the algorithm; for more complex operations with dynamic index
arrays such as matrix factorization and decomposition, the nonzero structure is modified during the computation, making conventional compiler optimization approaches
even more difficult to apply.
Libraries and compilers are commonly used to accelerate sparse matrix computations. Hand-written specialized libraries (e.g., SuperLU [44], MUMPS [6], CHOLMOD
[26], KLU [42], UMFPACK [35]) provide high performance, but they must be manually ported to new architectures and may stagnate as architectural advances continue.
Alternatively, compilers can be used to optimize code while providing architecture
portability. Polyhedral compilers [10, 105, 145, 185, 181, 25] use algebraic representations of loop nests to transform code and successfully generate highly-efficient dense
matrix kernels. Due to existing non-affine loop bounds and/or array subscripts in
sparse codes, run-time inspectors [186, 175, 184, 188, 187] extend polyhedral models
to examine the nonzero structure and to use executors to transform the code to be
executed. However, these techniques are limited to transforming sparse kernels with
static index arrays.
Sympiler addresses limitations of existing compilers and libraries by performing
symbolic analysis at compile time to specialize the code for the nonzero pattern
whereas the inspector-executor approaches can only reorder data and schedules. Symbolic analysis is a term from the numerical computing community; it uses the nonzero
pattern of the sparse matrix to analyze computation patterns. Information from symbolic analysis can be used to make subsequent numeric manipulation faster, and can
be reused as long as the matrix nonzero structure remains constant.
3.1.1

Motivating Scenario

The sparse triangular solve takes a lower triangular matrix L and a right-hand side
(RHS) vector b and solves the linear equation Lx = b for x. It is a fundamental
building block in many numerical algorithms such as factorization [37, 111], direct
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x=b; // copy RHS to x
for(j=0;j<n;j++){
x[j]/=Lx[Lp[j]];
for(p=Lp[j]+1;p<Lp[j+1];p++){
x[Li[p]]-=Lx[p]*x[j];}}

1
7

10

9

14

8

(b) Forward substitution

x=b;
for(j=0;j<n;j++){
if(x[j] != 0){
x[j]/=Lx[Lp[j]];
for(p=Lp[j]+1;p<Lp[j+1];p++)
x[Li[p]]-=Lx[p]*x[j];}}

x=b;
for(px=0;px<reachSetSize;px++){
j=reachSet[px];
x[j]/=Lx[Lp[j]];
for(p=Lp[j]+1;p<Lp[j+1];p++){
x[Li[p]]-=Lx[p]*x[j];}}

x=b;
x[0] /= Lx[0]; // Peel col 0
for(p = 1; p < 3; p++)
x[Li[p]] -= Lx[p] * x[0];
for(px=1;px<3;px++){
j=reachSet[px];x[j]/=Lx[Lp[j]];
for(p=Lp[j]+1;p<Lp[j+1];p++)
x[Li[p]]-=Lx[p]*x[j];}
x[7] /= Lx[20]; // Peel col 7
for(p = 21; p < 23; p++)
x[Li[p]] -= Lx[p] * x[7];
for(px=4;px<reachSetSize;px++){
j=reachSet[px];x[j]/=Lx[Lp[j]];
for(p=Lp[j]+1;p<Lp[j+1];p++)
x[Li[p]]-=Lx[p]*x[j];}

(c) Library implementation

(d) Decoupled code

(e) Sympiler-generated

•

•

4

5
6

1

(a)

Figure 3.1: Four different codes for solving the linear system in (a). In all four code variants,
matrix L is stored in compressed sparse column (CSC) format, with {n,Lp,Li,Lx} representing
{matrix order, column pointer, row index, nonzeros} respectively. The dependence graph DGL is
the adjacency graph of matrix L; vertices of DGL correspond to columns of L and its edges show
dependencies between columns in triangular solve. Vertices corresponding to nonzero columns are
colored in blue and columns that participate in the computation because of the dependence structure
are in red. Boxes around columns show supernodes of different sizes. (b) is a forward substitution
algorithm. (c) is a library implementation that skips iterations when the corresponding entry in x is
zero. (d) is the decoupled code that uses the symbolic information provided by the reachSet, which
is computed by performing a depth-first search on DGL . (e) is the Sympiler-generated code which
peels iterations corresponding to the columns inside the reach-set with more than 2 nonzeros.

system solvers [34], and rank update methods [38], where the RHS vector is often
sparse. A naïve implementation visits every column of the matrix L to propagate the
contributions of its corresponding x value to the rest of x (see Figure 3.1b). However,
when b is sparse the solution vector is also sparse which can reduce the iteration
space of the sparse triangular solve. The reduced iteration space is proportional
to the number of nonzero values in x. To benefit from this property, the nonzero
pattern of x has to be computed. Based on a theorem from Gilbert and Peierls
[66], the dependence graph DGL = (V, E) for matrix L with nodes V = {1, ..., n}
and edges E = {(j, i)|Lij 6= 0} can be used to compute the nonzero pattern of x,
where n is the matrix rank and numerical cancellation is neglected. The nonzero
indices in x are given by ReachL (β) which is the set of all nodes reachable from any
node in β = {i|bi 6= 0} and is computed by performing a depth-first search on the
directed graph DGL starting with β. An example dependence graph is illustrated in
Figure 3.1a. The blue colored nodes correspond to the set β and the final reach-set
ReachL (β) contains all the colored nodes.
Figure 3.1 shows four different implementations of sparse triangular solve. All
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solvers shown in Figure 3.1 assume the input matrix L is stored in a compressed
sparse column (CSC) storage format. While the naïve implementation in Figure 3.1b
traverses all columns, the typical library implementation shown in Figure 3.1c skips
iterations when the corresponding value in x is zero.
The implementation in Figure 3.1d shows a decoupled code that uses the symbolic information provided by the precomputed reach-set. This decoupling simplifies
numerical manipulation and reduces the run-time complexity from O(|b| + n + f ) in
Figure 3.1c to O(|b| + f ) in Figure 3.1d, where f is the number of floating point
operations and |b| is the number of nonzeros in b. Sympiler goes further by building the reach-set at compile time and using it to generate code specialized for the
specific matrix structure and the RHS. The Sympiler-generated code is shown in
Figure 3.1e, where the code only iterates over reached columns and peels iterations
where the number of nonzeros in a column is greater than some threshold (in the
figure this threshold is 2). The peeling transformation splits some iterations of a
loop and performs them outside the body of the loop. These peeled loops can be
further transformed with vectorization to speed up execution. This shows the power
of fully decoupling the symbolic analysis phase from the code that manipulates numeric values: the compiler aggressively applies conventional optimizations using the
reach-set to guide the transformations. On matrices from the SuiteSparse Matrix
Collection [41], the Sympiler-generated code shows speedups between 8.4× to 19×
with an average of 13.6× compared to the forward solve code (Figure 3.1b) and
from 1.2× to 1.7× with an average of 1.3× compared to the library-equivalent code
(Figure 3.1c).
3.1.2

Static Sparsity Patterns

Sympiler takes advantage of the fundamental concept that the structure of sparse
matrices in scientific codes is dictated by the physical domain and as such does not
change in many applications. This structure often arises from the physical topology of
the underlying system, the discretization, and the governing equations. These remain
unchanged for long periods in simulations across many domains. Some examples include: (i) solving nonlinear time-dependent differential equations, where the Jacobian
matrix has a static sparsity pattern for each time point while the numerical values
change (example domains include fluid dynamics [113] and electromagnetics [118,
48]); (ii) design problems where values or parameters are chosen to maximize some
measure of performance; (examples include computer animation [13, 146]); (iii) domains where the sparse matrix is assembled from a physical topology such as power
system modeling; (iv) controlling rigid multibody movements in robotics applications
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where a sequence of linear systems needs to be solved for a static input [140]; and
(v) simulations where the sparse stiffness matrix is assembled using a discretized
mesh and governing equations and remains static for long periods (e.g. aerospace and
electromagnetic simulations).
3.1.3

Contributions

This chapter describes Sympiler, a sparsity-aware code generator for sparse matrix
algorithms that leverages symbolic information to generate fast code for a specific
matrix structure. Major contributions of this chapter are:
• A novel approach for building compile-time symbolic inspectors that obtain information about a sparse matrix for use during compilation.
• Inspector-guided transformations that leverage compile-time information to transform sparse matrix code for specific algorithms.
• Implementations of symbolic inspectors and inspector-guided transformations
for two algorithms, namely the sparse triangular solve and the sparse Cholesky
factorization.
• A demonstration of the performance impact of our code generator, showing
that Sympiler-generated code outperforms state-of-the-art libraries for triangular
solve and Cholesky factorization by up to 1.7× and 6.3× respectively.

3.2

Sympiler: A Symbolic-Enabled Code Generator

Sympiler generates efficient sparse kernels by tailoring sparse code to specific matrix sparsity structures. By decoupling the symbolic analysis phase, Sympiler uses
information from symbolic analysis to guide code generation for the numerical manipulation phase of the kernel. In this section, we describe the overall structure of
the Sympiler code generator, as well as the domain-specific transformations enabled
by leveraging information from the symbolic inspector.
3.2.1

Sympiler Overview

Sympiler currently supports sparse triangular solve and Cholesky factorization. Given
one of these numerical methods and an input matrix stored using the compressed
sparse column (CSC) format, Sympiler utilizes a method-specific symbolic inspector
to obtain information about the matrix. Sample code that uses Sympiler is shown
in Figure 3.2a, specifying the input matrix and numerical method. The numerical
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(a) Input code

Sparsity Pattern
int main() {
Sparse A(type(float,64),
"Matrix.mtx");
Sparse rhs(type(float,64),
"RHS.mtx");
Numerical
Triangular trns(A,rhs);
Method
trns.sympile_to_c("triang");
}
(b) Initial AST
VI-Prune
for sol.j0 in 0..Lsp.n
VS-Block
x[bspj0 ]/=Lx[Lsp.diag(j0 )];
VS-Block
for sol.j1 in Lsp.colj0 ..Lsp.colj0 +1
x[Lsp.rowj1 ]-=Lx[j1 ]*x[bspj0 ];

Symbolic Inspector

Inspector-Guided
Transformations

Low-Level
Transformations

Code
Generation

VS-Block and VI-Prune

(c) After VI-Prune
peel(0,3)
for sol.p0 in 0..pruneSetSize
j0 =pruneSetp0 ;
x[bspj0 ]/=Lx[Lsp.diag(j0 )];
vec(0)
for sol.j1 in Lsp.colj0 ..Lsp.colj0 +1
x[Lsp.rowj1 ]-=Lx[j1 ]*x[bspj0 ];

(d) After Low-Level Transformations
s0 =pruneSet0 ;
x[bsps0 ]/=Lx[Lsp.diag(s0 )];
for sol.j1 in Lsp.cols0 ..Lsp.cols0 +1
x[Lsp.rowj1 ]-=Lx[j1 ]*x[bsps0 ];
for sol.p0 in 0..pruneSetSize
j0 =pruneSetp0 ;
x[bspj0 ]/=Lx[Lsp.diag(j0 )];
for sol.j1 in Lsp.colj0 ..Lsp.colj0 +1
x[Lsp.rowj1 ]-=Lx[j1 ]*x[bspj0 ];

1
Figure 3.2: Sympiler lowers a functional
representation of a sparse kernel to imperative code using
the inspection sets. It constructs a set of loop nests and annotates them with domain-specific information that is later used in inspector-guided transformations. The inspector-guided transformations
use the lowered code and inspection sets as input and apply transformations. Inspector-guided transformations also provide hints for low-level transformations by annotating the code. For instance,
the transformation steps for the code in Figure 3.1 are: (a) Sympiler input code describing input
matrices as well as the numerical method; (b) The initial AST with annotations showing where the
VI-Prune and VS-Block transformations apply; (c) The transformed code after VI-Prune which has
used the pruneSet to add low-level transformation hints such as peeling iterations 0 and 3; (d) The
final code where hinted low-level transformations are applied (peeling is only shown for iteration
zero).

solver is internally represented using a domain-specific abstract syntax tree (AST)
which is annotated with potential transformations. The annotated information is
used to apply domain-specific optimizations while lowering the code for the numerical
method. Code lowering refers to rewriting code with more details from provided highlevel information. In addition, the lowered code is annotated with additional low-level
transformations (such as unrolling) when applicable based on domain- and matrixspecific information. Finally, the annotated code is further lowered to apply low-level
optimizations and output to C source code.
3.2.2

Symbolic Inspector

Different numerical algorithms can make use of symbolic information in different ways.
Prior work has described run-time graph traversal strategies for various numerical
methods [142, 112, 33, 37]. The compile-time inspectors in Sympiler are based on
these strategies. For each class of numerical algorithms with the same symbolic
analysis approach, Sympiler uses a specific symbolic inspector to obtain information
about the sparsity structure of the input matrix and stores it in an algorithm-specific
way to be used in the transformation stages.
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for(I1 ) {
.
.
for(Ip < pruneSetSize) {
Ik0 = pruneSet[Ip ];
.
.
for(In (Ik0 , ..., In−1 )) {
a[idx(I1 ,...,Ik0 ,...,In )];
}
}
}
(b) After

Variable Iteration Space Pruning, loop[k].VI-Prune(pruneSet,pruneSetSize)
for(b < blockSetSize) {
for(J1 < blockSet[b].x) {
3
for(J2 < blockSet[b].y) {
4
B[idx1(b,J1 ,J2 )] op1 = A[idx2(b, J1 , J2 )];
5
}
6
}
7 }
(c) Before
(d) After
2D Variable-Sized Blocking, loop[I].VS-Block(blockSet,blockSetSize)
1

1
2
3
4
5

for(I) {
for(J) {
B[idx1(I,J)] op1= a[idx2(I,J)];
}
}

2

Figure 3.3: The inspector-guided transformations. Top: The loop over Ik with iteration space m
in (a) transforms to a loop over Ip with iteration space pruneSetSize in (b). Any use of the original
loop index Ik is replaced with its corresponding value from pruneSet i.e., Ik0 . Bottom: The two
nested loops in (c) are transformed into loops over variable-sized blocks in (d).

We classify symbolic inspectors based on the numerical method as well as the
transformations enabled by the obtained information. For each combination of algorithm and transformation, the symbolic inspector creates an inspection graph from
the given sparsity pattern and traverses it during inspection using a specific inspection strategy. By running the inspector on the inspection graph inspection sets are
generated. Inspection sets are used to guide transformations in Sympiler.
For our motivating example, triangular solve, the reach-set can be used to prune
loop iterations that perform work made unnecessary due to the sparsity of the matrix
or the right hand side. In this case, the inspection set is the reach-set and the
inspection strategy is to perform a depth-first search over the inspection graph, which
is the directed dependency graph DGL of the triangular matrix. For the example
linear system shown in Figure 3.1, the symbolic inspector generates the reach-set {6,
1, 7, 8, 9, 10}.
3.2.3

Inspector-guided Transformations

The initial lowered code along with inspection sets obtained by the symbolic inspector go through a series of passes that further transform the code. Sympiler currently
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supports two transformations guided by inspection sets, namely Variable Iteration
Space Pruning and 2D Variable-Sized Blocking, which can be applied independently
or jointly depending on the input sparsity. As shown in Figure 3.2b, the code is
internally annotated with information showing where inspector-guided transformations may be applied. The symbolic inspector provides the required information to
the transformation phases, which decide whether to transform the code based on the
inspection sets. Given the inspection set and annotated code, transformations occur
as illustrated in Figure 3.3.
Variable Iteration Space Pruning

Variable Iteration Space Pruning (VI-Prune) prunes the iteration space of a loop using
information about the sparse computation. The iteration space for sparse codes can
be considerably smaller than that of dense codes, since only iterations with nonzeros
are computed. The inspection stage of Sympiler generates an inspection set that
enables transforming the unoptimized sparse code to a code with a reduced iteration
space.
Given this inspection set, VI-Prune is applied at a particular loop-level to transform the code from Figure 3.3a to Figure 3.3b. In the figure, the transformation is
applied to the k th loop nest in line 4. In the transformed code the iteration space
is pruned to pruneSetSize, which is the inspection set size. In addition to the new
loop, all references to Ik are replaced by its corresponding value from the inspection
set, pruneSet[Ip ]. Furthermore, the transformation phase uses the inspection set
information to annotate certain loops with low-level optimizations. These low-level
transformations are applied in subsequent stages of code generation and are guided
by tunable thresholds to generate faster code.
In our running triangular solve example, the VI-Prune transformation elides unnecessary iterations due to zeros in the right hand side. In addition, depending on
the number of iterations the loops will run (which is known thanks to the symbolic
inspector), loops are annotated with directives to unroll and/or vectorize during code
generation.
2D Variable-Sized Blocking

2D Variable-Sized Blocking (VS-Block) converts a sparse code to a set of non-uniform
dense sub-kernels. In contrast to the conventional approach of blocking/tiling dense
codes, where the input and computations are blocked into smaller uniform sub-kernels,
the unstructured computations and inputs in sparse kernels make blocking optimizations challenging. The symbolic inspector identifies sub-kernels with similar structure
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in the sparse matrix methods and sparse inputs to find “blockable” sets that are not
necessarily of the same size or consecutively located. These blocks are similar to the
concept of supernodes [111] in sparse libraries. VS-Block must deal with a number of
challenges:
• The block sizes are variable in a sparse kernel.
• Because of using compressed storage formats, the block elements may not be in
consecutive memory locations.
• The type of numerical method used may have to change after applying this
transformation. For example, to apply VS-Block to sparse Cholesky code, a
dense Cholesky factorization has to be applied to the diagonal segment of the
blocks and the off-diagonal segments need to be updated with dense triangular
solves.
To address the first challenge, the symbolic inspector provides an inspection set
which specifies the size of each block. For the second challenge, the transformed code
allocates temporary block storage and copies data as needed prior to operating on
the block. Finally, to deal with the last challenge, the synthesized loops/instructions
in the lowering phase will contain information about the block location in the matrix and the correct operation is chosen for each loop/instruction when applying the
transformation. Similar to VI-Prune, VS-Block also annotates loops with low-level
transformations such as tiling for the code generation phase. By leveraging specific
information about the matrix when applying the transformation, Sympiler is able to
apply VS-Block to sparse numerical methods.
An off-diagonal version of the VS-Block transformation is shown in Figures 3.3c
and 3.3d. A new outer loop is created. This outer loop provides block information to
the inner loops using the blockSet. The inner loop in Figure 3.3c is transformed to two
nested loops (lines 2–6) that iterate over the block specified by the outer loop. In line
3 of Figure 3.3c, the vector a is operated on and the result is stored in matrix B. After
the VS-Block transformation, this vector operation is converted to a matrix-matrix
operation as shown in line 4 of Figure 3.3d. Indices J1 and J2 are used to access a
particular block in matrix A. Examples of applying VS-Block to triangular solve and
Cholesky factorization are provided in Section 3.3.
3.2.4

Enabled Conventional Low-level Transformations

While applying inspector-guided transformations, the original loop nests are transformed into new loops with potentially different iteration spaces, enabling the application of conventional low-level transformations. Based on the applied inspector-guided
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transformations as well as the properties of the input matrix and the right-hand side
vectors, the code is annotated with transformation directives. An example of these
annotations is shown in Figure 3.2c where loop peeling is annotated within the VIPruned code. To decide when to add these annotations, the inspector-guided transformations use sparsity-related parameters such as the average block size. Following
lists sources that enable Low-level transformations:
1. Symbolic information provides dependency information at compile time allowing
Sympiler to apply more transformations such as peeling based on the reach-set
in Figure 3.1;
2. Inspector-guided transformations remove some of the indirect memory accesses
and annotate the code with potential conventional transformations;
3. Sparsity-specific code generation provides Sympiler with information such as
loop boundaries at compile time. A a result, several customized transformations
are applied such as vectorization of loops with iteration counts greater than a
threshold.
Figure 3.1e demonstrates the process in which iterations in the triangular solve
code after VI-Prune are peeled. In this example, the inspection set used for VI-Prune
is the reach-set {1, 6, 8, 9, 10}. Because the reach-set is created in topological order,
iteration ordering dependencies are met and thus code correctness is guaranteed after
loop peeling. As shown in Figure 3.2c, the transformed code after VI-Prune is annotated with the enabled peeling transformation based on the number of nonzeros in the
columns (the column count). The two selected iterations with column count greater
than two are peeled. The peeled iterations are either replaced with a specialized
kernel or another transformation such as vectorization is applied to them.

3.3

Case Studies

Table 3.1: Inspection and transformation elements in Sympiler for triangular solve. DG: dependency
graph, SP (RHS): sparsity patterns of the right-hand side vector, DFS: depth-first search, unroll:
loop unrolling, peel: loop peeling, dist: loop distribution, tile: loop tiling.
Transformations
VI-Prune
VS-Block

Inspection
Graph
DG
+
SP(RHS)
DG

Triangular Solve
Inspection
Inspection
Strategy
Set
DFS
Prune-set
(reach-set)
Node
Block-set
equivalence
(supernodes)

Enabled Low-level
dist, unroll, peel,
vectorization,
tile, unroll, peel,
vectorization
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Table 3.2: Inspection and transformation elements in Sympiler for Cholesky factorization. SP(A):
sparsity patterns of the coefficient A, SP (Lj ): sparsity patterns of the j th row of L, unroll: loop
unrolling, peel: loop peeling, dist: loop distribution, tile: loop tiling.
Transformations
VI-Prune
VS-Block

Inspection
Graph
etree
+
SP(A)
etree
+
ColCount(L)

Cholesky
Inspection
Strategy
Single-node
up-traversal
Up-traversal

Factorization
Inspection
Enabled Low-level
Set
Prune-set
dist, unroll, peel,
(SP(Lj ))
vectorization
Block-set
tile, unroll, peel,
(supernodes) vectorization

Sympiler currently supports two important sparse matrix computations, namely
the triangular solve and Cholesky factorization. This section discusses some of the
graph theory and algorithms used in Sympiler’s symbolic inspector to extract inspection sets for these two matrix methods. The run-time complexity of the symbolic
inspector is also presented to evaluate inspection overheads. Finally, we demonstrate
the process of applying the VI-Prune and VS-Block transformations using the inspection sets. Sympiler’s extension to other matrix methods is also discussed.
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show a classification of the inspection graphs, inspection strategies, and resulting inspection sets for the two studied numerical algorithms in Sympiler.
As shown in both Tables 3.1 and 3.2, the symbolic inspector performs a set of known
inspection methods and generates sets which include symbolic information. The last
column of the Tables shows the list of low-level transformations enabled by each
inspector-guided transformation.
3.3.1

Sparse Triangular Solve

Theory: The symbolic inspector traverses the dependency graph DGL using depthfirst search (DFS) to determine the inspection set for the VI-Prune transformation,
which in this case is the reach-set from DGL and the right-hand side vector. The
graph DGL is also used to detect blocks with similar sparsity patterns, also known
as supernodes, in sparse triangular solve. The block-set, which contains columns of
L grouped into supernodes, is identified by inspecting DGL using a node equivalence
method. The node equivalence algorithm initially assumes nodes vi and vj are equivalent and compares their outgoing edges. If the outgoing edges point to the same
destination nodes then the two nodes are equal and are merged.
Inspector-guided Transformations: Using the reach-set, VI-Prune limits the
iteration space of the loops in triangular solve to only those that operate on relevant
nonzeros. The VS-Block transformation changes the loops in triangular solve to apply
blocking as shown in Figure 3.2b. The diagonal block of each column-block, which
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Figure 3.4: An example matrix A and its L factor from Cholesky factorization. The corresponding
elimination tree (T ) of A is also shown. Nodes in T and columns in L highlighted with the same
color belong to the same supernode. The red nonzeros in L are fill-ins.
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for(column j = 0 to n){
f = A(:,j)
PruneSet = The sparsity pattern of row j
for(every row r in PruneSet){ // Update
f -= L(j:n,r) * L(j,r);
}
L(k,k) = sqrt(f(k)); // Diagonal
for(off-diagonal elements in f){ // Off-diagonal
L(k+1:n,k) = f(k+1:n) / L(k,k);
}
}

Figure 3.5: Pseudo-code of left-looking Cholesky.

is a small triangular solve, is solved first and its solution replaces the off-diagonal
segment of the matrix.
Symbolic Inspection: The time complexity of DFS on graph DGL is proportional
to the number of edges traversed and the number of nonzeros in the RHS of the
system. The time complexity for the node equivalence algorithm is proportional to
the number of nonzeros in L. We provide overheads for these methods for the tested
matrices in Section 3.4.3.
3.3.2

Cholesky Factorization

Cholesky factorization is commonly used in direct solvers and is used to precondition
iterative solvers. The algorithm factors a Hermitian positive definite matrix A into
LLT , where matrix L is a lower triangular matrix. Figure 3.4 shows an example
matrix A and the corresponding L matrix after factorization.
Theory: The elimination tree (etree) [40] is one of the most important graph
structures used in the symbolic analysis of sparse factorization algorithms. Figure 3.4
shows the corresponding elimination tree for factorizing matrix A. The etree of A
is a spanning tree of G+ (A) satisfying parent[j] = min{i > j : Lij 6= 0} where
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G+ (A) is the graph of L + LT . The filled graph or G+ (A) results at the end of the
elimination process and includes all edges of the original matrix A as well as the fill-in
edges. Detailed discussions of the theory behind the elimination tree, the elimination
process, and the filled graph can be found in [37, 142].
Figure 3.5 shows the pseudo-code of the left-looking sparse Cholesky, which is
performed in two phases of update (lines 3–6) and column factorization (lines 7–10).
The update phase gathers the contributions from the already factorized columns on
the left. The column factorization phase calculates the square root of the diagonal
element and applies it to the off-diagonal elements.
To find the prune-set that enables the VI-Prune transformation, the row sparsity
pattern of L has to be computed. Figure 3.5 shows how this information is used to
prune the iteration space of the update phase in the Cholesky algorithm. Since L
is stored in column compressed format, the etree and the sparsity pattern of A are
used to determine the L row sparsity pattern. A non-optimal method for finding
the row sparsity pattern of row i in L is that for each nonzero Aij the etree of A is
traversed upwards from node j until node i is reached or a marked node is found.
The row-count of i is the visited nodes in this subtree. Sympiler uses a similar but
more optimized approach from [37] to find row sparsity patterns.
Supernodes used in VS-Block for Cholesky are found with the L sparsity pattern
and the etree. The sparsity pattern of L is different from A because of fill-ins created
during factorization. However, the elimination tree T along with the sparsity pattern
of A are used to find the sparsity pattern of L prior to factorization. As a result,
memory for L is allocated ahead of time to eliminate the need for dynamic memory
allocation. To create the supernodes, the fill-in pattern should be first determined.
Equation (3.1) is based on a theorem from [61] and computes the sparsity pattern of
column j in L, Lj , where T (s) is the parent of node s in T and “\" means exclusion.
The theorem states that the nonzero pattern of Lj is the union of the nonzero patterns
of the children of j in the etree and the nonzero pattern of column j in A.

Lj = Aj

[

{j}

[


[


j=T (s)

Ls \{s}

(3.1)

When the sparsity pattern of L is obtained, the following rule is used to merge columns
to create basic supernodes: when the number of nonzeros in two adjacent columns j
and j − 1, regardless of the diagonal entry in j − 1 are equal and j − 1 is the only
child of j in T , the two columns are merged.
Inspector-guided transformations: The VI-Prune transformation is applied
to the update phase of Cholesky. With the row sparsity pattern information when
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factorizing column i, Sympiler only iterates over dependent columns instead of all
columns smaller than i. The VS-Block transformation can be applied to both the
update and the column factorization phases. Therefore, the outer loop in the Cholesky
algorithm in Figure 3.5 is converted to a new loop that iterates over the block-set. All
references to the column j in the inner loops will be changed to the blockSet[j]. For
the diagonal part of the column factorization, a dense Cholesky needs to be computed
instead of the square root in the non-supernodal version. The resulting factor from
the diagonal elements applies to the off-diagonal rows through a sequence of dense
triangular solves. VS-Block also converts the update phase from vector operations to
matrix operations.
Symbolic Inspection: The computational complexity for building the etree in
sympiler is nearly O(|A|). The run-time complexity for finding the sparsity pattern of
row i is proportional to the number of nonzeros in row i of A. The method is executed
for all columns which results in a run-time of nearly O(|A|).The inspection overhead
for finding the block-set for VS-Block includes the sparsity detection which is done
in nearly O(|A| + 2n) and the supernode detection which has a run-time complexity
of O(n) [37].
3.3.3

Other Matrix Methods

The inspection graphs and inspection strategies supported in the current version of
Sympiler are used in a large class of commonly-used sparse matrix computations. The
applications of the elimination tree go beyond the Cholesky factorization method and
extend to some of the most commonly used sparse matrix routines in scientific applications such as LU, QR, orthogonal factorization methods [116], and incomplete and
factorized sparse approximate inverse preconditioner computations [97]. Inspection
of the dependency graph and proposed inspection strategies that extract reach-sets
and supernodes from the dependency graph are the fundamental symbolic analyses
required to optimize algorithms such as rank update/downdate methods [38], incomplete LU(0) [131], incomplete Cholesky preconditioners, and up-looking implementations of factorization algorithms. Thus, Sympiler with the current set of symbolic inspectors can be made to support many of these matrix methods. However, Sympiler’s
decoupling technique is not applicable to methods that change the sparsity pattern
during computation such as numerical methods with pivoting. Numerical methods
that use sparsity-preserving pivoting techniques such as Bunch-Kaufman [154] or
static pivoting [92] can still benefit from Sympiler. We plan to extend to an even
larger class of matrix methods and to support more optimization techniques.
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Table 3.3: Matrix set: The matrices are sorted based on the number of nonzeros in the original
matrix; nnz refers to number of nonzeros, n is the rank of the matrix.
Problem ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

3.4

Name
cbuckle
Pres_Poisson
gyro
gyro_k
Dubcova2
msc23052
thermomech_dM
Dubcova3
parabolic_fem
ecology2
tmt_sym

n (103 )
13.7
14.8
17.4
17.4
65.0
23.1
204
147
526
1000
727

nnz (A) (106 )
0.677
0.716
1.02
1.02
1.03
1.14
1.42
3.64
3.67
5.00
5.08

Experimental Results

We evaluate Sympiler by comparing the performance to two state-of-the-art libraries,
namely Eigen [79] and CHOLMOD [26], for the Cholesky factorization method and
the sparse triangular solve algorithm. Section 3.4.1 discusses the experimental setup
and experimental methodology. In Section 3.4.2 we demonstrate that the transformations enabled by Sympiler generate highly-optimized codes for sparse matrix
algorithms compared to state-of-the-art libraries. Although symbolic analysis is performed only once at compile time for a fixed sparsity pattern in Sympiler, we analyze
the cost of the symbolic inspector in Section 3.4.3 and compare it with symbolic costs
in Eigen and CHOLMOD.
3.4.1

Methodology

We selected a set of symmetric positive definite matrices from [41], which are listed in
Table 3.3. The matrices originate from different domains and vary in size. All matrices
have real numbers and are in double precision. The testbed architecture is HaswellE as described in Table 2.1 with turbo-boost disabled. OpenBLAS.0.2.19 [198] is
used for dense BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subprogram) routines when needed. All
Sympiler-generated codes are compiled with GCC v.5.4.0 using the -O3 option. Each
experiment is executed 5 times and the median is reported.
We compare the performance of the Sympiler-generated code with CHOLMOD [26]
as a specialized library for Cholesky factorization and with Eigen [79] as a general numerical library. CHOLMOD provides one of the fastest implementations of Cholesky
factorization on single-core architectures [76]. Eigen supports a wide range of sparse
and dense operations including sparse triangular solve and Cholesky. Thus, Cholesky
factorization results are compared with both Eigen and CHOLMOD while results for
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Figure 3.6: Sympiler’s performance compared to Eigen for triangular solve. The stacked-bars show
the performance of the Sympiler (numeric) code with VS-Block and VI-Prune. The effects of VSBlock, VI-Prune, and low-level transformations on Sympiler’s performance are shown separately.

triangular solve are compared to Eigen. Both libraries are installed and executed
using the recommended default configuration. For the Cholesky factorization both
libraries support the more commonly used left-looking (supernodal) algorithm which
is also the algorithm used by Sympiler. Sympiler applies one or both of the inspectorguided transformations as well as some of the enabled low-level transformations. For
low-level transformations, Sympiler currently supports unrolling, scalar replacement,
and loop distribution. For direct comparison of different implementations, a constant
floating point operation (FLOP) count is used across all implementations.
3.4.2

Performance of Generated Code

This section shows how the combination of the introduced transformations and the
decoupling strategy enable Sympiler to outperform two state-of-the-art libraries for
sparse Cholesky and sparse triangular solve.
Triangular solve: Figure 3.6 shows the performance of Sympiler-generated code
compared to the Eigen library for a sparse triangular solve with a sparse RHS. The
nonzero fill-in of the RHS in our experiments is selected to be less than 5%. The
sparse triangular system solver is often used as a sub-kernel in algorithms such as
left-looking LU [37] and Cholesky rank update methods [38] or as a solver after
matrix factorizations. Thus, typically the sparsity of the RHS in sparse triangular
systems is close to the sparsity of the columns of a sparse matrix. For the tested
problems, the number of nonzeros for all columns of L is less than 5%.
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The average improvement of Sympiler-generated code, which we refer to as Sympiler
(numeric), over the Eigen library is 1.49×. Eigen implements the approach demonstrated in Figure 3.1c, where symbolic analysis is not decoupled from the numerical
code. However, the Sympiler-generated code only manipulates numerical values which
leads to higher performance. Figure 3.6 also shows the effect of each transformation
on the overall performance of the Sympiler-generated code. In the current version of
Sympiler the symbolic inspector is designed to generate sets so that VS-Block can
be applied before VI-Prune. Our experiments show that this ordering often leads to
better performance mainly because Sympiler supports supernodes with a full diagonal
block. As support for more transformations are added to Sympiler, we will enable
it to automatically decide the best transformation ordering. Whenever applicable,
vectorization and peeling transformations are applied after VS-Block and VI-Prune.
Peeling leads to higher performance if applied after VS-Block where iterations related to single-column supernodes are peeled. Vectorization is always applied after
VS-Block and does not improve performance if only VI-Prune is applied.
Matrices 3, 4, 5, and 7 do not benefit from the VS-Block transformation so their
Sympiler run-times in Figure 3.6 are only for VI-Prune. Since small supernodes often
do not lead to better performance, Sympiler does not apply the VS-Block transformation if the average size of the participating supernodes is smaller than a threshold.
This parameter is currently hand-tuned and is set to 160. VS-Block is not applied
to matrices 3, 4, 5, and 7 since the average supernode size is too small and thus
does not improve performance. Also, since these matrices have a small column count
vectorization does not payoff.
Cholesky: We compare the numerical manipulation code of Eigen and CHOLMOD
for Cholesky factorization with the Sympiler-generated code. The results for CHOLMOD
and Eigen in Figure 3.7 refer to the numerical code performance in floating point operations per second (FLOP/s). Eigen and CHOLMOD both execute parts of the
symbolic analysis only once if the user explicitly indicates that the same sparse matrix is used for subsequent executions. However, even with such an input from the
user, none of the libraries fully decouple the symbolic information from the numerical
code. This is because they cannot afford to have a separate implementation for each
sparsity pattern and also do not implement sparsity-specific optimizations. For fairness, when using Eigen and CHOLMOD we explicitly tell the library that the sparsity
is fixed and thus report only the time related to the library’s numerical code (which
still contains some symbolic analysis).
As shown in Figure 3.7, for Cholesky factorization Sympiler performs up to 1.3×,
2.3×, and 6.3× better than CHOLMOD with node amalgamation [50], CHOLMOD
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Figure 3.7: The performance of Sympiler (numeric) for Cholesky compared to CHOLMOD (numeric)
and Eigen (numeric). The stacked-bar shows the performance of the Sympiler-generated code. The
effect of VS-Block and low-level transformations are shown separately. The VI-Prune transformation
is already applied to the baseline code so it is not shown here. Sympiler-A and CHOLMOD-A refer
to versions with node amalgamation.

without node amalgamation, and Eigen respectively. Eigen uses the left-looking nonsupernodal algorithm and thus its performance does not scale well with large matrices.
CHOLMOD benefits from supernodes and performs well for large matrices with large
supernodes. However, CHOLMOD does not perform well for some small matrices and
large matrices with small supernodes. Node amalgamation merges small supernodes
to increase their size for better performance and is implemented in both CHOLMOD
and Sympiler. Sympiler provides the highest performance for almost all tested matrix
types which demonstrates the effectiveness of sparsity-specific code generation.
The application of kernel-specific and aggressive optimizations when generating
code for dense sub-kernels enables Sympiler to generate fast code for any sparsity
pattern. Since BLAS routines are not well-optimized for small dense kernels they
often do not perform well for the small blocks produced by applying VS-Block to
sparse codes [163]. Therefore, libraries such as CHOLMOD do not perform well for
matrices with small supernodes. Sympiler has the luxury to generate code for its dense
sub-kernels; instead of being handicapped by the performance of BLAS routines, it
generates specialized and highly-efficient codes for small dense sub-kernels. If the
average column-count for a matrix is above a tuned threshold, Sympiler will call
BLAS routines [198] instead. Since the column-count directly specifies the number
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Figure 3.8: Sparse triangular solve symbolic+numeric time for Sympiler and Eigen’s normalized over
the Eigen time.

of dense triangular solves, which is the most important dense sub-kernel in Cholesky,
the average column-count is used to decide when to switch to BLAS routines [198].
For example, the average column-count of matrices 3, 4, 6, and 8 is less than the
column-count threshold.
Decoupling the prune-set calculation from the numerical manipulation phase also
improves the performance of the Sympiler-generated code. As discussed in subsection 3.3.2, the sparse Cholesky implementation needs the row sparsity pattern of
L. The elimination tree of A and the upper triangular part of A are both used in
CHOLMOD and Eigen to find the row sparsity pattern. Since A is symmetric with
only the lower part stored, both libraries compute the transpose of A in the numerical code to access the upper triangular elements. Through fully decoupling symbolic
analysis from the numerical code, Sympiler has the L row sparsity information in the
prune-set ahead of time. Therefore, both the reach function and the matrix transpose
operations are removed from the numeric code.
3.4.3

Symbolic Analysis Time

All symbolic analysis is performed at compile time in Sympiler and its generated code
only manipulates numerical values. Since symbolic analysis is performed once for a
specific sparsity pattern, its overheads amortize with repeat executions of the numerical code. However, as demonstrated in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 even if the numerical code
is executed only once, which is not common in scientific applications, the accumulated symbolic+numeric time of Sympiler is close to Eigen for the triangular solve and
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faster than both Eigen and CHOLMOD for Cholesky. Since Sympiler also generates
generic library code by disabling low-level transformations, the code generation cost
is discussed separately and not included in the figures.
Triangular solve: Figure 3.8 shows the time Sympiler spends to do symbolic
analysis at compile time, Sympiler (symbolic), for sparse triangular solve, normalized
over Eigen’s run-time. No symbolic time is available for Eigen since as discussed,
Eigen uses the code in Figure 3.1c for its triangular solve implementation. Sympiler’s
numeric plus symbolic time is on average 1.27× slower than the Eigen code. In
addition, depending on the matrix, code generation and compilation in Sympiler
costs between 6–197× more than the numeric solve. It is important to note that
since the sparsity structure of the matrix in triangular solve does not change in many
applications, the overhead of the symbolic inspector and compilation is only paid
once. For example, in preconditioned iterative solvers a triangular system must be
solved per iteration and often the iterative solver must execute thousands of iterations
[18, 136, 106] until convergence since the systems in scientific applications are not
necessarily well-conditioned.
Cholesky: Sparse libraries perform symbolic analysis ahead of time which can be
re-used for matching sparsity patterns and improves the performance of their numerical executions. We compare the analysis time of the libraries with Sympiler’s symbolic
inspection time. Figure 3.9 provides the symbolic analysis and numeric manipulation
times for both libraries normalized over Eigen time. The time spent by Sympiler to
perform symbolic analysis is referred to as Sympiler (symbolic). CHOLMOD (symbolic) and Eigen (symbolic) refer to the partially decoupled symbolic code that is
only executed once if the user indicates that sparsity remains static. In nearly all
cases Sympiler’s accumulated time is better than the other two libraries. Code generation and compilation, which are not shown in the chart, cost at most 0.3× the
cost of numeric factorization. Also, similar to the triangular solve example, a matrix
with a fixed sparsity pattern must be factorized many times in scientific applications.
For example, in Newton-Raphson (NR) solvers for nonlinear systems of equations,
a Jacobian matrix is factorized in each iteration and the NR solvers require tens or
hundreds of iterations to converge [138, 130].

3.5

Related Work

Compilers for general languages are hampered by optimization methods that
either cannot optimize sparse codes or only apply conservative transformations that do
not lead to high performance. This is due to the indirection required to index and loop
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Figure 3.9: Symbolic+numeric time for Sympiler, CHOLMOD, and Eigen for the Cholesky algorithm. All times are normalized over the Eigen’s accumulated symbolic+numeric time.

over nonzero elements of sparse data structures. Polyhedral methods use algebraic
representations and rules to represent and transform loop nests into optimized code.
These techniques are limited when dealing with non-affine loop nests or subscripts [10,
25, 105, 145, 185, 181] common in sparse computations.
To make it possible for compilers to apply more aggressive loop and data transformations to sparse codes, recent work [186, 175, 184, 188, 187] has developed compiletime techniques for automatically creating inspectors and executors for use at runtime. These techniques use an inspector to analyze index arrays in sparse codes at
run-time and an executor that uses this run-time information to execute code with
specific optimizations. These inspector-executor techniques are limited in that they
only apply to sparse codes with static index arrays; such codes require the matrix
structure to not change during the computation. The aforementioned approach performs well for methods such as sparse incomplete LU (0) and Gauss-Seidel methods
where additional nonzeros/fill-ins are not introduced during computation. However,
in a large class of sparse matrix methods, such as direct solvers including Cholesky,
LU, and QR decompositions, index arrays dynamically change during computation
since the algorithm itself introduces fill-ins. In addition, the indirections and dependencies in sparse direct solvers are tightly coupled with the algorithm, making
it difficult to apply inspector-executor techniques. Partial evaluation techniques [99]
specialize code by using partial inputs and the program to generate code that works
well for all the remaining inputs. These methods have not been successfully extended
to support sparse matrix methods [82].
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Domain-specific compilers integrate domain knowledge into the compilation
process, improving the compiler’s ability to transform and optimize specific kinds
of computations. Such an approach has been used successfully for stencil computations [147, 179, 93], signal processing [144], dense linear algebra [80, 169, 115], matrix
assembly and mesh analysis [5, 119], simulation [107, 20], and sparse operations [36,
150, 27]. Though the simulations and sparse compilers use some knowledge of matrix
structure to optimize operations, they do not build specialized matrix solvers.
Specialized Libraries are the typical approach for sparse direct solvers. These
libraries differ in (1) which numerical methods are implemented, (2) the implementation strategy or variant of the solver, (3) the type of the platform supported, and
(4) whether the algorithm is specialized for specific applications.
Each numerical method is suitable for different classes of matrices; for example,
Cholesky factorization requires the matrix be symmetric (or Hermitian) positive definite. Libraries such as SuperLU [44], KLU [42], UMFPACK [33], and Eigen [79] provide optimized implementations for LU decomposition methods. The Cholesky factorization is available through libraries such as Eigen [79], CSparse [37], CHOLMOD [26],
MUMPS [6, 7, 8], and PARDISO [155, 157]. QR factorization is implemented in
SPARSPAK[62, 61], SPLOOES [12], Eigen [79], and CSparse [37]. The optimizations and algorithm variants used to implement sparse matrix methods differ between
libraries. For example, LU decomposition can be implemented using multifrontal
methods [33, 81, 35], left-looking [44, 42, 51, 62], right-looking [112, 161, 49], and
up-looking [34, 162] methods. Libraries are developed to support different platforms
such as sequential implementations [37, 26, 42], shared memory [35, 45, 155], and
distributed memory [45, 7]. Finally, some libraries are designed to perform well on
matrices arising from a specific domain. For example, KLU [42] works best for circuit
simulation problems. In contrast, SuperLU-MT applies optimizations with the assumption that the input matrix structure leads to large supernodes; such a strategy
is a poor fit for circuit simulation problems.

Chapter 4

Transformation and Inspection for
Parallelism
Sympiler can generate a specialized code that can effectively use vectorization by
decoupling symbolic information as discussed in Chapter 3. However, the Sympiler’s
generated code runs sequentially and does not use thread-level parallelism. Sympiler’s
inspectors use runtime information to build directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) that expose data dependence relations. The DAGs are traversed in topological order to
create a list of level sets that represent iterations that can execute in parallel; this
is known as wavefront parallelism. Synchronization between level sets ensures the
execution respects data dependencies. However, synchronization between levels in
wavefront parallelism can lead to high overheads since the number of levels increases
with the DAG critical path. For sparse kernels such as Cholesky with non-uniform
workloads, wavefront methods can additionally lead to load imbalance. This chapter
presents an inspection strategy for parallelism on multi-core architectures for sparse
matrix kernels. The proposed inspector applies a novel Load-Balanced Level Coarsening (LBC) algorithm on the data dependence graph to create well-balanced coarsened
level sets, which is called the hierarchical level set (H-Level set), mitigating load imbalance and excessive synchronization present in wavefront parallelism. Please note
that the content of this chapter is published in the conference paper [28].

4.1

Introduction

The performance of scientific simulations relies heavily on the parallel implementations of sparse matrix computations used to solve systems of linear equations. Data
dependence information required for parallelizing sparse codes is dependent on the
matrix structure, so parallel codes may use more synchronization than necessary;
34
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in addition, to achieve high parallel efficiency, the work must be evenly distributed
among cores, but this distribution also depends on the matrix structure.
Parallel sparse libraries, such as Intel’s Math Kernel Library (MKL) [192], Pardiso [192, 156], PaStiX [86], and SuperLU [111], provide manually-optimized parallel
implementations of sparse matrix algorithms and are some of the most commonlyused libraries in simulations using sparse matrices. These libraries differ in the kind
of numerical methods they support and use numerical-method-specific code at runtime, during a phase called symbolic factorization, to determine data dependencies.
Based on this dependence information, different libraries implement different forms of
parallelism. For example, PaStiX uses static scheduling of a fine-grained task graph
based on empirical measurements of expected runtime for each task; in contrast, MKL
Pardiso implements a form of dynamic scheduling for its fine-grained task graph.
Previous work has extended compilers to resolve memory access patterns in sparse
codes by building runtime inspectors to examine the nonzero structure and using
executors to transform code execution and implement parallelism [187, 148, 204].
Inspectors use runtime information to build directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) that
expose data dependence relations. The DAGs are traversed in topological order to
create a list of level sets that represent iterations that can execute in parallel; this
is known as wavefront parallelism. Synchronization between level sets ensures the
execution respects data dependencies. However, synchronization between levels in
wavefront parallelism can lead to high overheads since the number of levels increases
with the DAG critical path. For sparse kernels such as Cholesky with non-uniform
workloads, wavefront methods can additionally lead to load imbalance. Frameworks
such as Sympiler [29] have demonstrated the value of creating specializations of sparse
matrix methods for exploiting specific matrix structure. However, this approach has
only been demonstrated for single-threaded implementations.
This chapter presents an inspection strategy for parallelism on multi-core architectures for sparse matrix kernels. The proposed inspector applies a novel LoadBalanced Level Coarsening (LBC) algorithm on the data dependence graph to create
well-balanced coarsened level sets, which we call the hierarchical level set (H-Level
set), mitigating load imbalance and excessive synchronization present in wavefront
parallelism. This inspector is implemented in a framework called ParSy, which uses
information from the matrix sparsity and the numerical method to obtain data dependencies. The inspector in ParSy can be used for sparse linear algebra libraries,
inspector-executor compiler methods, or from within sparsity-specific code generators
such as Sympiler.
We focus on complex sparse matrix algorithms where loop-carried data depen-
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Figure 4.1: An example DAG, that is an assembly tree where nodes represent column blocks and
edges show the dependencies between columns during factorization, is shown in Figure 4.1a. Wavefront methods create a level set, represented by node coloring; nodes with the same color can be
executed in parallel. Figure 4.1b shows the H-Level set created by LBC from G in Figure 4.1a.

dencies make efficient parallelization challenging, such as sparse triangular solve, as
well as matrix methods that introduce fill-ins (nonzeros) during computation, such
as Cholesky. The main contributions of this chapter include:
• A new Load-Balanced Level Coarsening (LBC) strategy that inspects sparse kernel
data dependence graphs for parallelism while maintaining an efficient trade-off between locality, load balance, and parallelism by coarsening level sets from wavefront
parallelism.
• A novel proportional cost model included in LBC that creates well-balanced partitions for sparse kernels with irregular computations such as sparse Cholesky.
• Implementations of the new inspection strategies for parallelism and code transformations for sparse triangular solve and Cholesky factorization, in a framework
called ParSy. For evaluation, the proposed implementations are built within the
open-source Sympiler infrastructure, but with all Sympiler optimizations disabled.
The performance of ParSy is evaluated against MKL Pardiso and PaStiX, demonstrating that the partitioning strategy in ParSy outperforms the state-of-the-art by
1.4× on average and up to 3.1×.

4.2

ParSy Overview

ParSy consists of the H-Level inspector and code transformations to enable efficient
parallel execution for sparse matrix methods. Example input code to ParSy is shown
in Listing 4.1, where the user provides the numerical method, matrix sparsity pattern,
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and additional information about the desired level of parallelism. ParSy builds a DAG
representing data dependencies in the sparse kernel for the given sparsity pattern.
Then, the H-Level inspector uses a Load-Balanced Level Coarsening algorithm to
create a schedule from the DAG of the kernel. To parallelize the original code and
take advantage of the schedule, the numerical method code must be transformed.
This section describes the H-Level inspector and discusses code transformations to
support the parallel schedule, using sparse Cholesky as an example.
1

int main() {

2

Sparse A(type(float,64),"Matrix.mtx");

3

Cholesky chol(A);

4

chol.generate_c("chol",k); }
Listing 4.1: ParSy input code
Algorithm 1: ParSy’s H-Level inspector.

1
2
3

Input : DAG G, k, thresh, win, agg
Output: H-LevelSet
[vertexCost,edgeCost] = computeCost(G)
[H-LevelSet]=LBC(G,vertexCost,edgeCost, k, thresh, win, agg)
return H-LevelSet

4.2.1

H-Level Inspector

The goal of ParSy’s inspector is to statically partition the DAG of a specific numerical
method applied to a specific sparse matrix while creating an efficient load balance with
low synchronization cost and high locality. Wavefront parallelism approaches [110,
132], typically used in code transformation frameworks to generate parallel sparse
codes, can create load imbalance and excessive synchronizations since sparse kernels
like Cholesky have imbalanced workloads for column-based and column-block-based
implementations. ParSy’s H-Level inspector resolves this issue by creating partitions
with coarser tasks while ensuring good balance between execution threads.
Algorithm 1 shows the basic outline of ParSy’s inspector. Line 2 shows the LBC
phase (see Section 4.3), where the DAG along with the number of processor cores
(k in Algorithm 1), the computational efficiency of a single core (thresh), and tuning
parameters win and agg related to balancing and coarsening of the levels, are the
inputs. The LBC algorithm uses a kernel-specific cost model for vertices and edges,
which is used for load balance. With this information the DAG is partitioned into
level-partitions (l-partitions) that partition the DAG into coarsened levels, and into
k or fewer width-partitions (w-partitions) each executed on a single core within each
l-partition.
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Example. Cholesky factorization is commonly used in direct linear solvers and
to precondition iterative solvers. The algorithm factors a Hermitian positive definite
matrix A into LLT , where matrix L is a sparse lower triangular matrix. We use the
left-looking Cholesky variant. To compute the factor for a column j in L the algorithm
visits all columns i that contain a nonzero in row j of L with i < j and then applies
the contributions of columns i to column j [37]. Dependencies between each columncomputing iteration are represented by a DAG called the elimination tree (etree) [116,
142]. In an etree each node represents a column and each directed edge denotes that
the destination depends on the source. To improve the performance of sparse Cholesky
by using dense BLAS operations, columns with similar nonzero patterns are merged
to form a block or supernode of columns. Dependencies between column blocks are
represented using a modified version of the etree called the assembly tree, where nodes
represent column blocks. For Cholesky factorization, using the etree does not create
coarse enough nodes to parallelize and thus in most available software [44, 86, 158, 6]
the assembly tree is used as the baseline dependency DAG for Cholesky. Figure 4.1a
is an example assembly tree that we will use to demonstrate how ParSy creates an
H-Level set.
Wavefront parallelism techniques [187, 148] first create a topologically-ordered
level set, shown in Figure 4.1a and then execute nodes within each level in parallel.
However, this often leads to higher-than-necessary overhead, because it requires synchronization between each level. Furthermore, the work per node varies depending
on the non-zero structure, often resulting in poor load balance. Our Load-Balanced
Level Coarsening (LBC) algorithm, described in Section 4.3, partitions the assembly
tree with the objective of facilitating efficient parallel execution while producing a
good balance between load and locality. Our partitioning works in two stages; the
first partitions the DAG by level to create topologically-ordered l-partitions, shown in
Figure 4.1b. In the second phase, the disjoint sub-DAGs inside each level are divided
into k or fewer equally-balanced w-partitions, where k is the number of cores. The HLevel set improves locality compared to the wavefront approach and reduces inter-level
synchronizations from six to two for this example. Furthermore, the LBC algorithm
balances the workload of each partition by packing multiple independent sub-DAGs
into each w-partition. This packing approach is important in sparse Cholesky where
the workload for each column block differs from other blocks. Finally, each w-partition
does not communicate with any other w-partition in the same level, since each wpartition consists of disjoint sub-DAGs.
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H-Level:
for(I1 ){
.
.
.

1
2
3
4
5

6

6

for(In (I1 )){

7
8

7

Atomic:

8

c /= a[idx(I1 ,...,In )]; }}

9

9
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f o r ( e v e r y l− p a r t i t i o n i ) {
#pragma omp p a r a l l e l f o r p r i v a t e ( pVars )
f o r ( e v e r y w− p a r t i t i o n j ) {
f o r ( e v e r y v ∈ H Le v el S e t [ i ] [ j ] ) {
I1 = v ;
...
f o r ( In ( I1 ) ) {
#pragma omp at om ic
c /= a [ i d x ( I1 , . . . , In ) ] ; } } } } }

(a) Before

(b) After
Level, loop[1].HLevel(HLevelSet,pVars)

Figure 4.2: The H-Level transformation. The loop over I1 in (a) transforms into two nested loops
that iterate over the H-Level set in (b). Any use of the original loop index I1 is replaced with its
corresponding value from HLevelSet.

4.2.2

Parallel Code Transformation

To utilize the H-Level set to efficiently execute the schedule, the original code must
be transformed for parallelism. Figure 4.2 shows the general form of the H-level
transformation. The loop in line 2 of the code in Figure 4.2a is changed to lines 1–4
in the code in Figure 4.2b. After transformation, all operations and indices that use
I1 , which is the index of the transformed loop, will be replaced with a proper value
from HLevelSet. The parallel pragma in line 2 ensures that all w-partitions within an
l-partition run in parallel. Note that some algorithms may require atomic pragmas;
such cases are detectable using existing analysis techniques [55].
1
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3
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H-Level:
for (int i=0; i<blockNo; ++i){
b1 = block2col[i]; b2 = block2col[i+1];
f = A(:,b1:b2);
// Update phase
for(block r=0 to i-1 L(i,r)!=0){
f-=GEMM(L(b1:n,r),transpose(L(i,r)));}
// Diagonal operation
L(b1:b2,b1:b2)=POTRF(f(b1:b2));
// Off-diagonal operations
for(off-diagonal elements in f){
L(b2+1:n,b1:b1) =
TRSM(f(b1+1:n,b1:b2),L(b1:b2,b1:b2)); }

(a) Serial blocked left-looking Cholesky

4
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}
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for(every l-partition i){
#pragma omp parallel for private(f){
for(every w-partition j){
for(every v ∈ HLevelSet[i][j]){
int i = v;
b1 = block2col[i];b2 = block2col[i+1];
f = A(:,b1:b2);
for(block r=0 to i-1 L(i,r)!=0){
f-=GEMM(L(b1:n,r),transpose(L(i,r)));}
L(b1:b2,b1:b2)=POTRF(f(b1:b2));
for(off-diagonal elements in f){
L(b2+1:n,b1:b1) =
TRSM(f(b1+1:n,b1:b2),L(b1:b2,b1:b2)); } }}}}
//Specialized code for the last l-partition.
Cholesky_Specialized(HLevelSet[n − 1][0]);
(b) ParSy’s generated code

Figure 4.3: The application of the H-Level transformation on blocked left-looking Cholesky factorization. Figure 4.3b shows the transformed version of the code in Figure 4.3a with the H-Level
transformation. The gray lines remain unchanged.

Figure 4.3 shows how the H-Level transformation modifies Cholesky factorization.
As shown, the outermost loop in line 2 of Figure 4.3a is transformed to lines 1–
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5 in Figure 4.3b. Since in the left-looking Cholesky algorithm nodes do not write
to other nodes, the loop body does not change because no critical region is required.
The OpenMP pragma enables parallelism over sub-DAGs, executing dependent nodes
within the same thread, which increases locality. For the example DAG in Figure 4.1a,
the outer loop in the code of Figure 4.3b executes only one iteration, resulting in a
single synchronization, compared to the six synchronizations required by wavefront
parallelism.
The available parallelism in a sparse algorithm is not uniform and typically different
approaches for parallelism must be used to efficiently exploit the underlying parallel
architecture. For example, l-partition 1 in the partitioned DAG in Figure 4.1b benefits
from tree parallelism; however, the nodes in l-partition 2, which contains the sink
node (the node with no outgoing edges), have no tree parallelism but such nodes
can be repartitioned to increase data parallelism within their corresponding dense
computations [86]. The last iteration, which corresponds to the last partition of the
H-Level set, is peeled and optimized differently. For such nodes, ParSy enables using
parallel BLAS operations for the node; however, ParSy can be extended to support
more advanced specialization techniques such as repartitioning.
4.2.3

Implementation

We have implemented ParSy in the open-source Sympiler [29] framework. Even
though ParSy can be implemented at runtime similar to library-based approaches,
we build on top of Sympiler to ease implementation and for potential future benefits
of integrating ParSy with sparsity-specific code generation from Sympiler. Because
of using Sympiler, the inspectors in ParSy are executed at compile time and their
information is used to automatically transform the code.
To implement ParSy, the inputs to Sympiler are extended to provide information
that the H-Level inspector requires. The H-Level inspector and H-Level transformation are implemented as additional stages in the inspection and transformation phases
of Sympiler respectively. The inspector creates the data dependence graph based on
the input numerical method and the sparsity pattern. ParSy uses the created data
dependence graph and creates a coarsened level set that will later be used as an input
to the generated code. Sympiler’s low-level transformations are disabled in ParSy, so
we do not specialize code for a specific sparsity pattern. This chapter considers solely
the impact of the H-Level inspector.
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Load-Balanced Level Coarsening (LBC)

ParSy utilizes the Load-Balanced Level Coarsening (LBC) algorithm to partition the
DAG that describes the dependencies of the computation. LBC statically creates a
set of partitions that minimize load imbalance and communication while attempting to maximize available parallelism and locality. In this section, we describe the
partitioning produced by LBC, its associated constraints, and the algorithm that produces this partitioning. Finally, we show the proportional cost model used by LBC
to estimate load costs for each partition.
4.3.1

Problem Definition

The goal of Load-Balanced Level Coarsening is to find a set of l-partitions, and within
each l-partition, to find a set of disjoint w-partitions with as balanced cost as possible.
For improved performance, these partitions adhere to additional constraints to reduce
synchronization between threads and maintain load balance. Additionally, there are
objective functions for minimizing communication between threads and the number
of synchronizations between levels. To describe the partitioning and constraints, we
use the following notation.
Definitions. G(V, E) denotes the input DAG with vertex set V and edge set E,
along with a nonnegative integer weight d(v) for each vertex v ∈ V and nonnegative
integer weight c(e) for each edge e ∈ E. The level of a node level(v) is the length
of the longest path between the node v and a source node, which is a node with no
incoming edge. The level of the sink node is the length of the critical path P ; in the
case of multiple sink nodes, P is the maximal level among all sink nodes.
Definition 1: Given DAG G and an integer number of partitions n > 1, the
LBC algorithm produces n l-partitions of V with sets of nodes (Vl1 , ..., Vln ) such that
Vl1 ∪ ... ∪ Vln = V and ∀i 6= j, Vli ∩ Vlj = ∅. Each l-partition li = [lbi ..ubi ] is
represented by a lower bound and upper bound on the level, and contains all nodes
with levels between the two bounds. In addition, ∪ni=1 li = [1..P ]. The induced DAG
for l-partition li is represented with Glbi :ubi .
Definition 2: Given the number of threads k > 1, for each set of nodes Vli , the
LBC algorithm produces mi ≤ k w-partitions (Vli ,w1 , ..., Vli ,wm ) such that Vli ,w1 ∪ ... ∪
Vli ,wmi = Vli and ∀i, j, p, q, where i 6= j or p 6= q, Vli ,wp ∩ Vlj ,wq = ∅.
Definition 3: Within a partition, the number of connected components is the number of disjoint sub-DAGs in the partition, which is shown by comp(Vli ,wp ) for a partition Vli ,wp .
In summary, the partitioning produced by LBC creates l-partitions, and within
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each l-partition i, it creates up to k disjoint w-partitions. Each node in the DAG
belongs to one l-partition and one w-partition. Note that some l-partitions, those
with only one connected component, will only contain one w-partition (see Vl2 in
Figure 4.1). Some of the values for that example are as follows: n = 2, Vl1 =
{{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, {6, 7, 8}, {10, 11, 9, 12}}, Vl1 ,w2 = {6, 7, 8}, and Vl2 = {{13, 14, 15}}.
The number of w-partitions for Vl1 is m1 = 3, and m2 = 1 for Vl2 . The number
of connected components in l-partition Vli is shown with comp(Vli ). For example,
comp(Vl1 ,w1 ) is 2, comp(Vl1 ,w2 ) is 1, etc.
Constraints. The space-partition constraint ensures that threads executing iterations in different w-partitions need not synchronize amongst each other. The name of
this constraint comes from affine partitioning [114], where the goal of the constraint
is the same; however, the constraint definition is different here since the input is a
DAG. If E(Vli ,wp , Vli ,wq ) is the set of cut edges between two partitions Vli ,wp and Vli ,wq ,
the space-partition constraint is:
∀1 ≤ i ≤ n ∧ (1 ≤ p, q ≤ mi ), E(Vli ,wp , Vli ,wq ) = ∅

(4.1)

The w-partitions within each Vlj must have no edges in common, which is the constraint expressed in Equation (4.1).
The load balance constraint ensures that the w-partitions within Vli are balanced up
to a threshold. Assuming  ∈ R with  ≥ 0 is a given input threshold for determining
the maximum imbalance, the load balance constraint is:
∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∧ comp(Vli ) > 1 ∧ ∀1 ≤ p ∈ mi ,

cost(Vli ,wp ) ≤ (1 + )dcost(Vli )/mi e

(4.2)

P
P
where cost(Vli ,wp ) = v∈Vl ,wp d(v) and cost(Vli ) = p∈1..mi cost(Vli ,wp ). As shown in
i
Equation 4.2, the load balance constraint does not apply to an l-partition with only
a single w-partition, because creating load balance for one component is not feasible. The constraint ensures that the cost of executing an l-partition Vli is uniformly
distributed to w-partitions Vli ,wp so the maximum difference is less than 2.
Objective. The objective function for LBC is to reduce the critical path of the
partitioned DAG, also known as quotient graph QG , as well as the communication
cost between the partitions. QG is the DAG induced by the partitioning Vlj ,wi , where
each vertex in QG is a partition and edges Eq exist only if an edge exists such that
the two endpoints are in separate partitions. The critical path minimization objective
P
is to minimize PQG . The communication cost objective is to minimize e∈Eq c(e),
where c is the cost associated with each edge of QG . Since no edges exist between
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w-partitions, this objective minimizes the edge costs between l-partitions.
4.3.2

LBC Algorithm

As shown in Algorithm 4.1, the inputs to LBC are a DAG annotated with a cost model
for both vertices and edges, the number of requested w-partitions, an architecturerelated threshold, and tuning parameters win and agg. Section 4.3.3 illustrates a cost
model used in LBC. Since optimizing for both l-partitions and w-partitions is complex,
our algorithm uses heuristics for speed and simplicity. A major simplification is to
separate the two kinds of partitioning so that the algorithm, shown in Algorithm 2,
proceeds in three stages: (1) l-partitioning, (2) w-partitioning and, optionally, (3)
reordering.
l-partitioning. This step finds l as defined in Section 4.3.1. The algorithm
begins by finding the first partition, which contains the source nodes of the DAG;
note that the upper and lower bounds for each partition represent the range of levels
(the distance from the source nodes) for the vertices in the partition. In line 7,
the algorithm finds the largest level (closest to the sink node of the DAG) containing
enough disjoint sub-DAGs to result in approximately k w-partitions. Then, in lines 9–
16 the algorithm searches through adjacent candidates up to win levels away for where
to cut the partition, by finding the one that results in the most load-balanced wpartitions (see Section 4.3.3). Once the first l-partition is set, the loop in line 17 groups
the remaining levels into l-partitions with agg levels per partition. Tuning parameters
win and agg denote the search window for a load-balanced cut and coarseness of
the remaining levels respectively. Finally, the algorithm builds the last partition,
containing the sink node, in line 20.
w-partitioning. In this step, each l-partition, which is a collection of sub-DAGs
with different costs, is divided into w-partitions such that the cost of each partition
is balanced. To find the sub-DAGs, we do a sequence of depth-first searches from
all source nodes in the l-partition. The sub-DAGs that intersect are merged. We
then use a variant of the first-fit decreasing bin packing approach [98, 31] to find
w-partitions with near-equal overall cost. Lines 21–26 in Algorithm 2 produce wpartitions of size k if there are enough components; otherwise, the number of bins is
set to comp(Gg )/2. Once the balanced components are found, we use a modified
breadth-first search (BFS) to store the nodes of w-partitions in a precedence order.
The modified BFS algorithm starts from the source nodes of a w-partition and places
the nodes in a queue. Every node that is removed from the queue is placed in the
final H-Level set and then the incoming degree of its adjacent nodes is decremented.
The algorithm ends when the queue is empty.
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Algorithm 2: Load-Balanced Level Coarsening
Input
Output

: G, d, c k, thresh, win, agg
: Vlj ,wi , lj

/* For small DAG, use a single partition
1
2
3
4
5

/* l-partitioning, starting from source nodes
6

8

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

18
19

22
23
24
25
26

28
29
30
31
32
33

*/

for g ∈ l do
if comp(Gg ) > 1 then
parts = comp(Gg ) > k ? k : comp(Gg )/2
Vg = BinPack(Gg ,d,parts)
end
end
/* Reorder w-partitions

27

*/

l.append([ln .ub,G.P])
/* w-partitioning

21

*/

for i=l0 .ub; i < G.P − agg; i+=agg do
l.append([i, i + agg])
end
/* Final partition includes the sink node

20

*/

for i=linitCut ; i> linitCut -win; i-=1 do
CurCost(:) = BinPack(G0:i ,d,k)
maximalDiff = max(CurCost) - min(CurCost)
if maximalDiff <  then
 = maximalDiff
l0 .ub = i
end
end
/* Group rest of levels into l-partitions

17

*/

linitCut = max({l|comp(G0:l ) ≥ k})
=∞
/* Explore cuts to find good load balance

9

*/

l0 .lb = 0
/* Find closest level to the sink node with enough sub-DAG

7

*/

if G ≤ thresh then
Vl0 = G
l0 .lb = 0 l0 .ub = G.P
return {V ,l}
end

*/

for i=n; i> 0; i-=1 do
for j=0; j< mi ; j+=1 do
Q = {∃q ∈ child(Vli ,wj )|c(eqVli ,wj ) is max }
swap(Vli+1 ,wQ ,Vli+1 ,wj )
end
end
return {V ,l}

Because our w-partitioning algorithm merges sub-DAGs that intersect, it is possible that fewer than k components are found due to the intersection. However, we
have not encountered this case in practice, and in such cases it is possible to modify
the algorithm to perform w-partitioning for multiple candidate l-partitionings to find
one where the most subcomponents exist.
Reordering. Optionally, the w-partitions in each l-partition can be reordered to
further enhance locality. This phase reorders the computation within each w-partition
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to optimize the communication cost objective. The goal is to ensure that a w-partition
Vlj ,wi in l-partition j that synchronizes with w-partition Vlj+1 ,wk can be moved so that
both w-partitions are assigned to the same thread; as a result, the data will remain
local to the thread. In lines 27–32 of Algorithm 2, the LBC algorithm checks adjacent
l-partitions and ensures that w-partitions with the highest communication cost are
aligned vertically. During execution, w-partitions with the same ID will be assigned
to the same processor, ensuring that inter-thread communication between l-partitions
is minimal.
4.3.3

Cost Model & Windowing Heuristic

Statically scheduling the DAG for parallelism requires estimating the cost of each
node in the DAG accurately, to ensure a high degree of parallelism and good load
balance. The LBC algorithm implements two heuristics for two different parts of the
algorithm that make this possible to do efficiently: a simple cost model that does
not require machine-specific empirical performance measurements, and a heuristic for
searching only among a small number of possible partitionings.
Existing approaches for static scheduling of sparse factorization algorithms such
as that used in PaStiX [86] rely on accurate cost estimates for each BLAS operation
to find load balanced partitions; PaStiX uses empirically-measured runtimes for each
BLAS kernel. In contrast, the H-Level inspector uses a simple proportional cost model
to find an efficient partitioning of the DAG. Motivated by the fact that sparse matrix
computations are generally memory bandwidth-bound, this model uses the number of
participating nonzeros in each node of the DAG as a proxy for the cost of execution.
Definition. The participating nonzeros for a node Ni in the DAG is the total
number of nonzeros touched in order to complete the computation of Ni . For example, for Cholesky factorization, the participating nonzeros for a node are the nonzeros
in the column block represented by Ni , plus the nonzeros touched when eliminating
the block. This can be computed exactly during symbolic factorization or be approximated with the sum of the column counts for every column such that the rows
corresponding to Ni have a nonzero, which can be derived in near-linear time in the
size of the matrix [37]. We use a similar metric for computing edge cost, which is the
number of nonzeros that must be communicated.
The proportional cost model need not be as exact as the kinds of cost models used
in PaStiX, due to the much coarser granularity of scheduling in ParSy. However,
any model used for static scheduling, even for coarse-grained tasks, must be accurate
enough to use as a proxy for performance. This simple cost is sufficient to capture the
real behavior of our static partitioning scheme. Figure 4.4 shows the actual maximal
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Figure 4.4: The maximal difference in time matches the maximal difference in participating nonzeros.
Matrix Flan_1565 is used as an example; other matrices exhibit similar behavior.

14

Figure 4.5: The effect of l-partitioning on the performance and load balancing of Cholesky for
Flan_1565 starting from the sink node (shown with 1) to close to the source nodes (shown with
14). The dark rectangle shows the search window from the initial point which is point 2. The
line (1) in red shows the actual total runtime using each edge cut, (2) in dark green shows the
maximal difference, and (3) in blue shows the percentage of actual time spent on the closest-to-sink
l-partition.

difference in time versus the estimated maximal difference in cost for an example
matrix based on participating nonzeros for l-partitions constructed at different levels,
with the left side being cuts closest to the sink node. The cost closely matches
the observed difference in time measured using cycle counters. Unlike other static
partitioning schemes, the cost model used by ParSy is simple and requires no empirical
measurement, while effectively estimating performance for candidate partitions.
Given this cost metric, the second heuristic tries to find the partitioning with minimal load imbalance without searching through a large number of candidates. This
windowed search heuristic examines a small number of candidates in the neighborhood of the first l-partition containing enough sub-DAGs for parallel execution. For
implementations, we use a window size (that is, the number of additional candidates
to search over) of three. Figure 4.5 shows the effect of the local search. The first
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l-partition with enough sub-DAGs is at point 2, but the windowing heuristic chooses
a cut at point 5, which has the best load balance among candidates. As illustrated
by the blue line in Figure 4.5, choosing cuts closer to the source nodes results in less
work that can be done in parallel, since the l-partitions closer to the sink node cannot
usually be divided into enough w-partitions for best parallel performance.

4.4

Other Sparse Matrix Methods
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x=b; // copy RHS to x
HLevel:
for (int i=0; i<blockNo; ++i){
b1 = block2col[i];
b2 = block2col[i+1];
x(b1:b2)=TRSM(L(b1:b2,b1:b2),x(b1:b2));
tempX=GEMV(L(b2:blockNo,b1:b2),x(b1:b2));
for(row index j in column i,k=0){
Atomic:
x(Li(j)) -= tempX(k++) ;}
}}

x=b;
for(every l-partition i){
#pragma omp parallel for private(tempX){
for(every w-partition j){
for(every v ∈ HLevelSet[i][j]){
i = v;
b1 = block2col[i];
b2 = block2col[i+1];
x(b1:b2)=TRSM(L(b1:b2,b1:b2),x(b1:b2));
tempX=GEMV(L(b2:blockNo,b1:b2),x(b1:b2));
for(row index j in column i,k=0){
#pragma omp atomic
x(Li(j)) -= tempX(k++) ;}
}}}}

1

(a) DAG of dependencies

(b) Serial blocked code

(c) Transformed with H-level

Figure 4.6: H-Level transformation for sparse triangular solve. Figure 4.6a shows an example DAG
representing the dependencies for sparse triangular solve. (b) The blocked forward substitution
algorithm with compressed column format that is annotated with HLevel and Atomic. (c) Code
after H-Level transformation. Gray lines in the code are not affected by the transformation.

The data dependence graphs and H-level inspection strategy in ParSy can be used
for a large class of sparse matrix computations. For example, for kernels such as LU,
QR, and orthogonal factorizations [116], which introduce fill-in during computation,
the input DAG to ParSy is the assembly tree that captures the dependencies in the
computation, including those that come from fill-ins. For kernels with no fill-in such
as ILU(0), IChol(0), and triangular solve, the input is the matrix DAG. This section
describes how ParSy works for sparse triangular solve, where computations are more
regular than Cholesky.
Triangular Solve. This kernel solves the linear equation Lx = b for x where L is
a lower triangular matrix and b is the right-hand side (RHS) vector. Figure 4.6 shows
two different implementations of sparse lower triangular solve for a matrix in column
storage format and dense RHS. A serial implementation of the algorithm is shown
in Figure 4.6b. Figure 4.6a shows the DAG of dependencies for the column-blocked
version of matrix L. ParSy’s H-Level inspector uses the DAG of L and builds the HLevel set which is an input for the code in Figure 4.6c. The H-Level set corresponding
to the DAG in Figure 4.6a is shown in Figure 4.1b. Since the iterations in the sparse
triangular solve are more regular compared to Cholesky [16], the benefits of creating
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Table 4.1: Test matrices, sorted in order of decreasing parallelism. nnz is the number of nonzeros
in L.
ID Name

Rank (103 )

nnz (106 )

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1585
1000
1228
715.2
1465.1
1498
726.8
742.8
1508
525.9
1564.8
943.7
986.8
204.3
923.1
638.8
148.8
72
36

127.3
54.3
71.9
164.7
1245
1783.8
41.9
598
394.3
35
1715.9
1473.1
1210.1
9.7
1992
1275.4
79.4
435.9
161.9

G3_circuit
ecology2
thermal2
apache2
StocF_1465
Hook_1498
tmt_sym
PFlow_742
af_shell10
parabolic_fem
Flan_1565
audikw_1
bone010
thermomech_dM
Emilia_923
Fault_639
bmwcra_1
nd24k
nd12k

Parallelism
(METIS)
16284
11444
10618
10216
7755
7651
6371
5390
4900
4712
3725
2438
2332
2310
2277
1595
497
48
29

Parallelism
(SCOTCH)
12154
7454
7087
4427
6003
6032
4233
4796
3752
3488
3271
2203
2020
1480
1927
1493
402
48
28

an H-Level set using ParSy are mainly in reducing synchronizations and increasing
locality from level coarsening.

4.5

Experimental Results

We compare the performance of ParSy-generated code with PaStiX [86], MKL Pardiso [158], and Pardiso [158], which are specialized libraries for matrix factorization.
PaStiX uses the same left-looking supernodal algorithm as ParSy and also uses a static
scheduling heuristic. MKL Pardiso and Pardiso use the left-right looking supernodal
variant of Cholesky and uses hybrid static/dynamic scheduling. MKL also provides
optimized implementations for sparse triangular solve in compressed row, compressed
column, and blocked compressed row formats. Thus, Cholesky results are compared
with both PaStiX and MKL Pardiso while results for triangular solve are compared
to MKL’s best performing implementation amongst the three data structures. For
triangular solve, we use the factorized lower-triangular matrix L that is the result of
running Cholesky on each test matrix. We also parallelize each sparse kernel with
the level set used in wavefront techniques [187] and call this implementation level set.
The performance of the level set implementation is used as a baseline.
For the comparison, we use the set of symmetric positive definite matrices listed in
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Table 4.1. The matrices are from [41] and belong to different domains with real number values in double precision. The testbed architectures are listed in Table 2.1. All
ParSy-generated code is compiled with GCC v.5.4.0 using the -O3 option. We report
the median of 5 executions for each experiment. The PaStiX, MKL Pardiso, and Pardiso libraries are installed and executed using the recommended default configuration.
For Cholesky, the default ordering method for PaStiX is Scotch [139] and for MKL
Pardiso and Pardiso is Metis [103]. We use Metis ordering in ParSy for comparison
to MKL Pardiso and Pardiso, and use Scotch ordering when comparing to PaStiX;
this removes the effect of ordering and allows for a fair comparison. For triangular
solve, we do not show the effect of reordering since reordering would possibly change
the pattern of the matrix to something other than a triangular pattern. Unless otherwise stated, we include only numeric factorization time and do not include time for
symbolic factorization.
Cholesky Performance. Figure 4.7 shows the performance of ParSy-generated
code compared to MKL Pardiso, PaStiX, and the level set implementation. The
ParSy-generated code is faster than MKL Pardiso by up to 2.7×, 1.7×, and 2.8× and
is faster than PaStiX by up to 1.7×, 1.8×, and 3.1× on Haswell-E, Haswll-EP,
and Skylake respectively. The speedup of ParSy over Pardiso follows the same trend
as its speedup over MKL Pardiso as shown for Hasewell-E in Figure 4.7.
One of the main objectives of ParSy’s inspector is to improve locality in sparse
codes. Figure 4.8 shows the relationship between the performance of ParSy and
MKL Pardiso to their memory accesses on the Haswell-E.The average memory access
latency [85] is a measure for locality and is obtained by gathering the TLB, L1 cache,
and last level cache (LLC) accesses and misses using the perf profiler. The Haswell-E
specification parameters are obtained from [85]. Figure 4.8 demonstrates a correlation
between the performance of the ParSy-generated code and the average memory access
cost. The coefficient of determination or R2 is 0.65, showing good correlation between
speed-up and memory access latency. For matrices where ParSy provides better
speedups, locality has been improved more. Data in Figure 4.8 shows the original
measurements for the 5 runs and not the medians.
Figure 4.9 compares the ratio of wait time to CPU time in ParSy and MKL Pardiso
on Haswell-E, measured using Intel’s VTune Amplifier. Wait time [205] is the time
that a software thread is stalled due to APIs that block or cause synchronization.
CPU time [205] is the time that the CPU takes to execute numerical factorization.
Because it uses dynamic scheduling, MKL Pardiso is more load balanced and thus
has a nearly zero wait time for all matrices, averaging 99% CPU utilization. ParSy,
however, prioritizes locality over load balance. ParSy improves locality as shown in
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Figure 4.7: ParSy’s (numeric) performance for Cholesky compared to MKL Pardiso (numeric) and
PaStiX (numeric) on Haswell-E (top), Haswell-EP (middle), and Skylake (bottom). All times are
normalized over the level set numeric time.

Figure 4.8 and also utilizes the CPU cores fairly efficiently with an average of 95%
CPU utilization (a ratio of 0.05) as shown in Figure 4.9. Compared to MKL Pardiso,
ParSy provides a better trade-off between locality and load balance which leads to
the better performance results for ParSy shown in Figure 4.7.
To analyze the performance of ParSy we provide the average parallelism metric,
shown with Parallelism in Table 4.1, which is related to the sparsity of the matrix.
Parallelism is obtained by dividing the number of nodes in the DAG by its critical path
and is an approximate indicator of available parallelism. The analysis based on parallelism is provided for both Metis and Scotch orderings. The performance of ParSy is
shown with two different orderings. Figure 4.7 shows how the ParSy-generated code
improves the performance of matrices with different sparsity patterns. The Skylake

MKL time / ParSy time
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Figure 4.8: Speed up and locality relation on Haswell-E. Average memory access latency is the
average cost of accessing memory in ParSy and MKL Pardiso. The relation between speed-up and
the memory access ratio is approximated with a line. The coefficient of determination or R2 of the
fitted line is 0.65.
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Figure 4.9: Wait time to total runtime of Cholesky’s numerical factorization in ParSy and MKL
Pardiso on Haswell-E.

processor has a larger number of cores compared to the other architectures; thus, we
expect matrices with more parallelism to perform better with ParSy on this architecture; matrices 1, 2, and 3 which achieve high speed-ups in ParSy compared to MKL
Pardiso have the most parallelism while matrices 17 and 19 with the least parallelism
do not perform as well as the other matrices.
A fill-in reducing ordering method such as Metis or Scotch determines the number
of nonzeros in L and affects the structure of the assembly tree. For fair comparison
with libraries and to show ordering effect on ParSy, the performance of ParSy with
Metis and Scotch ordering is shown in Figure 4.7. As shown, ParSy is faster than
the library using the same ordering; also, ParSy performs well with both orderings.
Library approaches are optimized for a specific ordering and do not perform well when
the ordering is different from their default. For example, PaStiX with Metis ordering
is on average 2.2× slower than PaStiX with Scotch ordering and MKL Pardiso with
Scotch is on average 7.9× slower than MKL Pardiso with Metis.
Triangular Solve Performance. Figure 4.10 compares the performance of triangular solve in ParSy to MKL and wavefront parallelism. The average speed-up of

Triangular Speed-up
Time / MKL
overTime
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Figure 4.10: The performance of ParSy (numeric) for triangular solve compared to MKL (numeric) on
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ParSy-generated code compared to the level set implementation is 1.2×, 1.3×, 1 .0×
on Haswell-E, Haswell-EP, and Skylake respectively. The speed-up for triangular
solve is relatively smaller than speed-ups for Cholesky. This may be due to two reasons: (1) the triangular solve is more regular, and thus the level set implementation
does not create much load imbalance; (2) the kernel has less data reuse compared
to Cholesky which reduces the effects of optimizing for locality. However, ParSy is
faster than the highly-tuned MKL library on average by 2.6×, 4.7×, and 2.8× on
Haswell-E, Haswell-EP, and Skylake respectively.
In order to test our algorithm on non-chordal DAGs, we take the matrices in
Table 3.3 and modify them to include only the non-zeros in the lower triangular
part of each matrix; we then run triangular solve on this synthetic lower triangular
matrix. Unlike the L factors from matrix factorization, these lower triangular matrices

Cholesky Time / PaStiX Time

Cholesky Time / PaStiX Time

Cholesky Time / PaStiX Time
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Figure 4.11: Symbolic + numeric time for ParSy-generated code, MKL Pardiso, and PaStiX for
Cholesky on Haswell-E (top), Haswell-EP (middle), and Skylake (bottom). All times are normalized
to PaStiX’s accumulated symbolic + numeric time.

are not chordal. Figure 4.12 compares the performance of ParSy-generated code
against the MKL library for the lower triangular part of matrices in Table 3.3. All
matrices are first reordered with the Metis ordering method. ParSy code is faster than
MKL on average by 1.6×, 2.3×, and 7.0× for Haswell-E (top), Haswell-EP (middle),
and Skylake processors respectively. We observe that the heuristic approach used
for finding sufficient w-partitions finds enough independent components for LBC to
produce a load balanced partitioning. The number of connected components is on

Speed-up over Level set Speed-up over Level set

Speed-up over Level set
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Figure 4.12: The performance of ParSy (numeric) for triangular solve on non-chordal DAGs compared to MKL (numeric) on Haswell-E (top), Haswell-EP (middle), and Skylake (bottom) processors.
All times are normalized over the level set numeric time.

average 1019× the target k number of w-partitions for these matrices with non-chordal
DAGs.
Inspection Overhead. The H-Level inspection is performed at compile time
in ParSy and the generated code only manipulates numerical values. ParSy’s accumulated time includes compile-time inspection, code generation time, and numeric
factorization time. As demonstrated in Figure 4.11 , the accumulated time of ParSy
is 1.3× and 1.0× faster than MKL Pardiso and PaStiX respectively, on average
across all architectures. Figure 4.13 shows the accumulated time of ParSy-generated
code for triangular solve is in average 4.0× and 3.4× faster than the MKL accumulated time on Haswell-E and Skylake respectively. The accumulated times for
Haswell-EP follows a similar pattern to Haswell-E.
Scalability Analysis. The average speed-up for ParSy is 4×, 6.6×, and 6.8×
compared to ParSy serial code on Haswell-E, Haswell-EP, and Skylake respectively.

Timeover
/ MKL
Time
Triangular Time / MKL Time Triangular Time / MKL Time Triangular
Speed-up
Level
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Figure 4.13: The symbolic + numeric time for ParSy-generated code and MKL for triangular solve on
on Haswell-E (top), Haswell-EP (middle), and Skylake (bottom) processors. All times are normalized
to MKL’s accumulated symbolic + numeric time.

For MKL Pardiso and PaStiX the average speed-ups compared to their own serial
codes are 3.9×, 7.8×, and 8.4× for MKL Pardiso and 4.3×, 7.4×, 7.5× for PaStiX
for Haswell-E, Haswell-EP, and Skylake. These numbers demonstrate good scaling
in all three implementations. However, the performance of ParSy is 1.4× faster than
the two libraries across all architectures.

4.6

Related Work

Wavefront parallelism [187, 148, 204, 172, 132, 77] is one of the most common approaches inspector-executor frameworks use to parallelize sparse matrix methods.
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These either employ manually-written inspectors and executors [172, 132, 77, 137,
117] or automate parts of the process by simplifying the inspector [187, 148, 204,
67]. These approaches use inspectors to obtain dependence information that is only
known at runtime. The H-Level sets created in ParSy are typically coarser than level
sets in wavefront parallelism, reducing the number of costly synchronizations. ParSy
also improves load balance in irregular sparse codes such as Cholesky compared to
wavefront approaches. The closest approach to ours that finds an efficient trade-off
between locality and load balance is in [16], which extends the Pluto framework [21]
with an automatic parallelization approach for transforming input affine sequential
codes. However, this is limited to structured and dense kernels.
Numerous hand-optimized parallel sparse libraries exist with efficient sparse matrix
kernels. These libraries differ in numerical methods they optimize and the platforms
supported. Implementations in [37, 26, 42] provide sequential sparse kernels such as
LU and Cholesky while parallel implementations exist in work such as SuperLU [45],
MKL Pardiso [158], and PaStiX [86] for shared memory architectures, and in [45, 7]
for distributed memory. Several libraries have also optimized specific sparse kernels
such as triangular solve [110, 132, 193, 189, 182] and sparse matrix-vector multiply
[195, 100, 124]. Sparse kernel variants differ between libraries; for example, PaStiX
implements left-looking sparse Cholesky while MKL Pardiso uses a left-right looking
approach [156]. ParSy optimizes left-looking Cholesky on shared memory architectures.
Parallel sparse libraries use numerical method-specific code to determine data dependencies and schedule the computation. These libraries typically inspect the symbolic information of the matrix, which is called static/symbolic analysis, and use the
information for numerical manipulation with the objective of creating load-balanced
tasks that can execute in parallel. Libraries such as PaStiX [86] use static analysis
and static scheduling [2] while most other libraries use hybrid static/dynamic [167,
156] scheduling. Typically the DAG is partitioned during inspection with algorithms
such as the subtree-to-subcube heuristic [63, 141, 102]. While dynamic scheduling can
introduce overheads at runtime, static schedulers using profiling data on a specific
architecture limit portability. ParSy uses the matrix structure and numerical method
to compute a proportional cost that does not rely on the underlying architecture and
enables compile-time scheduling of tasks.

Chapter 5

Sparse Fusion
Sympiler inspects the computation pattern of an individual computation and generates efficient codes that run efficiently on a single core and a multicore processor
as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. However, several numerical algorithms [152] and
optimization methods [23, 170, 30] in scientific simulations and data analytics codes
are typically composed of numerous sparse matrix computations, and there are optimization opportunities between them. For example, in iterative solvers [152] such
as Krylov methods [153], sparse kernels that apply a preconditioner or update the
residual are repeatedly executed inside and between iterations of the solver. Sparse
kernels with loop-carried dependencies, i.e. kernels with partial parallelism, are frequently used in numerical algorithms, and the performance of scientific simulations
relies heavily on efficient parallel implementations of these computations. Optimizing
such kernels, especially when done separately results in synchronization overhead and
load imbalance. In this chapter, sparse fusion is introduced that creates an efficient
schedule and fused code for when a sparse kernel with loop-carried dependencies is
combined with another sparse kernel. Sparse fusion uses an inspector to apply a novel
Multi-Sparse DAG Partitioning (MSP) method on the DAGs of the two input sparse
kernels.
Sparse kernels that exhibit partial parallelism often have multiple wavefronts of
parallel computation where a synchronization is required for each wavefront, i.e. wavefront parallelism [187, 77]. The amount of parallelism varies per wavefront and often
tapers off towards the end of the computation, which results in load imbalance. Figure 5.1 shows with dark lines the nonuniform parallelism for the sparse incomplete
Cholesky (SpIC0) and the sparse triangular solve (SpTRSV) kernels when SpTRSV
executes after SpIC0 completes. Separately optimizing such kernels exacerbates this
problem by adding even more synchronization. Also, opportunities for data reuse
between two sparse computations might not be realized when sparse kernels are op57
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Figure 5.1: The nonuniform parallelism in the DAGs of sparse incomplete Cholesky and triangular
solver (annotated with unfused) and for the joint DAG of the two kernels results in load imbalance.
Higher value in the y-axis shows high parallelism in a given wavefront. Wavefront numbers in the
x-axis are numbered based on their order of execution.

timized separately.
Instead of scheduling iterations of sparse kernels separately, they can be scheduled
jointly. Wavefront parallelism can be applied to the joint DAG of two sparse computations. A data flow directed acyclic graph (DAG) describes dependencies between
iterations of a kernel [29, 174, 86]. A joint DAG includes all of the dependencies
between iterations within and across kernels. The joint DAG of sparse kernels with
partial parallelism with the DAG of another sparse kernel provides slightly more parallelism per wavefront without increasing the number of wavefronts. The yellow line in
Figure 5.1 shows how scheduling the joint DAG of SpIC0 and SpTRSV provides more
parallelism per wavefront and significantly reduces the number of wavefronts (synchronizations). However, the load balance issues remain, and there are still several
synchronizations.
Wavefronts of the joint DAG can be aggregated to reduce the number of synchronizations. DAG partitioners such as Load-Balanced Level Coarsening (LBC) [28] and
DAGP [89] apply aggregation, however, when applied to the joint DAG because they
aggregate iterations from consecutive wavefronts, load imbalance might still occur.
Also, by aggregating iterations from wavefronts in the joint DAG, DAG partitioning
methods potentially improve the temporal locality between the two kernels but, this
can disturb spatial locality within each kernel. For example, for two sparse kernels
that only share a small array and operate on different sparse matrices, optimizing
temporal locality between kernels will not be profitable. Finally, even when applied
to the DAG of an individual kernel, DAGP and LBC are slow for large DAGs because of the overheads of coarsening [89]. This problem exacerbates when applied to
the joint because the joint DAG is typically 2-4× larger than an individual kernel’s
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// Sparse Lower Triangular Solve
...
1
11
1 ••
// (SpTRSV) Lx = b
••
••
...
3 Fuse:for(i1=0;i1<n;i1++){
••
••
4 for(i2=Lp[i1];i2<Lp[i1+1]-1;i2++){
•
11
8
F
5
x[i1] -= Lx[i2]*x[Li[i2]];
3
6 }
7
4
9
7
x[i1] /= Lx[Lp[i1+1]-1];
5
8 }
1
6
9 // Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiply
10
G1
2
10 // (SpMV) y = Ax
11 Fuse:for(j1=0;j1<n;j1++){
11
12 for (j2=Ap[j1];j2<Ap[j1+1];j2++){
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
13 Atomic:y[Ai[j2]] += Ax[j2]*x[j1];
14 }
G2
15 }
(a) Initial AST
(b) Dependency DAGs and matrix
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(e) Sparse fusion schedule

1

Figure 5.2: Figures 5.2c-5.2e show three different schedules for running a sparse lower triangular kernel (SpTRSV) followed by a sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) as shown in Figure 5.2b.
We choose the number of processors (r) to be three. Solid purple (G1 ) and dash-dotted yellow
(G2 ) vertices in order represent iterations of SpTRSV and SpMV and edges show the dependencies
between iterations. Dashed edges in Figure 5.2b show dependencies between two kernels and correspond to the nonzero elements of matrix F . The unfused implementation schedules each DAG
separately as shown in Figure 5.2c. Two different fused implementations in Figure 5.2d and 5.2e use
both DAGs and dependencies between kernels to build a fused schedule.

DAG1 .
This chapter presents sparse fusion that creates an efficient schedule and fused code
for when a sparse kernel with loop-carried dependencies is combined with another
sparse kernel. Sparse fusion uses an inspector to apply a novel Multi-Sparse DAG
Partitioning (MSP) runtime scheduling algorithm on the DAGs of the two input
sparse kernels. MSP uses a vertex dispersion strategy to balance workloads in the
1 The

DAGP and LBC runtimes for different DAG sizes are shown in Section A.1.
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fused schedule, uses two novel iteration packing heuristics to improve the data locality
due to spatial and temporal locality of the merged computations, and uses vertex
pairing strategies to aggregate iterations without joining the DAGs.
Figure 5.2 compares the schedule created by sparse fusion (sparse fusion schedule)
with the schedules created by applying LBC to the individual DAGs of each sparse
kernels (LBC unfused schedule) and LBC applied to the joint DAG (LBC joint DAG
schedule). All approaches take the input DAGs in Figure 5.2b. Solid purple vertices
are the DAG of sparse triangular solve (SpTRSV) and the dash-dotted yellow correspond to Sparse Matrix-Vector multiplication (SpMV). LBC is a DAG partitioner
that partitions a DAG into a set of aggregated wavefronts called s-partitions2 that
run sequentially, each s-partition is composed of some independent w-partitions. In
the LBC unfused schedule in Figure 5.2c, LBC is used to partition the SpTRSV DAG
and will create two s-partitions, i.e. s1 and s2 . The vertices of SpMV are scheduled to
run in parallel in a separate wavefront s3 . This implementation is not load balanced
because the number of partitions that can run in parallel differs for each s-partition.
In the LBC joint DAG schedule, the DAGs are first joint using the dependency information between the two kernels shown with blue dotted arrows and then LBC is
applied to create the two s-partitions in Figure 5.2d. These s-partitions are also not
load balanced, for example s2 only has one partition. Sparse fusion uses MSP to
first partition the SpTRSV DAG and then disperses the SpMV iterations to create
load-balanced s-partitions, e.g. the two s-partitions in Figure 5.2e have three closely
balanced partitions.
SpTRSV solves Lx = b to find x and SpMV performs y = A ∗ x where L is a sparse
lower triangular matrix, A is a sparse matrix, and x, b, and y are vectors. The LBC
joint DAG schedule interleaves iterations of two kernels to reuse x. However, this
can disturb spatial locality within each kernel because the shared data between the
two kernels, x, is smaller than the amount of data used within each kernel, A and L.
With the help of a reuse metric, sparse fusion realizes the larger data accesses inside
each kernel and hence packs iterations to improve spatial locality within each kernel.
We implement sparse fusion as an embedded domain-specific language in C++ that
takes the specifications of the sparse kernels as input, inspects the code of the two
kernels, and transforms code to generate an efficient and correct parallel fused code.
The primary focus of sparse fusion is to fuse two sparse kernels where at least one
of the kernels has loop-carried dependence. Sparse fusion is tested on seven of the
most commonly used sparse kernel combinations in scientific codes which include
kernels such as sparse triangular solver, incomplete Cholesky, incomplete LU, diagonal
2 S-partitions are more general than l-partitions previously defined in Chapter 4. An l-partition contains all vertices
within a wavefront range while a s-partition contain some or all of them.
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#include "def.h"
1
void main(){
2
Int n;
3
Int r(MAX_THREADS);
4
CSR L(n,n,"./L.mtx"); 5
CSC A(n,n,"./A.mtx"); 6
Vec x(n), y(n);
7
Vec b(n,"./b.mtx");
8
...
9
Fuse TM(
10
SpTRSV(L,b,x),
11
SpMV(A,x,y)
12
);
13
TM.gen_c("TrsvMv.h"
14
, "Driver.cpp",r);} 15
(a) Input specification

#include "TrsvMv.h"
#include "MSP.h"
void main(){
L.load();A.load();b.load();
/// -------- Inspector -------- ///
G1 = SpTRSV.intra_DAG(L);//Sec 2.2
G2 = SpMV.intra_DAG(A);
F = inter_DAG(A,L,b,x,y);//Sec 2.2
reuse_ratio = compute_reuse(
A,L,b,x,y); //Sec 2.2
FusedSchedule = MSP(G1,G2,F,
r,reuse_ratio); //Sec 3
/// -------- Executor -------- ///
fused_code(L,b,A,x,y,FusedSchedule,
reuse_ratio); /*Sec 2.3*/}
(b) Driver code (driver.cpp)
1

Figure 5.3: Sparse fusion’s input and the driver code.

scaling, and matrix-vector multiplication. The generated code is evaluated against
MKL and ParSy with average speedups of 5.1× and 1.6× respectively. Sparse fusion
compared to fused implementations of LBC, DAGP, and wavefront techniques applied
to the joint DAG provides on average 5.1×, 7.2× and 2.5× speedup respectively.
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Fuse:for(I1){//loop 1
...
for(In)
x[h(I1,...,In)] = a*y[g(I1,...,In)];
}
Fuse:for(J1){//loop 2
...
for(Jm)
z[h’(J1,...,Jm)] = a*x[g’(J1,...,Jm)];
}
(a) Before
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if(FusedSchedule.fusion && reuse_ratio < 1){
for (every s-partition s){
#pragma omp parallel for
for (every w-partition w){
for(v ∈ FusedSchedule[s][w].L1){//loop 1
...
for(In)
x[h(v,...,In)] = a*y[g(v,...,In)];
}
for(v ∈ FusedSchedule[s][w].L2){//loop 2
...
for(Jm)
z[h’(v,...,Jm)] = a*x[g’(v,...,Jm)];
}}}}
(b) After - separated variant

1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

if(FusedSchedule.fusion && reuse_ratio >= 1){
for (every s-partition s){
#pragma omp parallel for
for (every w-partition w){
for(v ∈ FusedSchedule[s][w]){
if(v.type == L1){//loop 1
for(In)
x[h(v.id,...,In)] = a*y[g(v,...,In)];

9
10
11
12
13
14

} else {//loop 2
for(Jm)
z[h’(v.id,...,Jm)] = a*x[g’(v,...,Jm)];
}
}}}}
(c) After - interleaved variant

Figure 5.4: The general form of the sparse fusion code transformation with its two variants, interleaved and separated. I1...In and J1...Jm represent two loop nests. h’ and g’ are data access
functions. FusedSchedule contains the schedule for iterations of loops I1, shown with L1 and J1,
shown with L2.
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Sparse Fusion

Sparse fusion is implemented as a code generator with an inspector-executor technique
that can be used as a library. It takes the input specification shown in Figure 5.3a and
generates the inspector and the executor in Figure 5.3b. The inspector includes the
MSP algorithm and functions that generate its inputs, i.e. dependency DAGs, reuse
ratio, and the dependency matrix. The executor is the fused code that is created by
the fused transformation.
5.1.1

Code Generation

Sparse fusion is implemented as an embedded domain-specific language. It takes
as input the specification shown in Figure 5.3a and generates the driver code in
Figure 5.3b. At compile-time, the data types and kernels in Figure 5.3a are converted
to an initial Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) using TM.gen_c() in line 14. Lines 11 and
lines 12 in Figure 3a demonstrate how the user specifies the two kernels for the
running example in Figure 2 as inputs to sparse fusion. The corresponding AST for
the example is shown in Figure 2a.
At runtime by running the driver code in Figure 5.3b, the inspector creates a fused
schedule, and the executor runs the fused schedule. The inspector first builds inputs
to MSP using functions intra_DAG, inter_DAG, and compute_reuse in lines 6–10 in
Figure 5.3b and then calls MSP in line 11 to generate FusedSchedule for r threads.
Then the executor code, fused_code in line 14 in Figure 5.3b, runs in parallel using
the fused schedule.
5.1.2

The Inspector in Sparse Fusion

The MSP algorithm requires kernel-specific inputs. Its inputs are the dependency
matrix between kernels, the DAG of each kernel, and a reuse ratio. Sparse fusion
analyzes the kernel code, available from its AST, to generate inspector components
that create these inputs.
Dependency DAGs: Lines 6–7 in Figure 5.3b use an internal domain-specific library
to generate the dependency DAG of each kernel. General approaches such as work
by Mohammadi et al. [127, 126, 166] can also be used to generate the DAGs however,
that will lead to higher inspection times compared to a domain-specific approach. For
example, with domain knowledge, sparse fusion will use the L matrix as the SpTRSV
DAG G1 in Figure 5.2b. Each nonzero Lij represents a dependency from iteration i
to j.
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Dependency Matrix F : MSP uses the dependency information between kernels to
create a correct fused schedule. By running the inter_DAG function, sparse fusion
creates this information and stores it in matrix F . To generate inter_DAG, sparse
fusion finds dependencies between statements of the two kernels by analyzing the
AST. Each nonzero Fi,j represents a dependency from iteration j of the first loop,
i.e. column j of F , to iteration i of the second loop, i.e. row i of F . In Figure 5.2a,
there exists a read after write (flow) dependency between statements x[i1] in line
5 and x[j1] in line 13. As a result, sparse fusion generates the function shown in
Listing 5.1. The resulting F matrix, generated at runtime, is shown in Figure 2b.
for(i1=0; i1<n; i1++){
j1 = i1;
if(A.p[j1] < A.p[j1+1] )
F[j1].append(i1); }
Listing 5.1: inter_DAG function for the example in Figure 5.2a.

Reuse Ratio: MSP uses a reuse ratio based on the memory access patterns of
the kernels to decide whether to improve locality within each kernel or between the
kernels. The inspector in line 9 in Figure 5.3b computes the reuse ratio metric. The
metric represents the ratio of common to total memory accesses of the two kernels,
common memory access
. For a reuse ratio larger than one, the number
i.e. max(kernel1
accesses, kernel2 accesses)
of common memory accesses between the two kernels is larger than the accesses
inside a kernel. Sparse fusion estimates memory accesses using the ratio of the size
of common variables over the maximum of the total size of variables amongst the
kernels. For the running example, the code generated for compute_reuse is 2*x.n /
max(A.size+x.n+y.n,L.size+x.n+b.n). Since x is smaller than L or A, the reuse
ratio is less than one.
5.1.3

Fused Code

To generate the fused code, a fused transformation is applied to the initial AST at
compile-time and two variants of the fused code are generated, shown in Figure 5.4.
The transformation variants are separated and interleaved. The fused code uses the
reuse ratio at runtime to select the correct variant for the specific input. The variable
fusion in line 1 of Figure 5.4b and 5.4c is set to False if MSP determines fusion is not
profitable. Figure 5.4a shows the sequential loops in the AST, which are annotated
with Fuse, and are transformed to the separated and interleaved code variants as
shown in order in Figures 5.4b and 5.4c. The separated variant is selected when the
reuse ratio is smaller than one. In this variant, iterations of one of the loops run
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consecutively without checking the loop type. The interleaved variant is chosen when
the reuse ratio is larger than one. In this variant, iterations of both loops should run
interleaved, and the variant checks the loop type per iteration as shown in lines 6 and
10 in Figure 5.4c.

5.2

Multi-Sparse DAG Partitioning
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Figure 5.5: Stages of MSP for DAGs G1 and G2 and matrix F in the running example shown in
Figure 5.2b where the reuse ratio (reuse_ratio) is smaller than one and number of processors (r)
is three. The first step of the algorithm selects G1 and creates H partitioning for three processors
using the LBC algorithm as shown in Figure 5.5a. Then it pairs each Hi,j through dependencies
in matrix F to create partitioning T of G2 as shown in Figure 5.5b. The partitions with the same
line pattern/color are pair partitions. In the second step, MSP merges pair partitions that cannot
be dispersed such as first w-partitions of s-partitions 2 and 3 (Vs3 ,w1 and Vs2 ,w1 ) in Figure 5.5b,
these are merged into Vs2 ,w1 in Figure 5.5c. Slack vertices, which are denoted as S are shown with
blue dotted circles in Figure 5.5c. Slack vertices are assigned into imbalanced w-partitions as shown
in Figure 5.5d. Since the reuse ratio is smaller than one, vertices inside each partition are packed
separately as shown in Figure 5.2e.

Sparse fusion uses the multi-sparse DAG partitioning (MSP) algorithm to create
an efficient fused partitioning that will be used to schedule iterations of the fused code.
MSP partitions vertices of the DAGs of the two input kernels to create parallel load-
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balanced workloads for all cores while improving locality within each thread. This
section describes the inputs, output, and three steps of the MSP algorithm using the
running example in Figures 5.2 and 5.5.
Algorithm 3: The MSP algorithm.
Input : G1 (V1 , E1 , c1 ), G2 (V2 , E2 , c2 ), F , r, reuse_ratio
Output: V
/* (i) Vertex partitioning and partition pairing
1
2

/* Backward pairing
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

33

*/

S = slack_info(V)
for (every w-partition pair (w, w0 ) ∈ V.pairs) do
if (SN (w) = 0) ∧ (SN (w0 ) = 0) then V.merge(w,w0 )
end
V = V − S,  = |V| × 0.001
for (i = 1 : V.b) do
for (j = 1 : mi ) do
if max_diff(Vsi , Vsi ,wj ) >  ∧ S 6= ∅ then S = Vsi ,wj .balance_with_pair(S)
if max_diff(Vsi , Vsi ,wj ) >  ∧ S 6= ∅ then S = Vsi ,wj .balance_with_slacks(S)
end
if S =
6 ∅ then S = Vsi .assign_even(S)
end
/* (iii) Packing

32

*/

for (i = 1 : H.size()) do
for (j = 1 : Hi .size()) do
Ti,j = BFS(Hi,j , F T , G2 )
Ui,j = Ti,j .remove_uncontained(F )
V.add(Hi,j , Ti,j , Ui,j )
end
end
end
/* (ii) Merging and slacked vertex assignment

20

*/

for (i = 1 : H.size()) do
for (j = 1 : Hi .size()) do
Ti,j = BFS(Hi,j , F, G1 )
V.add(Ti,j , Hi,j )
end
end
if |V| > 2 × (|V1 | + |V2 |) then V.fusion = False, exit()
else
[H, k] = LBC(G1 , r).list(), T = ∅, V = ∅
/* Forward pairing

12

*/

if |E2 | > 0 then
[H, k] = LBC(G2 , r).list(), T = ∅, V = ∅

*/

if reuse_ratio ≥ 1 then V.interleaved_pack(F )
else V.separated_pack()

5.2.1

Inputs and Output to MSP

The inputs to MSP (shown in Algorithm 3) are two DAGs G1 and G2 from in order
lexicographically first and second input kernels, and the inter-DAG dependency matrix F that stores the dependencies between kernels. A DAG shown with Gj (Vj , Ej , c)
has a vertex set Vj and an edge set Ej and a non-negative integer weight c(vi ) for each
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vertex vi ∈ Vj . The vertex vi of Gj represents iteration i of a kernel and each edge
shows a dependency between two iterations of a kernel. c(vi ) is the computational
load of a vertex and is defined as the total number of nonzeros touched to complete its
computation. Because sparse matrix computations are generally memory bandwidthbound, c(vi ) is a good metric to evaluate load balance in the algorithm [28]. F is
stored in the compressed sparse row (CSR) format and Fi is used to extract the set
of vertices in G1 that vi ∈ V2 depends on. Other inputs to the algorithm are the
number of requested partitions r, which is set to the number of cores, and the reuse
ratio discussed in section 5.1.2.
The output of MSP is a fused partitioning V that has b ≥ 1 s-partitions, each
s-partition contains up to k > 1 w-partitions, where k ≤ r. MSP creates b disjoint
s-partitions from vertices of both DAGs, shown with Vsi where ∪bi=0 Vsi = V1 ∪ V2 .
Each s-partition includes vertices from a lower bound and upper bound of wavefront
numbers shown with si = [lbi ..ubi ) as well as some slack vertices. For each s-partition
Vsi , MSP creates mi ≤ k independent w-partitions Vsi ,wj where Vsi ,w1 ∪ ... ∪ Vsi ,wmi =
Vsi . Since w-partitions are independent, they can run in parallel.
Example. In Figure 5.2b, the SpTRSV DAG G1 , the SpMV DAG G2 , the interDAG dependency matrix F are inputs to MSP. Other inputs to MSP are r=3 and the
reuse_ratio. The fused partitioning shown in Figure 5.2e has two s-partitions (b=2).
The first s-partition has three w-partitions (m1 =3) shown with Vs1 = {[1, 2, 3, 4]; [5, 6,
5, 6]; [7, 8, 9, 9]}, the underscored vertices belong to G1 .
5.2.2

The MSP Algorithm

Algorithm 3 shows the MSP algorithm. It takes the inputs and goes through three
steps of (1) vertex partitioning and partition pairing with the objective to aggregate
iterations without joining the DAGs of the inputs kernels; (2) merging and slack vertex assignment to reduce synchronization and to balance workloads; and (3) packing
to improve locality.
Vertex Partitioning and Partition Pairing.

The first step of MSP partitions one of the input DAGs G1 or G2 , and then uses
that partitioning to partition the other DAG. The created partitions are stored in
V. Partitioning the joint DAG is complex and might not be efficient because of the
significantly larger number of edges and vertices added compared to the individual
DAG of each kernel. Instead, MSP ignores the dependencies across kernels and first
creates a partitioning from one of the DAGs with the help of vertex partitioning. Then
the other DAG is partitioned using a partition pairing strategy. The DAG that is
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partitioned first is the head DAG and the other is the tail DAG. A head DAG choice
strategy is used to select the head DAG.
Vertex partitioning. MSP uses the LBC DAG partitioner [28] to construct a partitioning of the head DAG in lines 2 and 11 of Algorithm 3 by calling the function LBC.
The resulting partitioning has a set of disjoint s-partitions. Each s-partition contains
k disjoint w-partitions which are balanced using vertex weights. Disjoint w-partitions
ensure all w-partitions within s-partitions are independent. The created partitions
are stored in a two-dimensional list H using list, e.g. w-partition wj of s-partition
si is stored in Hij .
Partition pairing. The algorithm then partitions the tail DAG with forward pairing, if G1 is the head DAG, or with backward pairing, if G2 is the head DAG. With
the pairing strategy, some of the partitions of the tail DAG are paired with the head
DAG partitions. Pair-partitions are self-contained so that they execute in parallel
if assigned to the same s-partition. The created partitions are put in the fused partitioning V to be used in step two. The following first describes the condition for
partitions to be self-contained and then explains the forward and backward pairing
strategies.
Pair partitions Hij and Tij are called self-contained if all reachable vertices from
a breadth first search (BFS) on ∀v ∈ Hij ∪ Tij through vertices of G1 and G2 are
in Hij ∪ Tij . Self-contained pair partition (Hip , Tip ) and pair partition (Hiq , Tiq ) can
execute in parallel without synchronization if in the same wavefront i, i.e. ∀1 ≤ i ≤ b∧
(1 ≤ p, q ≤ mi ). Partitions that do not satisfy this condition create synchronizations
in the final schedule.
The backward pairing strategy visits every partition Hi,j and performs a BFS
(line 5) from vertex vl ∈ Hi,j to its dependent vertices in G1 which are reachable
through Fl . Reachable vertices are stored in Tij . The partitions in H and T are
assigned a w- and s-partition and are then put in the fused partitioning V (via add
in line 6). The assigned s- and w-partitions for Hij are si+1 and wj respectively, i.e.
Vsi+1 ,wj . Tij should be executed before Hij thus is placed in s-partition si or Vsi ,wmi +1 ,
where mi is number of w-partitions in Vsi at this point. If a vertex in Hi,j depends
on more than one vertex in G1 , some vertices are replicated in different T partitions.
While replication leads to redundant computation, it ensures that the pair partition
(Hi,j , Ti,j ) is self-contained because vertices that depend on the vertices in Hi,j will
be included in Ti,j . MSP performs fusion only if profitable, hence fusion is disabled
(by setting fusion to False) if the number of redundant computations go beyond a
threshold. This threshold is 2 × (|V1 | + |V2 |) in line 9 and is defined as the sum of
vertices of both DAGs.
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The forward pairing strategy iterates over every partition Hi,j and performs a BFS
from vertex vl ∈ Hi,j to its reachable vertices in G2 through FlT , see lines 12–18 in
Algorithm 3. The list of reachable vertices are stored in Ti,j via BFS in line 14. If
a vertex vm in Ti,j depends on vertex vl in G1 and vl does not exist in Hi,j then vm
should be removed to ensure (Hi,j , Ti,j ) is self contained. The remove_uncontained
function in line 15 removes vertex vm and puts it in partition Ui,j .
Finally, the
created partitions are assigned to the fused partitioning V via add in line 16 as
follows: Vsi ,wj = Hi,j , Vsi+1 ,wmi+1 +1 = Ti,j , Vsi+1 ,wmi+1 +1 = Ui,j .
The head DAG choice. MSP chooses the DAG with edges as the head DAG to
improve locality. Locality is improved because the head DAG is partitioned with
LBC. LBC creates well-balanced partitions with good locality when applied to DAGs
with edges. Selecting G2 as the head DAG reduces inspector overhead. If both G1
and G2 are DAGs of kernels with dependency, then G2 is chosen as the head DAG
to reduce inspector overhead. When G2 is partitioned first, MSP chooses backward
pairing which is more efficient compared to forward pairing. Forward pairing traverses
F and its transpose F T and thus performs 2 ∗ nnzF + 2 ∗ n operations where nnzF
is the number of nonzeros in F . However, backward pairing only traverses F and
performs nnzF + n operations.
Example. Figures 5.5b shows the output of MSP after the first step for the
inputs in Figure 5.2b. MSP chooses G1 as the head DAG because it has edges
(|E1 | > 1), G2 has no edges. In vertex partitioning, G1 is partitioned with LBC
to create up to three w-partitions (because r = 3) per s-partition. The created
partitions are shown in Figure 5.5a and are stored in H. The first s-partition
Vs1 is stored in H1 and its three w-partitions are indexed with H1,1 , H1,2 , and
H1,3 . Similarly, Vs2 is stored H2 and its only w-partition is in H2,1 . Figure 5.5b
shows the output of partition pairing. Since G1 is the head DAG, MSP uses forward pairing and performs a BFS from each partition in H to create self-contained
pair partitions stored in T . For example, a BFS from H1,1 = {1, 2, 3, 4} creates
T1,1 = {1, 2, 3, 4}. Since T1,1 and H1,1 are self-contained, no vertices are removed
from T1,1 and thus U1,1 = ∅. Finally, MSP puts H1,1 and T1,1 in Vs1 ,w1 and Vs2 ,w2
respectively, and adds (Vs1 ,w1 , Vs2 ,w2 ) to V.pairs. The final partitions and pairings
as shown in Figure 5.5b are: V = [{H1,1 , H1,2 , H1,3 }, {H2,1 , T1,1 , T1,2 , T1,3 }, {T2,1 }] =
[{{1, 2, 3, 4}, {5, 6}, {7, 8, 9}}, {{10, 11}, {1, 2, 3, 4}, {5, 6}, {7, 8, 9}}, {{10, 11}}] and the
pairing information is: V.pairs = {(Vs1 ,w1 , Vs2 ,w2 ), (Vs1 ,w2 , Vs2 ,w3 ), (Vs1 ,w3 , Vs2 ,w4 ), (Vs2 ,w1
, Vs3 ,w1 )}.
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Merging and Slack Vertex Assignment.

The second step of MSP reduces the number of synchronizations by merging some of
the pair partitions in a merging phase. It also improves load balance by dispersing
vertices across partitions using slacked vertex assignment.
Slack definitions: A vertex v can always run in its wavefront number l(v). However,
the execution of vertex v can sometimes be postponed up to SN (v) wavefronts without
having to move its dependent vertices to later wavefronts. SN (v) is the slack number
of v and is defined as SN (v) = PG −l(v)−height(v) where height(v) is the maximum
path from a vertex v to a sink vertex (a sink vertex is a vertex without any outgoing
edge), PG is the critical path of G, and l(v) is the wavefront number of v. A vertex
with a positive slack number is a slack vertex. To compute vertex slack numbers
efficiently, instead of visiting all vertices, MSP iterates over partitions and computes
the slack number of each partition in the partitioned DAG, i.e. partition slack number.
The computed slack number for a partition is assigned to all vertices of the partition.
As shown in line 20 of Algorithm 3, all partition slack numbers of V are computed
via slack_info and are stored in S. For example, because vertices in Vs2 ,w3 can be
postponed one wavefront, from s-partition 2 to 3, their slack number is 1. Vertices in
w-partitions Vs2 ,w1 and Vs3 ,w1 can not be moved because their slack numbers are zero.
Merging. MSP finds pair partitions with partition slack number of zero and then
merges them as shown in lines 21-23.
Since pair partitions are self contained,
merging them does not affect the correctness of the schedule. Algorithm 3 visits
all pair partitions (w, w0 ) in V.pairs and merges them using the merge function in
line 22 if their slack numbers are zero, i.e. SN (w) = 0 and SN (w0 ) = 0. The resulting
merged partition is stored in V in place of the w-partition with the smaller s-partition
number.
Slacked vertex assignment. The algorithm then uses slacked vertex assignment
to approximately load balance the w-partitions of an s-partition using a cost model.
P
The cost of w-partition w ∈ Vsi is defined as cost(w) = v∈w c(v). A w-partition is
balanced if the maximal difference of its cost and the cost of other w-partitions in its
s-partition is smaller than a threshold . The maximal difference for a w-partition
inside a s-partition is computed by subtracting its cost from the cost of the w-partition
(from the same s-partition) with the maximum cost.
MSP first removes all slacked vertices S from the fused partitioning V in line 24. It
then goes over every s-partition i and w-partition j and balances Vsi ,wj by assigning a
slacked vertex to it where possible. W-partition Vsi ,wj becomes balanced with vertices
from its pair partition using the function balance_with_pair in line 27. If Vsi ,wj is
still imbalanced, balance_with_slacks in line 28 balances the w-partition using the
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slacked vertices vl ∈ S that satisfy the following condition l(vl ) < i < (l(vl )+SN (vl )).
Slack vertices in S that depend on each other are dispersed as a group to the same
w-partition for correctness. In line 30, slacked vertices in S that are not postponed to
later s-partitions are evenly divided between the w-partitions of the current s-partition
(Vsi ) using the assign_even function.
Example. Figure 5.5d shows the output of the second step of MSP from the
partitioning in Figure 5.5b. First pair partitions (Vs2 ,w1 , Vs3 ,w1 ), shown with red dashdotted circles in Figure 5.5b, are merged because their slack numbers are zero. The
resulting merged partition is placed in Vs2 ,w1 to reduce synchronization as shown in
Figure 5.5c. Then slacked vertex assignment balances the w-partitions in Figure 5.5c.
The balanced partitions are shown in Figure 5.5d. The slacked vertices S, are shown
with dotted blue circles in Figure 5.5c. The w-partitions in Vs1 are balanced using
vertices of their pair partitions, e.g. the yellow dash-dotted vertices 5 and 6 are
moved to w2 in Vs1 as shown in Figure 5.5d. balance_with_slacks is used to balance
partitions in Vs2 . This is because the vertices in S do not belong to the pair partitions
of the w-partitions in Vs2 . However, since the slack vertices in S can execute in either
s-partition two or three because they are from s-partition one and have a slack number
of one, they are used to balance the w-partitions in Vs2 .
Packing.

The third step of MSP reorders the vertices inside a w-partition to improve data
locality for a thread within each kernel or between the two kernels. The previous
steps of the algorithm create w-partitions that are composed of vertices of one or
both kernels however the order of execution is not defined. Using the reuse ratio,
the order at which the nodes in a w-partition should be executed is determined with
a packing strategy. MSP has two packing strategies: (i) in interleaved packing,
the vertices of the two DAGs in a w-partition are interleaved for execution and (ii)
in separated packing the vertices of each kernel are executed separately. Interleaved
packing improves temporal locality between kernels while separated packing enhances
spatial and temporal locality within kernels. When the reuse ratio is greater than one,
in line 32 of Algorithm 1 function interleaved_pack is called to interleave iterations
of the two kernels based on F. Otherwise, separated_pack is called (line 33) to pack
iterations of each kernel separately.
Example. Figure 5.2e shows the output of MSP’s third step from the partitioning in Figure 5.5d. Since the reuse ratio is smaller than one separated packing is
chosen thus Vs2 ,w1 is stored as Vs2 ,w1 = {[10, 11, 10, 11]}. Vertices are ordered to keep
dependent iterations of SpTRSV and consecutive iterations SpMV next to each other.
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Table 5.1: The list of sparse matrices.
ID Name
Nonzeros
1 Flan_1565 117.4×106
2 bone010
71.7×106
3 Hook_1498 60.9×106
4 af_shell10 52.3×106

ID
Name
Nonzeros
5 Emilia_923 41×106
6 StocF-1465
21×106
7 af_0_k101
17.6×106
8 ted_B_unscal 0.14×106

To use MSP on more than two loops, in lexicographical order, the first two loops
are fused with MSP. Then the remaining loops are added to the fused schedule, one
at a time. The DAG being added to the fused schedule will be the tail DAG. The
extension requires a strategy to select the most profitable loops to be fused which is
not explored here.

5.3

Experimental Results

We compare the performance of sparse fusion to MKL [192] and ParSy [28], two
state-of-the-art tools that accelerate individual sparse kernels, which we call unfused
implementations. Sparse fusion is also compared to three fused implementations
that we create. To our knowledge, sparse fusion is the first work that provides a
fused implementation of sparse kernels where at least one kernel has loop-carried
dependencies. For comparison, we also create three fused implementations of sparse
kernels by applying LBC, DAGP, and a wavefront technique to the joint DAG of
the two input sparse kernels and create a schedule for execution using the created
partitioning, the methods will be referred to as fused LBC, fused DAGP, and fused
wavefront in order.
Table 5.2: The list of kernel combinations. CD: loops with carried dependencies, SpIC0: Sparse
Incomplete Cholesky with zero fill-in, SpILU0: Sparse Incomplete LU with zero fill-in, DSCAL:
scaling rows and columns of a sparse matrix.
ID Kernel combination
1 SpTRSV CSR - SpTRSV
2
3
4
5
6
7

CSR
SpMV CSR - SpTRSV
CSR
DSCAL CSR - SpILU0
CSR
SpTRSV CSR - SpMV
CSC
SpIC0 CSC - SpTRSV
CSC
SpILU0 CSR - SpTRSV
CSR
DSCAL CSC - SpIC0 CSC

Operations

Dependency DAGs

Reuse Ratio

x = L−1 y, z =
L−1 x
y = Ax, z = L−1 y

CD - CD

2n+2sizeL
max(2n+sizeL ,sizeL +2n)

≥1

Parallel - CD

2n
max(2n+sizeL ,sizeA +2n)

<1

LU ≈ DADT

Parallel - CD

2sizeA
max(sizeA ,sizeA +2n)

y = L−1 x, z = Ay

CD - Parallel

2n
max(2n+sizeL ,sizeA +2n)

LLT ≈ A, y =
L−1 x
LU ≈ A, y =
L−1 x
LLT ≈ DADT

CD - CD

2sizeL
max(sizeL ,sizeL +2n)

≥1

CD - CD

2sizeA
max(sizeA ,sizeL +2n)

≥1

Parallel - CD

2sizeL
max(sizeL ,sizeL +2n)

≥1

≥1
<1
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Setup. The set of symmetric positive definite matrices listed in Table 5.1 are used
for experimental results. The matrices are from [41] and with real values in double
precision. The test-bed architecture is a multicore processor with 12 cores described
as Haswell-EP in Table 2.13 . All generated codes, implementations of different approaches, and library drivers are compiled with GCC v.7.2.0 compiler and with the
-O3 flag. Matrices are first reordered with METIS [103] to improve parallelism.
We compare sparse fusion with two unfused implementations where each kernel is
optimized separately: I. ParSy applies LBC to DAGs that have edges. For parallel
loops, the method runs all iterations in parallel. LBC is developed for L-factors [37]
or chordal DAGs. Thus, we make DAGs chordal before using LBC. II. MKL uses
Intel MKL [192] routines with MKL 2019.3.199 and calls them separately for each
kernel.
Sparse fusion is also compared to three fused approaches all of which take as input
the joint DAG; the joint DAG is created from combining the DAGs of the input kernels
using the inter-DAG dependency matrix F . We then implement three approaches to
build the fused schedule from the joint DAG: I. Fused wavefront traverses the joint
DAG in topological order and builds a list of wavefronts that represent vertices of both
DAGs that can run in parallel. II. Fused LBC applies the LBC algorithm to the joint
DAG and creates a set of s-partitions each composed of independent w-partitions.
Then the s-partitions are executed sequentially and w-partitions inside an s-partition
are executed in parallel. LBC is taken from ParSy and its parameters are tuned for
best performance. The joint DAG is first made chordal and then passed to LBC.
III. Fused DAGP applies the DAGP partitioning algorithm to the joint DAG and
then executes all independent partitions that are in the same wavefront in parallel.
DAGP is used with METIS for its initial partitioning, with one run (runs=1) and the
remaining parameters are set to default.
The list of sparse kernel combinations investigated are in Table 5.2. To demonstrate sparse fusion’s capabilities, the sparse kernels are selected with different combinations of storage formats, i.e. CSR and compressed sparse column (CSC) storage,
different combinations of parallel loops and loops with carried dependencies, and a
variety of memory access pattern behaviour. For example, combinations of SpTRSV,
Lx = b and SpMV are main bottlenecks in conjugate gradient methods [203, 18],
GMRES [30], Gauss-Seidel [152]. Preconditioned Krylov methods [78] and Newton
solvers [168] frequently use kernel combinations 3, 5, 6, 7. The s-step Krylov solvers
[24] and s-step optimization methods used in machine learning [168] provide even
more opportunities to interleave iterations. Thus, they use these kernel combinations
3 Results

for the Skylake processor in Table 2.1 with 24 cores are shown in Section A.2.
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Figure 5.6: Performance of different implementations shown with speedup from dividing baseline
time by implementation time.

significantly more than their classic formulations.
Table 5.3: The achieved GFLOP/s for the baseline code for the kernel combinations in Table 5.2
and for matrices in Table 5.1.
Matrix ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
1.52
1.5
1.4
1.47
1.42
0.91
1.47
1.41

Kernel Combination ID
2
3
4
5
1.54 0.45 1.55 0.61
1.54 0.45 1.54 0.61
1.45 0.47 1.45 0.48
1.48 0.72 1.49 0.50
1.47 0.45 1.47 0.51
1.14 0.17 1.14 0.33
1.50 0.73 1.49 0.49
1.70 0.89 1.70 0.44

6
0.43
0.45
0.50
0.77
0.46
0.18
0.77
0.76

7
0.61
0.61
0.47
0.47
0.49
0.32
0.48
0.42

Sparse Fusion’s Performance. Figure 5.6 shows the performance of the fused
code from sparse fusion, the unfused implementation from ParSy and MKL, and
the fused wavefront, fused LBC, and fused DAGP implementations. All execution
times are normalized over a baseline. The baseline is obtained by running each kernel
individually with a sequential implementation. The floating point operations per
second (FLOP/s) for each implementation can be obtained by multiplying the baseline
FLOP/s from Table 5.3 with the speedups in Figure 5.6. The sparse fusion’s fused
code is on average 1.6× faster than ParSy’s executor code and 5.1× faster than MKL
across all kernel combinations. Even though sparse fusion is on average 11.5× faster
than MKL for ILU0-TRSV, since ILU0 only has a sequential implementation in MKL,
the speedup of this kernel combination is excluded from the average speedups. The
fused code from sparse fusion is on average 2.5×, 5.1×, and 7.2× faster than in order
fused wavefront, fused LBC, and fused DAGP. Obtained speedups of sparse fusion
over ParSy (the fastest unfused implementation) for SpILU0-SpTRSV and SpIC0-
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Figure 5.7: The range of speedup for all matrices achieved as a result of using interleaved packing
vs. separated packing. The labels on bars show how often the choice of packing strategy made by
sparse fusion leads to performance improvement.

SpTRSV is lower than other kernel combinations. Because SpIC0 and SpILU0 have
a high execution time, when combined with others sparse kernels with a noticeably
lower execution time, the realized speedup from fusion will not be significant.
Locality in Sparse Fusion. Figure 5.7 shows the efficiency of the two packing
strategies to improve locality. The effect of the packing strategy is shown for kernel
combinations with a reuse ratio smaller and larger than one as shown in Table 5.2.
Kernel combinations 1, 3, 5, 6, and 7 share the sparse matrix L and thus have a reuse
ratio larger than one while combination 2 and 4 only share vector y leading to a reuse
ratio lower than one. Figure 5.7 shows the range of speedup over all matrices for the
selected packing strategy versus the other other packing method for each combination.
As shown, the selected packing strategy in sparse fusion improves the performance in
88% of kernel combinations and matrices and provides 1-3.9× improvement in both
categories.
Figure 5.8 shows the average memory access latency [85] of sparse fusion, the fastest
unfused implementation (ParSy), and the fastest fused partitioning-based implementation (Fused LBC) for all kernel combinations normalized over the ParSy average
memory access latency (shown for matrix bone010 as example, other matrices exhibit
similar behavior). The average memory access latency is used as a proxy for locality
and is computed using the number of accesses to L1, LLC, and TLB measured with
PAPI performance counters [180].
For kernels 1, 3, 5, 6, and 7 where the reuse ratio is larger than one, the memory
access latency of ParSy is on average 1.3× larger than that of sparse fusion. Because
of their high reuse ratio, these kernels benefit from optimizing locality between kernels made possible via interleaved packing. ParSy optimizes locality in each kernel
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Figure 5.8: Average memory access time and the OpenMP potential gain for matrix bone010. The
legends show the implementation, values are normalized over ParSy.

individually. When applied to the joint DAG, LBC can potentially improve the temporal locality between kernels and thus there is only a small gap between the memory
access latency of sparse fusion and that of fused LBC. For kernels 2 and 4 where the
reuse ratio is smaller than one, the gap between the memory access latency of sparse
fusion and fused LBC is larger than the gap between the memory access latency of
sparse fusion and ParSy. Sparse fusion and ParSy both improve data locality within
each kernel for these kernel combinations.
Load Balance and Synchronization in Sparse Fusion. Figure 5.8 shows the
OpenMP potential gain [165] of sparse fusion, ParSy, and Fused LBC for all kernel
combinations normalized over ParSy’s potential gain (shown for matrix bone010 as
example, but all other matrices in Table 5.1 follow similar behavior.) The OpenMP
potential gain is a metric in Vtune [205] that shows the total parallelism overhead, e.g.
wait-time due to load imbalance and synchronization overhead, divided by the number
of threads. This metric is used to measure the load imbalance and synchronization
overhead in ParSy, fused LBC, and sparse fusion.
Kernel combinations 2 and 4 have slack vertices that provide opportunities to
balance workloads. For example, for matrices shown in Table 5.1, between 35-76%
vertices can be slacked thus the potential gain balance of ParSy is 1.6× larger than
sparse fusion and 2.4× lower than fused LBC. ParSy can only improve load balance
using the workloads of an individual kernel. As shown in Figure 5.1, for the kernel
combination 5, the joint DAG has a small number of parallel iterations in final wavefronts that makes the final s-partitions of the LBC fused implementation imbalanced
(a similar trend exists for kernel combination 6). For these kernel combinations, the
code from sparse fusion has on average 33% fewer synchronization barriers compared
to ParSy due to merging. For kernel combinations 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7 the potential gain

Number of Executor Runs
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Figure 5.9: The number of executor runs to amortize inspector cost. Values are clipped between -5
and 80. (lower is better)

in sparse fusion is 1.3× less than that of ParSy. Merging in sparse fusion reduces the
number of synchronizations in the fused code on average 50% compared to that of
ParSy.
Inspector Time. Figure 5.9 shows the number of times that the executor should
run to amortize the cost of inspection for implementations that have an inspector.
For space only combinations 1, 3, 4, and 5 are shown, others follow the same trend.
The number of executor runs (NER) that amortize the cost of inspector for an implementation is calculated using
Inspector T ime
. The baseline time is obtained by running each kernel indiBaseline T ime− Executor T ime
vidually with a sequential implementation, the inspector and executor times belong
to the specific implementation. The fused LBC implementation has a NER of 3.1-745.
The high inspection time is because of the high cost of converting the joint DAG into a
chordal DAG, typically consuming 64% of its inspection time. The NER of the fused
DAGP implementation is either negative or higher than 80. The fused wavefront
implementation sometimes has a negative NER because the executor time is slower
than the baseline time. As shown, sparse fusion and fused wavefront have the lowest NER amongst all implementations. Sparse fusion’s low inspection time is due to
pairing strategies that enable partitioning one DAG at a time. Kernel combinations
such as, SpIC0-TRSV and SpILU0-TRSV only need one iteration to amortize the
inspection time and SpTRSV-SpMV, SpTRSV-SptRSV, and SpMV-SpTRSV need
between 11-50 iterations. Sparse kernel combinations are routinely used in iterative
solvers in scientific applications. Even with preconditioning, these solvers typically
converge to an accurate solution after ten of thousands of iterations [18, 106, 136],
hence amortizing the overhead of inspection.
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Related work

A number of libraries and inspector-executor frameworks provide parallel implementations of fused sparse kernels with no loop-carried dependencies such as, two or more
SpMV kernels [91, 123, 128, 4, 151] or SpMV and dot products [203, 43, 4, 65, 3, 151].
The formulation of s-step Krylov solvers [24] has enabled iterations of iterative solvers
to be interleaved and hence multiple SpMV kernels are optimized simultaneously via
replicating computations to minimize communication costs [91, 123, 128, 168]. Sparse
tiling [171, 108, 176, 172, 173] is an inspector executor approach that uses manually
written inspectors [171, 173] to group iteration of different loops of a specific kernel such as Gauss-Seidel [173] and Moldyn [171] and is generalized for parallel loops
without loop-carried dependencies [176, 108]. Sparse fusion optimizes combinations
of sparse kernels where at least one of the kernels has loop-carried dependencies.

Chapter 6

Adaptive Sparsity Pattern in
Quadratic Programming
Sympiler generates optimized and parallel code for a kernel or a combination of two
sparse kernels as discussed in Chapters 3-5. However, the sparsity structures in physical simulations and numerical optimization alter with typically small and infrequent
changes and often affect a few rows or columns of the matrix. Also, typically the
domain experts and operators have a priori knowledge of the pattern changes. For
example, in minimizing a quadratic objective with linear constraints, i.e., quadratic
programming, in each iteration the sparsity pattern of the linear system changes, with
the changes being determined by the constraint set which is known prior to solving.
Solving the linear system from scratch would make the algorithm take a very long
time and often not scalable. In this chapter, an indefinite solver and an update/downdate technique, SoMod are presented that enable Sympiler to reuse information from
previous solves to improve the runtime. The application of SoMod in an active-set
QP solver, called NASOQ is tested and compared with other QP solvers. The content
of this chapter is published in [30].

6.1

Introduction

Solving a quadratic program (QP) is a core numerical task critical in domains spanning geometry processing [202, 177, 53], animation [95, 149], physical simulation [17,
56, 15, 178], robotics [135], machine learning [9, 1], engineering, and design [58]. Unfortunately, available QP solvers are often neither accurate nor robust enough for
many applications [104, 201, 164, 199, 202], necessitating heuristics, approximations
and/or multiple failsafe backups to succeed.
A long-standing challenge then has been to provide a single, unified QP solver
78
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that is 1) accurate, 2) efficient, and 3) scalable. By accurate we mean that the QP
solver converges to all reasonable requested accuracies; by efficient we mean that
it converges rapidly in wall-clock time; and by scalable we mean that it efficiently
converges across both large- and small-sized QP instances. As we show in Section
6.5, available QP solver libraries generally succeed for some subsets of QPs, while
often failing or becoming impractically slow to achieve success for others. To make
matters worse, in many cases, given the algorithms employed, it is not possible to
predict in advance when a QP method will succeed or fail per QP problem instance
[201].
The key challenge for solving a QP is in identifying an active set [59]. An active
set is a subset of a QP’s linear inequality constraints that are treated as equalities at
optimality. All other inequalities can then effectively be safely ignored. If an active
set is found, a QP problem instance then reduces to solving a much easier QP subject
to just its active constraints set as equalities.
Algorithms for solving large-scale QPs generally treat the entire constraint set as
approximately “active” with barrier terms penalizing all constraint violations simultaneously. This allows the application of large-scale, general-purpose sparse linear
solvers, but generally comes at the cost of uncertainty in the active set and degraded
solution accuracy. On the other hand, to address accuracy, many other QP algorithms
employ active-set methods. These are a range of methods that iteratively explore and
test active-set proposals. Details vary across methods but in all cases each iteration
requires solving large numbers of reduced QPs. Each reduced QP is solved subject
to a different set of proposed active constraints treated as equalities. In turn, solving these many reduced QPs accurately and efficiently is the computational crux of
active-set methods. This amounts to solving at each instance an indefinite linear system for equality constrained optimality conditions – a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)
system [23, 59]. Current solutions employed rely either on accurate linear solvers
that work well for small systems but are too expensive for repeated solves of new
large, sparse problems, or else rely on less expensive but also less accurate methods
for solving linear systems that once again unacceptably reduce accuracy [170].
To address these issues we construct the Numerically Accurate Sparsity-Oriented
QP Solver (NASOQ), a new, general-purpose, active-set algorithm for the accurate,
efficient, and scalable solution of QPs. NASOQ is built upon three core contributions:
• LBL: a new LDL factorization algorithm for the fast, accurate factorization and
update of sparse symmetric indefinite systems including those that arise in KKT
problems;
• SoMod: a new sparsity-oriented row modification method that enables fast fac-
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torization for KKT matrix changes via efficient updates of previously computed
factors; and
• Two new QP solvers that extend the Goldfarb-Idnani (GI) active-set strategy
[70] by application of LBL and SoMod to enable user-exposed trade-offs between
speed and accuracy for large and sparse QP problems.
SoMod is a new algorithm designed to enable the rapid and accurate solutions
of the many successively-updated KKT systems encountered during active-set QP
solves. At start of QP solves, SoMod performs an initial symbolic analysis of a KKT
system containing all constraints, then utilizes this information for both the initial
factorization (which includes only the equality constraints) as well as subsequent
factorizations (which include proposed active sets). By precomputing symbolic information, SoMod enables efficiently updating the factorization when constraints are
added or removed from the proposed active set.
To compute each initial indefinite factorization for SoMod, we construct LBL, a
novel implementation of the LDL factorization using Load-Balanced Level Coarsening [28] for parallelization. LBL provides state-of-the-art performance for solving
indefinite KKT systems while enabling precomputation of the required symbolic analysis for subsequent factorization updates.
With these building blocks in place we construct and analyze NASOQ via a pair of
new active-set QP algorithms. To consistently evaluate NASOQ with both prior and
future QP methods we also introduce a new benchmark set composed of both practical, real-world stress-test QPs taken from a wide range of geometry, simulation, and
design applications as well as prior QP benchmarks [121, 95, 194, 160, 109, 96]. As
we demonstrate in Section 6.5, across a range of requested accuracies in this benchmark NASOQ obtains consistent accuracy by converging for 99.5% of benchmark
problems while the best convergence across competing state-of-the-art solvers is 94%.
At the same time NASOQ remains most efficient by providing an average speedup
of 1.7×–24.8× across requested accuracy ranges compared to the fastest competing
times across compared QP solvers. Please see Section 6.5 for details of our analysis.

6.2

Problem Statement and Preliminaries

We focus on the solution of convex quadratic programming problems to find the
linearly constrained minimizers of quadratic energies. In full generality our problem
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then is
min
x

1 T
x Hx + q T x s.t. Ax = b, Cx ≤ d
2

(6.1)

where the unknown minimizer x ∈ Rn is constrained by linear equality constraints
Ax = b and inequality constraints Cx ≤ d. Note that in many cases we may have
only inequality or equality constraints. However, in the following, without loss of
generality, we consider the full mixed case. Here the symmetric matrix H is, either
by construction or standard user regularization [154, 71], a positive-definite matrix.
The QP in (6.1) is then strictly convex. In applications, the matrices H, A, and C
are often large and sparse. By sparse we mean that the majority of matrix entries
are zero, e.g., we have an average of 98% zero entries in our benchmark examples.
Unlike the solution of symmetric linear systems (or equivalently, unconstrained
quadratic energies) the optimality conditions, and thus the accuracy of a QP solution,
are much more complex to evaluate. Optimality of (6.1) is given by the specialized
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions1 [196, 59]
Hx + q + AT y + C T z = 0
(6.2)

Ax − b = 0

0 ≤ z ⊥ d − Cx ≥ 0.
where y and z are the QP problem’s Lagrange multipliers [196].
6.2.1

Accuracy

Applications require controllable quality and thus controllable accuracy for solutions
to the QP problem. The accuracy of a QP solution is evaluated by reduction of four
corresponding measures2


Primal-feasibility: k (Ax − b) , (max(0, Cx − d))
T

T

T

k < f ,

Stationarity: kHx + q + AT y + C T zk < s ,

Complementarity: kz

(Cx − d)k < c ,

Non-negativity: k min(0, z)k < n .

(6.3)
(6.4)
(6.5)
(6.6)

In the following we design NASOQ and analyze QP methods on their ability to
drive all four of these measures (∞-norm) below a common, maximum error threshold
accuracy:  ≥ max(f , s , c , n ). While necessary accuracies for each of the four
1 Here
2 Here

x ⊥ y is the complementarity condition xi yi = 0, ∀ corresponding entries i in vectors x and y.
is the Hadamard (element-wise) product.
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measures certainly change per application, a desirable goal for a general-purpose
QP algorithm is to solve every reasonable problem to any requested accuracy. Here
we design for general-purpose QP problems and so do not predict a priori what
measures are most important. Thus we evaluate fitness by asking each solve to drive
all measures below .
Primal-feasibility measures constraint satisfaction. Applying the ∞-norm gives
the worst violation of the enforced constraints by a given solution. In many applications constraints are invariants that need to be satisfied such as positive volume,
non-penetration, or structural feasibility. Errors in constraint satisfaction lead to
unacceptable failures and constraint drift in applications that depend on constraint
resolution at each call of a QP solve.
Stationarity measures the balance between energy and constraint gradients. This
is critical for stable and accurate solutions. For example, in structural engineering applications stationarity measures how well force balance is modeled, while in dynamic
simulations stationarity measures how well the equations of motion are satisfied. In
many applications even small residuals of stationarity with respect to measured dimensions of the systems can lead to simulation instabilities and blow-ups and/or
unacceptable modeling errors for engineering applications.
Complementarity measures the pairwise products of dual variables and their corresponding inequality constraints and is critical for correctly capturing active sets.
For example, in multi-body simulations [56, 90] dual variables often represent contact forces while constraints model intersections. Complementarity then encodes the
property that contact forces cannot be applied unless objects are touching. Large
violations of complementarity can create instabilities and visual artifacts of floating
bodies with contact forces artificially applying action at a distance.
Non-negativity then ensures that dual variables are positive. Negative dual variables likewise have serious consequences for stability and quality in applications.
Consider, for example, bounded biharmonic weights for deformation skinning are
computed via QP solves [95] with resultant weights requiring non-negativity; while
similarly for contact problems negative dual variables indicate an unacceptable violation of the “no-velcro” condition – that contact forces should push but not pull
[164].
6.2.2

Active-Set KKT System Solutions

We focus on enabling scalable, efficient, and accurate solutions for QPs at all scales.
For a given input QP we seek an as-efficient-as-possible solver that will obtain a
user-requested accuracy. While state-of-the-art barrier and first-order QP methods
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Algorithm 4: Dual-feasible active-set QP solver.
Data: H, q, A, b, C, d
Result: x, y, z
/* Feasibility phase
1
2

/* Optimality phase
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

*/

Initialize z0 = 0; k = 0; active-set=∅;
Solve Equation 6.7 to initialize x0 , y0 ;
*/

while xk is not primal-feasible do
Solve Equation 6.8 to compute descent ∆x,∆y,∆z;
Compute the step length t;
if t = ∞ then
Problem is unbounded.;
else
Update xk+1 , yk+1 , zk+1 with ∆x, ∆y, ∆z;
Update the active set;
Update the KKT system with the updated active set;
end
k =k+1 ;
end
xk , yk , zk are optimal;

are promising for scaling to large QP problems, their solutions suffer from degraded
accuracy [170] and no general method exists for determining a priori when they will
succeed or fail in reaching the requested accuracy [22]. On the other end of the spectrum, active-set QP methods provide high-accuracy QP solutions. However, in order
for active-set QP algorithms to reach a targeted accuracy they must also accurately
solve a large number of successive indefinite linear systems visited by the algorithm
at each inner iteration, which can be computationally expensive.
Active-set methods start with a feasible solution and keep a running set of proposed
active inequality constraints W to reach the optimal solution while maintaining feasibility conditions. Active-set methods are then either primal-feasible, preserving the
primal-feasibility condition or else are dual-feasible, preserving the non-negativity
condition. Here we focus on the Goldfarb-Idnani (GI) [70] strategy. GI is a dualfeasible active-set approach and so enables direct and inexpensive initialization [196].
The high-level pseudocode for the GI algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4. The GI
algorithm begins (lines 1–2) by initializing an empty active-set proposal, W = ∅ with
zero dual variables, z0 = 0. The resulting initial KKT system to solve is then the
indefinite linear system,
"
#" # " #
H A T x0
-q
=
(6.7)
A 0
y0
b
which corresponds to solving a feasible QP with just equality constraints applied.
Then, each successive iteration of the GI method (lines 3–14, Algorithm 1) im-
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proves the last iterate’s solution by updating the active-set proposal W and so the
corresponding active-set constraint matrix CW and the right-hand side constraint vector cw . The GI method updates the active set by only adding one or removing one
constraint in each successive iteration. Here w is the activated constraint.
The next descent direction for the QP is then determined by solving the updated
KKT system

   
T
H AT CW
∆x
cw

   
(6.8)
0
0  ∆y  =  0 
A
CW 0
0
∆z
0
The dual and primal variables of the next iteration are then updated by finding step
lengths along the computed descent directions. The step lengths ensure that the activated constraint becomes primal-feasible and all dual variables remain dual-feasible.
Thus, in each iteration, both the dual and primal variables corresponding to the constraints in the active set are both non-negative and primal-feasible. Each iteration’s
linear solve of the updated indefinite KKT system in (6.8) becomes increasingly expensive as QP system sizes and constraint numbers grow. However, at the same time,
the GI algorithm requires accurate solutions for each of these successive KKT systems
for algorithmic stability and in order to consistently obtain accurate solutions for the
overall QP problem [143].
A key observation then is that each update to W and correspondingly to the
matrix in (6.8) is small and specifically requires the update of just a single row in
CW . Currently, active-set algorithms leverage this observation with indirect methods
[73] that solve the KKT system by adaptively updating it with respect to W via
the application of the QR decomposition and the Schur complement. While indirect
methods provide accurate and efficient KKT solutions at small scales, they are unable
to take advantage of sparsity. These methods suffer from extensive fill-in3 due to the
QR factorization and the Schur complement form and so do not scale due to slow
compute times and memory overhead for QP problems with large numbers of variables
and/or large numbers of constraints.
Alternately direct active-set QP methods form the KKT system explicitly and solve
it via direct or iterative linear solvers. Direct methods solve each iteration’s KKT
system via indefinite factorization methods [120] followed by a solve stage. This
leads to accurate and scalable solutions but is inefficient due to the repeated cost
of recomputing factorizations. Application of iterative methods, e.g., Krylov subspace methods [74], in place of direct solves are not typically performed as it remains
challenging to find effective, general-purpose preconditioners for KKT matrices with
3 Fill-ins

are additional nonzeros created in the factor during a matrix factorization.
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generic active sets [120]. Re-purposing prior factorizations to compute the solution of
a modified KKT system is thus a highly attractive direction for combined efficiency
and accuracy. However, to our knowledge, no previous solution for indefinite matrix
factorization updates exists. The closest possible option we find is CHOLMOD row
modification [40], which is an efficient and effective solution designed for symmetric
positive definite (SPD) matrices but does not provide accurate and stable solution
updates for indefinite KKT systems.
In this dissertation, we focus on enabling accurate, scalable, and efficient QP
solutions by taking advantage of sparsity and by efficiently updating factorizations
of the active-set method’s indefinite KKT system. In doing so we address the gap
between direct and indirect methods. We develop NASOQ to combine the advantages
of leveraging direct, accurate solutions of KKT systems with the small and localized
updates of subsequent KKT systems. NASOQ leverages our new SoMod method
which enables efficient, sparsity preserving updates of existing factorizations after each
new constraint update to W and, as we show in Section 6.5, enables the application
of accurate direct factorization methods across a wide range of large- and small-scale
QP problems not previously possible.

6.3

SoMod: Sparsity-oriented row modification

A scalable solution to a dual-feasible active-set QP requires an efficient solution to
the successive KKT systems in Equations 6.7 and 6.8. This section discusses SoMod,
a novel method for efficiently solving these KKT systems using the combination of
a novel sparsity-oriented row modification method, a novel implementation of LDL
factorization, and an efficient triangular solve. SoMod consists of two phases: an
initialization phase associated with Equation 6.7 and a factor modification phase
associated with Equation 6.8. In both phases, SoMod solves Kx = s for x where s
is a dense vector and K is a sparse symmetric indefinite KKT matrix. At the start
of each QP solve we initialize the KKT matrix with the subsystem corresponding to
applying just the equality constraints, so that:
"
#
T
H A
K=
(6.9)
A 0
where H and A are respectively the matrices for the quadratic objective and equality
constraints. In order to solve the system Kx = s, SoMod applies LDL factorization
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(a) Sparse matrices in Equation 6.1
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Figure 6.1: The symbolic initialization phase of SoMod starts with creating an inclusive matrix,
shown in Figure 6.1b from the matrices in Figure 6.1a which are inputs to the QP problem in
Equation 6.1. The inclusive matrix is then permuted with a fill-reducing permutation to compute
the sparsity pattern of the L-factor with minimum number of fill-ins. The sparsity pattern of the
L-factor of the inclusive matrix in Figure 6.1b is computed and shown in Figure 6.1c. Boundaries of Supernodes are shown with dotted lines and supernode numbers are illustrated below the
L-factor. The corresponding inclusive (assembly) tree of the L-factor in Figure 6.1c is shown in
Figure 6.1d. The colored nodes correspond to the inequality constraint rows (matrix C in Figure 6.1a). The constraint-aware supernode creation strategy ensures that supernodes corresponding
to the inequality constraint nodes contain only a single column. The colored nodes of the inclusive
tree are removed to create the pruned inclusive tree passed to numerical factorization along with
the L-factor in Figure 6.1c.

to decompose the matrix K into

K = Pf ill PS (LDLT + E)PST PfTill

(6.10)

where D is a blocked diagonal symmetric matrix (due to our use of Bunch-Kaufman
pivoting [154]), L is a sparse lower triangular matrix, E is the error due to a diagonal
perturbation matrix added to K(necessary to avoid zero diagonals, which can cause
instabilities [154, 92]), Pf ill is a fill-reducing ordering (such as METIS [101]), and PS
is reordering due to pivoting. Given this factorization of the matrix, SoMod then
uses L and D along with s (the right-hand side) to quickly compute the solution x
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via triangular solve.
The overall process of the factorization in this initialization phase of SoMod closely
follows that of standard sparse linear system solvers. For efficient factorization, the
sparsity pattern of K is analyzed during symbolic analysis. Symbolic analysis uses
the sparsity pattern of K to construct symbolic information, which consists of the fillreducing ordering Pf ill and the sparsity pattern of L. Symbolic information guides the
numeric factorization, which operates on the actual numeric values of K to compute
the nonzero values of L and D. Unlike prior work, SoMod applies symbolic analysis
in a way that allows the results to be reused during the modification phase. The
initialization phase also includes permutation with Pf ill , constraint-aware super-node
creation, perturbation with E, and a restricted pivoting strategy with PS ; all of these
steps are described in Section 6.3.1.
The modification phase in SoMod, described in Section 6.3.2, iteratively solves
each new, updated KKT system which contains additional active constraints. During
this phase, SoMod solves Kx = s for each updated K:


H AT CTW


K= A
(6.11)
0
0 
CW 0
0.
Here, for each update, Cw contains rows from the full constraint matrix corresponding
to the current proposed active constraint set. Rather than solving each of these
systems from scratch, SoMod updates the starting solution in our initialization phase
using factor modification. Specifically, SoMod updates the symbolic information from
the initialization phase, followed by updating the numeric L-factor to account for the
added/removed constraints in each iteration. Then, a triangular solve is once again
used to find x given the updated L and D matrices.
6.3.1

Initialization Phase

In SoMod, the initialization phase produces symbolic information that can be reused
by subsequent factorizations in the factor modification phase. After producing symbolic information, this phase then proceeds with numeric factorization, followed by
triangular solve to return the solution to the KKT system.
Symbolic Analysis with the Inclusive Matrix

The initialization phase first builds an inclusive matrix. Then, we permute the inclusive matrix and generate symbolic information, including the sparsity pattern of
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the L-factor of the inclusive matrix, the assembly tree of the inclusive matrix (the
inclusive tree), a pruned inclusive tree, and Pf ill in Equation 6.10. This symbolic information collectively facilitates an efficient numeric factorization in the initialization
phase and also provides symbolic information leveraged by the factor modification
stage.
The inclusive matrix, the sparsity of L, and the assembly tree An inclusive matrix
is first assembled using the objective and equality constraint matrices (H and A) and
the sparsity pattern of the inequality constraint matrix. That is, the inclusive matrix
includes all entries of C but with values set to zero. The numerical values of the
inequality constraint matrix will be added to the inclusive matrix during the modification stage of SoMod when a constraint is added. Figure 6.1b shows an example of
an inclusive matrix created from the matrices in Figure 6.1a.
SoMod then builds an elimination tree [116, 37] for the inclusive matrix, which
enables obtaining the sparsity pattern of the L-factor and creating the inclusive assembly tree. The elimination tree of the inclusive matrix is a tree that expresses
dependencies between operations on columns of the L-factor, dictating the order of
factorization. Because of fill-ins, the sparsity pattern of the L-factor is different from
that of the inclusive matrix. The number of fill-ins correlates with the number of operations in the factorization process. Thus, after creating the inclusive matrix, it will
be permuted with Pf ill , a fill-reducing ordering, which improves the speed of numeric
factorization by reducing the number of operations in the factorization process.
Finally, the inclusive elimination tree and the sparsity pattern of its L-factor are
used to create constraint-aware supernodes and the inclusive assembly tree, which
is the supernodal version of the inclusive elimination tree. Supernodes [37, 154] are
created by grouping columns with similar sparsity patterns if they form a chain in the
elimination tree; that is, two consecutive columns are grouped together if one column
is the only child of its next column. Thus each node in the assembly tree represents
a group of columns together in a supernode; a node in the elimination tree represents
just a single column. For example, the tree in Figure 6.1d is the assembly tree of the
supernodal L-factor in Figure 6.1c; each node of the tree corresponds to a supernode
and the numbers shown below the L-factor correspond to the supernode’s number in
the assembly tree. The parent of each node in the assembly tree is obtained using
the row index of the first off-diagonal nonzero of its corresponding supernode in the
L-factor. For example in Figure 6.1c, the row index of the first off-diagonal nonzero
of supernode 3 is 4 and thus node 4 is the parent of node 3 in Figure 6.1d.
Sparse factorization can be more efficient when operating on supernodes instead
of individual columns [26]. Supernode creation in SoMod is constraint-aware, so
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rows/columns of C are not grouped with each other or with other columns; this
makes it possible to add or remove constraints separately from one another while still
allowing the rest of the assembly tree to benefit from the increased efficiency of the
supernodal approach. For example, in the inclusive tree in Figure 6.1d, column 14
can form a supernode with columns 12 and 13; however, since column 14 is the fourth
constraint in C, it is excluded from the supernode.
The pruned inclusive assembly tree The inclusive assembly tree contains dummy
entries for all inequality constraints. During this phase, and during row modification, we instead use a pruned inclusive assembly tree that contains only the entries
corresponding to active inequality constraints; this is represented by an array of parents, denoted with π. Thus, before performing the initial factorization, we remove all
dummy entries corresponding to inequality constraints. As an additional optimization, SoMod also creates a visibility vector v that shows whether a column of the
L-factor should be visited during the initial numerical factorization phase; this information is derived from the pruned assembly tree, but in practice using the visibility
vector can be faster than finding paths in the assembly tree. Because the initial KKT
matrix only includes equality constraints, the visibility vector is initialized by setting
all rows of the inclusive matrix that correspond to rows of C to invisible.
Constraint-aware supernode creation facilitates creating the pruned inclusive tree
by ensuring every row of matrix C corresponds to one node in the inclusive tree.
This allows removing rows by only changing the pruned inclusive tree as described in
Section 6.3.2.
Numeric Factorization with LBL

Numeric factorization computes the nonzero values of the L-factor in solving Equation 6.7 (line 2 of Algorithm 4) using LBL, a modified LDL factorization algorithm
that uses Load-Balanced Level Coarsening [28], a scheduling technique that improves
the performance of numeric factorization on parallel architectures. While prior work
applied Load-Balanced Level Coarsening to Cholesky factorization for symmetric positive definite matrices, LBL extends the technique to symmetric indefinite matrices
that arise from KKT problems.
Numeric factorization takes as input the sparsity pattern of the L-factor and the
visibility vector, and first computes the perturbation matrix (E in Equation 6.10),
using information from the inclusive matrix to enable a stable factorization. Perturbation ensures no zeros exist in the diagonal entries of the matrix, since these lead
to division-by-zero during factorization. Numeric factorization then uses the pruned
inclusive assembly tree to determine an efficient and correct order of computation,
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Algorithm 5: Blocked-diagonal LDL factorization. Matrices K, L, D, PS correspond
to Equation 6.10. super is a vector that shows the boundary of supernodes in L. M is a
set that shows the order of computation. Matrices L and D only have the sparsity pattern
for LBL and include the previous factor for row modification.
Data: K, L, D, super, M
Result: L, D, PS
1 for j ∈ M do
2
b = superj
3
u = superj+1
4
L:,b:u = 0
5
T(:,:) = 0
/* Applying contributions from factorized supernodes in r
6
7
8
9

/* Applying column permutation
10
11
12

*/

L:,b:u = L:,b:u × PST b:u,b:u
Lu:n,b:u = (Lb:u,b:u × Db:u,b:u )−1 × (Ku:n,b:u − Tu:n,: )
end
/* Applying row permutation

13

*/

for r ∈ L0:b,: do
T = T + Lb:n,r × D r,r × LTb:u,r
end
[Lb:u,b:u , D b:u,b:u , P S b:u,b:u ] = LDL(K b:u,b:u - T b:u,: )

*/

L = PS × L

and then uses this schedule to compute the nonzero values of L, D, and P S in Equation 6.10.
Perturbation We add a small value to zero diagonals of the inclusive matrix that
correspond to rows of the equality constraints. Since the location of the equality
constraints are known in the inclusive matrix, SoMod computes the perturbation
matrix E :
Ei,i = diag_pert;

n≤i≤n+m

(6.12)

where n and m are the number of variables and constraints respectively. Matrix E
will be added to the inclusive matrix as shown in Equation 6.10.
Load-Balanced Level Coarsened scheduling Before performing the factorization, we
use Load-Balanced Level Coarsening to compute the order of factorization using the
pruned inclusive assembly tree. This scheduling algorithm provides a partitioning
of the tree that groups supernodes into partitions that can execute efficiently on a
parallel processor while preserving ordering dependencies. For example, in the pruned
tree of Figure 6.1d, nodes 1, 3, and 6 can run in parallel, since none of them depend
on lower non-colored nodes in the tree.
LBL: parallel blocked-diagonal LDL factorization LBL is a parallel LDL factorization method that takes the computed schedule from the Load-Balanced Level Coars-
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ening algorithm, the visibility vector, and the sparsity pattern of the L-factor and
computes the nonzero values of the L and D factors of the perturbed KKT matrix of
the system in Equation 6.7 (line 2 in Algorithm 4). Pseudocode for LBL is shown in
Algorithm 5.
LBL uses a supernodal left-looking approach [37] (one of several ways to compute
LDL factorization), computing the supernodes of the L-factor using already factorized
supernodes to the left of the current supernode. The list of supernodes and the order
of computation are specified in super and M respectively. Each iteration of LBL first
accumulates contributions of supernodes to the left and stores them in temporary
matrix T. After deducting T from the current column (line 9), the algorithm first
factorizes the diagonal part of the current supernode using a dense LDL factorization
and then uses the computed factors to factorize the off-diagonal part of the current
column (line 11). The dense LDL factorization uses the Bunch-Kaufman algorithm,
which only reorders rows within a supernode of the L-factor. Thus, LBL pivoting is
restricted to rows within a supernode [154], which preserves the sparsity pattern of
the L-factor during factorization.
After pivoting, rows of the L-factor in supernodes to the left of the current supernode must be permuted as well; were this done within the parallel region (lines 2–11),
it would introduce dependencies that would prevent efficient computation, rendering the Load-Balanced Level Coarsening schedule useless. Thus, unlike typical LDL
factorization methods, LBL separates row and column permutations, applying row
permutations after the factorization (line 13). After obtaining the factorization, SoMod then uses triangular solve to efficiently obtain a solution to the initial KKT
problem, as described in Section 6.3.3.
LBL thus works with the same base SBK algorithm as in MKL Pardiso [154].
However, LBL enables additional important features necessary for updates. The first
and most key feature is that LBL enables factor modification: when adding or removing a constraint from K, LBL modifies the factor as opposed to MKL Pardiso which
requires computing the factor from scratch. The second feature is LBL’s application
of a static scheduler [28] to schedule the computation to ensure load-balanced parallelism while preserving locality. In contrast, MKL Pardiso utilizes dynamic scheduling
which optimizes solely for load-balanced execution, which results in suboptimal locality. To prevent dependencies due to pivoting in SBK that would limit parallelism,
LBL postpones row permutation to after numerical factorization.
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Algorithm 6: Symbolic row removal algorithm. k is the node to remove. π is the
pruned inclusive assembly tree. v is the visibility vector. r is the list of root nodes. π −1 (k)
returns the children list of node k.
Data: π, v, k, r
Result: π, v, r
/* Find the parent of deleting node k
1

/* Update all children of node k with its parent
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

for j ∈ π −1 (k) do
if v(j) then
π(j) = f
if k is a root
S node then
r=r
{j }
end
end
end
r = r − {k}
/* Update the visibility vector

11

*/

f = π(k)
*/

*/

v(k)=false

6.3.2

Factor Modification

After the initialization phase, finding a solution to the QP problem requires solving
a large number of successive symmetric indefinite KKT systems. The factor modification phase in SoMod efficiently solves these successive systems by reusing the
computed factors from the initialization phase and modifying them based on whether
a new inequality constraint is added or removed. In contrast, the usual approach
would solve these systems from scratch, performing symbolic analysis and factorization without reusing any previously-computed information.
Successive KKT matrices are created by adding or removing rows of matrix C
to/from the existing KKT system. To obtain the solution to the linear system in
Equation 6.8 (line 4 of Algorithm 4), SoMod first updates the symbolic information
and then the numeric factorization previously obtained from the initialization phase
or obtained from the previous iteration of the QP algorithm. It then uses the updated
L-factor and D to obtain a solution (Section 6.3.3). In this subsection we explain how
factor modification efficiently modifies the previously obtained symbolic information
and then uses the new symbolic information to update the existing numeric factors.
Symbolic Modification

The symbolic modification phase modifies the pruned inclusive assembly tree using
the full inclusive tree when row k of the inclusive matrix is modified. Depending on
whether the modification adds or removes a row, SoMod uses symbolic row removal
or addition algorithms to update the tree.
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Algorithm 7: Symbolic row addition algorithm. k is the node added. π is the pruned
inclusive assembly tree. πinc is the inclusive assembly tree. v is the visibility vector. r is
the list of root nodes. ρinc (j) returns the list of ancestors of node j. π −1 (f ) returns the
children list of node f .
Data: π, πinc , v, r, k
Result: π, v, r
/* Find the first visible ancestor of k
1
2

/* Find all nodes that k is their least ancestor
3
4
5
6
7
8

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

18

*/

for j ∈ r do
if k ∈ ρinc (j) then
π(j) = k
r = r - {j }
end
end S
r=r k
end
/* Update the pruned inclusive assembly tree

17

*/

for j ∈ π −1 (f ) do
if k ∈ ρinc (j) then
π(j) = k
end
end
else
/* Look for any missing child in root nodes

9

*/

f = min {j|j ∈ ρinc (k) ∧ v(j)}
if f is a node then

*/

π(k) = f
v(k)=true

Row removal When a constraint is removed from the KKT matrix, SoMod updates the pruned inclusive tree using the symbolic row removal algorithm shown in
Algorithm 6. To remove node k, the removal algorithm first finds its parent and then
assigns all children of node k to its parent. If node k is a root node and therefore
has no parent, we add its children to a list r which contains all root nodes. This list
is used in the row addition algorithm to facilitate the process of adding constraints
corresponding to such nodes. For example, Figure 6.2b shows a pruned inclusive assembly tree with two already-added constraint rows 2 and 10 and Figure 6.2c shows
the pruned inclusive assembly tree after node 10 is removed. Node 9 then becomes a
root node, so Algorithm 6 adds it to r and removes 10 from r.
Row addition When row k is added to the KKT matrix, SoMod updates its symbolic information and decides where to insert node k in the pruned inclusive assembly
tree. The algorithm first visits the tree to find the first visible ancestor of k. If there
is a first visible ancestor, the algorithm then finds the children of this closest ancestor
f in the pruned inclusive tree; the children are then visited to update any for which
k is the parent. If k does not have a first visible ancestor, the algorithm cannot use
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Figure 6.2: Factor modification example starting with the pruned inclusive tree (Figure 6.2a) and
the L-factor (Figure 6.2d) that are computed in the initialization phase, in order, by removing all
nodes corresponding to the inequality matrix from the inclusive tree in Figure 6.1d and by hiding
all rows of the inequality matrix in the L-factor in Figure 6.1c. SoMod symbolically adds rows that
correspond to nodes 2 and 10 (rows 5 and 14, respectively) to the inclusive matrix using the row
addition algorithm, resulting in a new pruned inclusive tree shown in Figure 6.2b. The corresponding
supernodes in the L-factor in Figure 6.2e, shown in red, are also visible and will be updated using the
numerical modification algorithm. Figure 6.2c is the result of removing node 10 from Figure 6.2b by
using the symbolic row removal algorithm. Column 14 of the L-factor (which corresponds to node
10 in the tree) in Figure 6.2f becomes invisible after row removal.

its ancestor’s information to update the pruned inclusive tree and thus would need to
search for its children by considering all nodes of the inclusive tree. Instead, the algorithm uses the list of root nodes from the node removal algorithm and only searches
in r. Algorithm 7 demonstrates the process of row addition. Figure 6.2a shows the
pruned inclusive tree with no constraints and Figure 6.2b shows the pruned inclusive
assembly tree after adding constraint rows 2 and 10. When adding node 2, Algorithm 7 first finds its visible ancestor, node 9, and then updates the parent node with
9 since no child of node 9 belongs to node 2. Node 10 is a root node in the inclusive
tree in Figure 6.1d, thus the algorithm goes over the list of root nodes, which includes
9 as explained in the example in the row removal section. Since 9 is a child of 10 in
the inclusive tree, its parent will be updated with 10.
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Numeric Modification

SoMod uses the updated pruned inclusive tree to update the numeric factorization of
the newly-modified KKT system by visiting only the columns that are dependent on
the modified row in the pruned inclusive assembly tree. Given the pruned inclusive
assembly tree of a linear system, solving the factorization after adding or removing a
row is similar to Algorithm 5. The only difference is how the input M is computed.
Numeric modification only updates supernodes that are in ρ(k), which are the nodes
in an up-traversal starting from k. An up-traversal from a node visits all ancestors
of that node. For example, the up-traversal of node 2 in the tree of Figure 6.1d is {2,
9, 10}. For the node removal case, the symbolic row removal algorithm is called after
the numeric modification. This allows the modification algorithm to apply the effect
of removing the node before removing the necessary information from the symbolic
information; instead, the row is replaced with all zeros in order to update the numeric
factorization. For the node addition case, the symbolic row addition algorithm is
called before numeric modification, and the appropriate nonzeros are added to the
row. Calling Algorithm 7 before numeric modification allows the numeric modification
algorithm to utilize values of the added row during the L-factor update.
6.3.3

Triangular Solve and Accuracy Refinement

In both the initialization phase as well as the modification phase, once SoMod obtains
the newly-computed or updated numeric factors L and D, it uses them to solve
the linear system Kx = s. SoMod finds the solution vector x by doing a forward
triangular solve, a block-diagonal system solve, and a backward triangular solve as
shown in Equation 6.13. SoMod uses an efficient parallel triangular solve from [28] and
a simple single-threaded hand-written block-diagonal system solver for these steps.
b = (Pf ill PS )s
Lx1 = b
Dx2 = x1

(6.13)

L T x3 = x2
x = (Pf ill PS )−1 x3
As shown in Equation 6.10 and discussed in Section 6.3.1, we add perturbation matrix E to the KKT matrix prior to solving. As a result, the solution x contains
inaccuracies, necessitating an accuracy refinement strategy to obtain an acceptable
solution.
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Algorithm 8: NASOQ: A dual-feasible full-space QP solver.
Data: H, q, A, b, C, d
Result: x, y, z
/* Feasibility phase
1
2
3
4
5

/* Optimality phase
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

*/

LinearSolve SoMod(H, A, C);
z0 = 0; k = 0; active-set=∅; modify=ADD;
SoMod.symbolic_initialization();
SoMod.LBL(q, b);
[x0 , y0 ] = SoMod.solve();
*/

while xk is not primal-feasible do
w = most_violated(C, d, xk );
if modify == ADD then
SoMod.symbolic_row_addition(w);
SoMod.numerical_modification(w);
else
SoMod.numerical_modification(g);
SoMod.symbolic_row_removal(g);
end
[∆x, ∆y, ∆z]=SoMod.solve();
Compute the step length t;
if t = ∞ then
Problem is unbounded.;
else
Update xk+1 , yk+1 , zk+1 with ∆x, ∆y, ∆z;
Update the active set;
Add or remove a row to/from KKT;
Set g to removed constraint;
Set modif y to either ADD or REMOVE;
end
k=k+1;
end
xk , yk , zk are optimal;

Accuracy refinement It is standard practice to use an iterative method after a
direct solve to improve the accuracy of the solution [86, 156, 152, 11]. SoMod uses an
iterative method, right-preconditioned GMRES [152], to refine the obtained solution
from the solve phase. The GMRES algorithm is preconditioned with the output of
LDL factorization and performs up to max_iter iterations to achieve the requested
residual norm res_tol, but will terminate early if the required tolerance is achieved.

6.4

NASOQ: Numerically Accurate Sparsity-Oriented QP Solver

With our key innovation SoMod in place, we now can define our two closely-related
QP solution algorithms, NASOQ-Fixed and NASOQ-Tuned. Both methods integrate
SoMod row modification and LBL within the GI dual-feasible active-set framework
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and so provide efficient, accurate, and sparsity-preserving full-space QP algorithms.
NASOQ-Fixed and NASOQ-Tuned both, as we show in Section 6.5, consistently improve over state-of-the-art QP methods across our benchmark, while the two methods
each individually offer a different balance in the trade-off between efficiency and accuracy for larger scale problems.
In this section we first highlight the changes applied by SoMod row modification
and LBL to the GI framework with NASOQ-Fixed and then, building off of this
baseline, discuss the NASOQ-Tuned method as a direct and natural extension of
NASOQ-Fixed.
Algorithm 8 summarizes our full NASOQ-Fixed algorithm in pseudocode. At each
update and solution of the new active-set KKT (previously lines 2 and 4 in Algorithm
1) NASOQ-Fixed now applies the SoMod solve phase via LBL and row modification.
This allows NASOQ-Fixed to replace the Cholesky and QR solves in the standard
GI method; this is the key difference between NASOQ and standard GI methods.
In addition, standard GI implementations require one additional iteration for each
equality constraint while NASOQ, due to its full-space approach, applies equality
constraints by solving the initial KKT system, see Equation (6.7).
Numerical optimization methods generally apply a wide diversity of empirically
tuned parameters [170, 133]. A key feature of NASOQ is that in our construction
of SoMod’s LBL and row modification we expose three parameters with direct and
intuitive interpretations that enable us to balance efficiency against accuracy for different applications and problem scales. With NASOQ-Fixed we demonstrate that
without tuning a default setting works well across the board. With NASOQ-Tuned
we similarly demonstrate that if a range of reasonable settings for these parameters
are a priori known, NASOQ’s active set approach enables a rapid sweep for improved
accuracy. These parameters are
• max_iter: the maximum number of refinement iterations for incrementally improving the solution of a KKT system after the solve phase (see Section 6.3.3);
• stop_tol: the threshold defining the upper bound for the residual accuracy of
the KKT system during the refinement phase (see Section 6.3.3);
• diag_perturb: value added to zero-entry diagonals of the KKT matrix (see Section 6.3.1) to stabilize LBL and row modification in SoMod.
Increasing max_iter and decreasing stop_tol generally improve accuracy at the cost
of more computation. Setting of diag_perturb then relates to problem conditioning
and machine accuracy; a typical value is near square root of machine precision [11].
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NASOQ-Fixed

NASOQ-Fixed is a direct, one-shot application of our SoMod-enhanced GI approach.
Here we presume that, per-application, time is sufficient for a single QP solve, but no
further, and so seek the most effective values for given input QP characteristics.
NASOQ-Fixed sets diag_perturb and stop_tol to fixed values for all input QP
problems to 10−9 and 10−15 respectively. Here we find that adapting max_iter per
problem based on the requested accuracy  is most effective (with the assumption
that we will only have a single attempt at the solve). When lower accuracy ’s are
requested, NASOQ-Fixed applies fewer refinement iterations (lowering max_iter)
and then correspondingly increases max_iter to obtain more accurate linear solves
when higher accuracies are specified. Concretely, NASOQ-Fixed sets


−4


1,  > 10
max_iter =

2, 10−8 ≤  ≤ 10−4



3,  < 10−8 .

(6.14)

Finally, for very small QP problems, i.e., fewer than 100 nonzeros, NASOQ-Fixed
keeps max_iter = 3 as this does not impose an appreciable cost.
6.4.2

NASOQ-Tuned

NASOQ-Tuned leverages the underlying active-set framework. Active-set methods
terminate in bounded time with respect to number of constraints, and, in practice
generally much more rapidly than barrier and first-order approaches [197, 120]. Thus
the cost of running multiple passes of NASOQ to determine whether a chosen setting for our three parameters successfully matches a requested accuracy is generally
acceptable when accuracy is critical and some efficiency can be sacrificed.
NASOQ-Tuned therefore sweeps through a set of empirically-determined parameter combinations, as found from testing solely against the subset (0.5%) of the QP
problem instances in the testing set (see Section 6.5.3) for which NASOQ-Fixed does
not converge. NASOQ-Tuned begins with an initial pass of NASOQ-Fixed. Then, if
the requested accuracy  is not met, it successively tries new NASOQ passes with the
sequence of configurations in Table 6.1.
In practice, for all but 21 examples in our benchmark, we find that NASOQ-Tuned
successfully converges at all requested accuracies. See Section 6.5.3 for details.
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Table 6.1: List of NASOQ-Tuned parameters. Each row contains parameters used in one pass of
NASOQ-Tuned.
Config
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

6.5

max_iter
2
2
2
2
3
3
3

diag_perturb
10−9
10−13
10−7
10−11
10−10
10−9
10−11

stop_tol
10−15
10−15
10−15
10−17
10−15
10−17
10−17

Experimental Results

In this section we evaluate NASOQ against other solvers on a large set of QP problems
from diverse applications. First, we describe our experimental setup (Section 6.5.1)
and our new collection of 1513 sparse QP problems collected from a wide variety of
applications (Section 6.5.2). We then evaluate NASOQ for the full benchmark set,
comparing accuracy, efficiency, and scalability against existing tools (Section 6.5.3).
We then describe the effect of numerical range on NASOQ’s ability to attain convergence (Section 6.5.4). Finally, we explore the impact of SoMod on overall performance
(Section 6.5.5).
Across all QP problems in our repository, NASOQ converges for over 99.5% of the
problems for accuracies ranging from 10−3 to 10−9 with average speedups ranging
from 1.7× to 24.8× over the best competing method. For requested accuracies of
10−3 and 10−6 , NASOQ-Tuned has no failures, while only 21 problem instances (out
of 1513, or 1.4%) fail to reach the 10−9 accuracy threshold. Our analysis shows
that these few failures occur due to the numerical range of the problems themselves
and that other solvers likewise fail to solve these problems. NASOQ demonstrates
consistent efficiency and speedups across all application types, and we see that the
SoMod algorithm plays a critical role in the performance of NASOQ.
6.5.1

Experimental Setup

Testbed architecture All experiments are performed on a 6-core Haswell-E described
in Table 2.1 with turbo-boost disabled, running Ubuntu 16.04 with Linux kernel
4.4.0. NASOQ and all open-source solvers are compiled with GCC v5.4.0 using the
-O3 option. MKL 2019.1.144 is used wherever dense BLAS routines are required.
Throughout this section, convergence time refers to the wall clock time to reach
convergence, measured using the standard C++ chrono library. We use a time limit
of 30 minutes for all solvers; if a solver does not converge in 30 minutes for a problem
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instance, we consider it a failure for that instance.
Termination criteria We set all solvers, where possible, to use common, absolute
(rather than relative) termination criteria, i.e., a common accuracy threshold  for all
four measures in Equations 6.3-6.6. Relative tolerances are often specific to the algorithm and/or particular domain, and are often highly susceptible to falsely reporting
convergence when an algorithm stagnates (e.g. small relative errors only tell us iterates have stopped progressing) rather than reaching a low error solution. Although
accuracies for each of the four optimality measures in Equations 6.3-6.6 change depending on application, we believe a desirable goal for a general-purpose QP solver
is to solve every reasonable problem to any requested accuracy given commensurate
time, and to only report success when accuracy is achieved. We don’t presume to
know a priori per problem type what measures are most important; instead, we evaluate fitness by asking each method to drive all measures down below each specified
error tolerance according to the infinity norms of Equations 6.3-6.6. Details for each
solver are explained separately below.
Solver settings We compare NASOQ with four widely-used state-of-the-art QP
solvers: OSQP [170], Gurobi [134], MOSEK [129], and QL [159]. These tools are selected to represent different QP solver methods. OSQP applies a first-order method,
supports sparse problems, and parallelism. Gurobi and MOSEK are both commercial tools based on barrier methods; both support parallel execution and sparse QP
problems. To compare NASOQ to an alternative Goldfarb-Idnani algorithm implementation, we include QL, a robust GI implementation; however, QL does not support
sparsity nor parallelism.
NASOQ is implemented in C++ with double precision, with METIS 5.1.0 for
reordering the inclusive matrix, and MKL BLAS [192] for dense operations within
LBL. All other QP solvers are set to their default modes and only settings related
to the requested accuracy or  in Equations 6.3-6.6 are changed when exposed and
necessary, see below4 .
OSQP is an open-source first-order solver designed for sparse QP problems. We use
OSQP 0.6.0 and build in double precision using the MKL Pardiso solver. In OSQP the
user-requested accuracy is scaled by the norm of matrix H (see [170] Section 3.4). This
scaling leads to early termination and thus inaccurate/non-optimal solutions. For fair
comparison, we change OSQP’s termination criteria to use the absolute requested
accuracy – leaving the algorithm otherwise unchanged5 .
Gurobi and MOSEK are two commercial solvers that apply barrier methods to
solve QP problems. For both packages, we utilize default settings for the solvers. We
4 The

list of parameters related to user-requested accuracy for each solver is provided in Section A.3.
information on the sole parts of the OSQP code we modify is provided in Section A.3.

5 Detailed
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use currently latest releases of MOSEK (v8) and Gurobi (v8). Gurobi uses an absolute
termination criteria and so can be applied in our comparison directly. MOSEK, on
the other hand, does not allow absolute error tolerances for convergence and instead
applies algorithm-specific, relative measures. As MOSEK is closed source (and so its
termination criteria can not be modified) we experimented with a range of its different
exposed parameter settings, seeking to maximize MOSEK’s success. Discussion of our
experiments with MOSEK and details of MOSEK’s behavior applied with its most
successful settings for comparison are covered in Section 6.5.3 below.
QL is a dense active-set solver based on the GI algorithm, implemented in Fortran.
We convert all sparse matrices to dense prior to using QL, as it only supports dense
matrices. Conversion time is not included in reported solve times. Large-scale QP
problems cannot be converted due to memory limitations of the testbed architecture.
Performance profile Aggregating combined performance and failure data in plots
across methods on a significantly-sized benchmark is always challenging. Thus, to
compare the convergence speed of different solvers, following existing work [46, 196,
170, 135] we utilize a performance profile plot. To define performance profiles, we use
the performance ratio rp,s = mintp,s
where tp,s is the time for QP solver s to solve
s tp,s
problem instance p. When solver s fails for problem p, its performance ratio is set
to infinity, i.e., rp,s = ∞. After the performance ratio for all pairs of solvers and
problem instances is obtained, we compute the performance profile, function fs , that
P
maps any rp,s to [0, 1] and is computed as: fs (τ ) = n1p p α≤τ (rp,s ) where α≤τ = 1
if rp,s ≤ τ and np is the number of problems in our repository. fs (τ ) denotes the
fraction of solved problems within τ × the time of the best solver. Thus, in Figure 6.4
for example, faster performance for a given fraction of problems means the line is to
the left, while more problems with successful convergence lead to lines that are higher
on the y-axis.
Speedup In addition to performance profiles, we also provide detailed, per-category
analyses and breakdowns using speedup and failure rate (Section 6.5.3). The reported
average speedup throughout the chapter is computed using normalized shifted geometric mean [170, 125]. Given tp,s is the time for QP solver s to solve problem
instance
p, shifted geometric mean of solver s across n problems is computed as:
qQ
n
gs =
p (tp,s + k) − k where k is the shift and selected to be one [170]. When
solver s fails in the problem p, tp,s = 1800 which is the 30 minute time limit in seconds. To avoid overflow we use the logarithmic form of the geometric mean. Given
gs for each solver, the speedup of solver s1 over s2 is computed by ggs2
.
s1
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Benchmark Repository for Sparse Quadratic Programs

We assemble a repository for sparse QP problems of different scales, most of which
come from applications in animation, geometry processing, and simulation. Existing
QP problem benchmarks are not large enough to stress-test large-scale QP solvers.
For example, the largest QP problem instance in terms of the number of variables
in the Maros-Mészáros repository [121] only has 10k variables, which is far smaller
than real-world large-scale QP problems. Existing QP solvers are either tested for a
limited number of problems or are tested for randomly generated problems [170, 135].
To address this shortcoming, we gathered existing strictly-convex QP benchmark
problems and also added a set of new QP problem instances mostly arising from
computer graphics applications.
Our repository includes QP instances from shape deformation, contact simulation,
model reconstruction, and cloth simulation from computer graphics; model predictive
control (MPC) [160] from robotics; and strictly-convex QP problems from the MarosMészáros repository [121]. The number of variables ranges from 50–114309 and the
number of constraints ranges from 20–10k. Each QP for image deformation comes
from Jacobson et. al. [95] and is created using libigl [96]. Contact simulation QPs
correspond to QP problems that must be solved in each timestep of the simulation
and are created using the GAUSS library [109]. Model reconstruction instances are
QP problems that compute the third dimension of a 2D mesh, explained in [177, 53].
Cloth simulation QPs arise from each timestep of the cloth simulation in [194].
6.5.3

Accuracy, Efficiency, and Scalability of NASOQ

NASOQ can solve a large range of QP problems from different application types
and across a range of problem scales. In this section, we first compare the efficiency
and scalability of NASOQ to other QP solvers and demonstrate NASOQ’s superior
performance. We also explore the performance of NASOQ versus other tools for
different types of applications. Finally, we discuss the effect of using the full-space
method in NASOQ.
Overall performance

As discussed in Section 5, NASOQ-Fixed and NASOQ-Tuned target different points
in the trade-off between efficiency and accuracy. NASOQ-Tuned sweeps through
a set of parameters to deliver improved accuracy for problems where accuracy is
critical. Thus, as shown in Figure 6.3, NASOQ-Tuned always converges for requested
accuracy thresholds of 10−3 and 10−6 , while NASOQ-Fixed fails for 1.2% of problems
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Figure 6.3: Failure rate of NASOQ-Fixed, NASOQ-Tuned, OSQP, OSQP-Polished, Gurobi, QL, and
MOSEK across different ranges of accuracy (10−3 , 10−6 , and 10−9 ) and for both small-scale (top)
and large-scale (bottom) QP problems. NASOQ-tuned has the lowest failure rate compared to all
other QP solvers for problems of different scales and for different requested accuracies.

(there are 21 problem instances that NASOQ-Tuned fails for 10−9 ; this is explained
in Section 6.5.4). Since NASOQ-Tuned starts from the NASOQ-Fixed configuration,
the performance profiles of both variants are similar, as shown in Figure 6.4 and the
small difference is due to problems that NASOQ-Tuned converges and NASOQ-Fixed
fails. The convergence behaviour of both variants of NASOQ is consistently better
than other solvers for both large- and small-scale problems (Figure 6.3).
OSQP uses several lightweight iterations to incrementally improve the accuracy of
the solution to the QP problem. However, when an accurate solution is needed, the
number of iterations significantly increases in OSQP, leading to reduced efficiency.
Like NASOQ-Tuned, OSQP also has a variant, called OSQP-polished, that trades off
efficiency for accuracy in problems where accuracy is critical. OSQP-polished uses an
additional step after OSQP to refine accuracy and obtain solutions for some problems
when the accuracy range is 10−9 . OSQP and OSQP-polished collectively solve 94%
percent of all problems in our repository for accuracy ranges of 10−3 , 10−6 , 10−9 which
is quite good, but still considerably less than the 99% obtained from NASOQ (see
Figure 6.3). NASOQ is more efficient than OSQP across all problem scales and for
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Figure 6.4: Performance profiles for NASOQ-Fixed, NASOQ-Tuned, OSQP, OSQP-Polished,
Gurobi, QL, and MOSEK across different ranges of accuracy (from left to right: 10−3 , 10−6 , and
10−9 ) and for small-scale (top) and large-scale (bottom) QP problems from our repository. Lines
to the left are more efficient, and lines higher on the y-axis solve a greater percentage of problems
within a given performance threshold. The figures show that NASOQ-Fixed and NASOQ-Tuned
are, for almost all accuracies and all problem scales, more efficient than available QP solvers and
are able to solve more of the QP problems in our repository.

different accuracy thresholds. For example, the average speedup of NASOQ-Fixed
over OSQP for thresholds of 10−3 and 10−6 is 2.7× and 2.3× respectively.
Gurobi, in contrast to NASOQ, has a high failure rate and does not scale to larger
problems. Unlike NASOQ and OSQP, Gurobi does not provide different variants
to balance accuracy and efficiency. In Gurobi, the number of iterations typically
remains unchanged for different requested accuracies. Thus, in Figure 6.4, all performance profiles for Gurobi follow similar trends across different requested accuracies
and different problem scales. For accuracies of 10−3 and 10−6 , Gurobi’s failure rate is
similar to that of OSQP; however, compared to NASOQ, Gurobi fails in more problems. Furthermore, Gurobi exhibits a high failure rate for large-scale problems with
lower requested error. For example, for the threshold of 10−9 , Gurobi fails for 42.25%
of large-scale problems as shown in Figure 6.3.
MOSEK is another barrier method that converges in a bounded number of computationallyheavy iterations. MOSEK does not converge for most large-scale problems with accuracy thresholds lower than 10−3 . As shown in Figure 6.3, the failure rate of MOSEK
for smaller requested accuracy thresholds is more than 82%, which is significantly
higher than the failure rate of all other solvers. As discussed in Section 6.5.1, MOSEK
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doesn’t allow absolute error tolerances and instead applies algorithm-specific, relative
measures. We experimented with a number of different parameter settings, attempting to improve MOSEK’s success. During this process we observed that decreasing
requested accuracies further below 10−10 produces slower performance and increased
failures. For example, requesting 10−16 accuracy leads failure rates to increase to
86%. We find setting to the requested accuracy works best for MOSEK in terms of
combined performance and failure rate reduction. We also set MOSEK’s infeasibility tolerance parameter to the default: 10−12 . We find no change for high accuracy
benchmarks (i.e. 10−6 and 10−9 ) and a 0.2% reduction in failure rate for 10−3 . We
observe, however, consistent with [170] the speed and failure rate of MOSEK generally
lags behind OSQP at low accuracy and Gurobi at higher accuracies.
QL is a dense active-set solver and thus can only solve small-scale problems. For
small QP problems, QL’s failure rate is 11% for each of the accuracy thresholds as
shown in Figure 6.3. The figure also shows that the performance profile and efficiency
of QL in Figure 6.4 is inferior compared to other QP solvers including NASOQ, due
to its lack of support for sparsity and parallelism.
Effect of Different Applications

Different applications create varying types of QP problems that pose different challenges to solvers. We examine the obtained accuracy and efficiency with different
QP solvers as we vary QP problem types. Our analysis shows that unlike other QP
solvers, NASOQ performs well across different application domains.
To show this variation, we compare NASOQ-Tuned, NASOQ-Fixed, OSQP, and
Gurobi across different application types for the accuracy threshold of 10−6 ; the trend
holds for other accuracies. QL and MOSEK do not successfully converge for larger
problem sizes, so we exclude them from our comparison.
For contact simulation problems, NASOQ-Tuned and NASOQ-Fixed provide the
lowest failure rates (0% and 0.15%, respectively) compared to all other solvers. Although OSQP’s failure rate (1.07%) is higher than NASOQ, it still performs better
than Gurobi, which fails for 3.44% of these instances. The efficiency of these solvers
also follows the same trend where both NASOQ solvers are faster than OSQP in 80%
of contact simulation problems with an average of 2.1× speedup across all contact
simulation instances. OSQP also exhibits better efficiency than Gurobi.
In shape deformation and model reconstruction, NASOQ-Fixed and NASOQTuned do not fail for any problems while OSQP and Gurobi fail in 12.5% of instances. NASOQ is 22.8× and 24× faster than OSQP and Gurobi respectively for
these problems.
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For Maros-Mészáros problems, NASOQ-Tuned does not fail for any problem and
the nearest competitors are Gurobi and NASOQ-Fixed with failure rates of 15%
and 24.5%, respectively. NASOQ-Tuned is on average 8.9× faster than Gurobi and
NASOQ-Fixed is slower than Gurobi by 3.2×. OSQP does not perform well for
Maros-Mészáros problems (45% failure rate).
For model predictive control (MPC) problems, NASOQ-Tuned and NASOQ-Fixed
show no failures while OSQP’s failure rate is 2.5%, which is relatively high compared
to Gurobi, which fails in only 0.83% of instances. Both NASOQ-Tuned and NASOQFixed solvers are faster than OSQP and Gurobi. For example, NASOQ-Fixed obtains
an average speedup of 3.4× over OSQP-polished.
Unlike other existing solvers, NASOQ provides consistent efficiency and good accuracy across all problem types. Both variants of NASOQ are more efficient and
accurate compared to all solvers, with the exception of the failure rate of NASOQFixed for Maros-Mészáros problems 6 .
Effect of the Full-Space Approach

As discussed in Section 6.4, NASOQ replaces the range-space method in GI with a
full-space approach. In this section we examine the effect of the full-space approach on
the accuracy of NASOQ to demonstrate that the use of a full-space method does not
negatively affect the accuracy of NASOQ compared to a range-space approach. To
show the accuracy of NASOQ’s full-space method, we integrate a range-space method
inside NASOQ and use it to solve the KKT systems. We call this implementation
NASOQ-Range-Space. Cholesky decomposition along with the QR decomposition
are used instead of SoMod in NASOQ-Range-Space. However, due to the use of QR
decomposition that has intensive memory usage, NASOQ-Range-Space is limited to
solving small-scale problem instances. Table 6.2 shows the failure rates of NASOQfixed, NASOQ-Tuned, and NASOQ-Range-Space for small-scale problems in our QP
dataset. NASOQ-Fixed has a failure-rate comparable to NASOQ-Range-Space and
NASOQ-Tuned performs significantly better than NASOQ-Range-Space. Thus, using
SoMod and the full-space method in NASOQ does not reduce the accuracy of the QP
solver and can even improve accuracy with an appropriate choice of parameters for
NASOQ-Tuned.
6.5.4

Effect of Numerical Range

NASOQ-Tuned and other QP solvers fail to solve 21 problem instances in our benchmark suite for the accuracy of 10−9 ; Gurobi is an exception, but it can only solve
6 The

breakdown by application for each user-requested accuracy and for each solver is provided in Section A.4.
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Table 6.2: Failure rate of NASOQ for different ranges of accuracy using range-space (NASOQRange-Space) and full-space (NASOQ-Fixed and NASOQ-Tuned) methods for small-scale problems
in our QP repository. NASOQ-Fixed has a failure rate comparable to that of NASOQ-Range-Space.
NASOQ-Tuned outperforms NASOQ-Range-Space and has no failures for accuracies  = 10−3 and
 = 10−6 .
NASOQ-Range-Space
NASOQ-Fixed
NASOQ-Tuned

 = 10−3
0%
0.1511%
0%

 = 10−6
0.23%
0.45%
0%

 = 10−9
2.42%
1.44%
0.91%

2 of these 21 problems. This section discusses properties of these 21 problems and
explores why existing QP solvers and NASOQ-Tuned fail to solve them.
These problem instances have a large numerical range which can be classified
into two categories: (1) problems that contain a large value (106 or larger) in either
their input matrices or vectors (matrices H, A, and C and vectors q, b, and d in
Equation 6.1); and (2) problems with large values in their primal or dual variables
(vectors x, y, and z in Equations 6.1–6.2). This large numerical range limits the
accuracy QP solvers can achieve in double precision.
This issue can be resolved if (i) for the first category, a scaling technique [54] is
used to normalize the range, and (ii) for the second category, an implementation
with higher precision is used; for example, using floating-point types with 128 bits of
precision.
Gurobi is the only QP solver that converges for two of these problem instances.
While NASOQ-Tuned is able to get close to the accuracy threshold of 10−9 (because
the stationarity norm for these two problems in NASOQ-Tuned is 4.7 × 10−9 and
4.4 × 10−9 ), the maximum value of the Lagrange multipliers in these two problems is
about 106 , which leads to inaccurate solutions for some intermediate KKT systems
and thus leads to failure in NASOQ-Tuned.
6.5.5

Effect of SoMod

As discussed in Section 6.3, NASOQ uses SoMod to efficiently solve the successive
KKT systems arising in active-set methods. In this section we analyze the effect of SoMod on NASOQ’s performance and also separately demonstrate the efficiency of using
LBL in NASOQ. We use the NASOQ-Fixed variant of NASOQ throughout this section
because the effects of SoMod are the same in both variants. Figure 6.5 compares the
performance profile of NASOQ-Fixed for  = 10−9 with three different modifications
of NASOQ: (i) NASOQ-Fixed-CHOLMOD, which uses CHOLMOD [26] instead of
SoMod in NASOQ; (ii) NASOQ-Fixed-LBL, which instead of using row modification
in NASOQ solves all KKT systems from scratch using LBL; and (iii) NASOQ-Fixed-

Ratio of problems solved (tol = 1e-06)
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Figure 6.5: Performance profile of NASOQ using SoMod (NASOQ-Fixed), using CHOLMOD row
modification (NASOQ-Fixed-CHOLMOD), solving from scratch using LBL (NASOQ-Fixed-LBL),
and solving from scratch using MKL (NASOQ-Fixed-MKL). OSQP is also shown as a reference
solver. NASOQ-Fixed (green line) performs better than the modified versions of NASOQ. Note that
this performance profile contains both small and large QP instances, unlike Figure 6.4.

MKL which solves all KKT systems in NASOQ using the MKL-Pardiso solver. In all
modifications, the same number of accuracy refinement iterations is used. Overall,
NASOQ-Fixed is faster than all other implementations while achieving the fewest
failures.
NASOQ-Fixed-CHOLMOD replaces SoMod’s row modification and LBL phases
with row modification and the solver used in CHOLMOD [26]; the iterative refinement
from SoMod is still used in NASOQ-Fixed-CHOLMOD because CHOLMOD does not
come with refinement. CHOLMOD’s row modification primarily supports symmetric
positive definite (SPD) matrices. CHOLMOD will fail or provide inaccurate results
for some indefinite systems: (i) unlike SPD systems, the diagonal value of the L-factor
in an indefinite KKT system can sometimes be negative, so CHOLMOD may fail for
these systems as it uses square root in computations that involve the diagonal value;
(ii) to update the new L-factor, CHOLMOD uses the already computed L-factors, and
thus numerical errors and inaccuracies may propagate to subsequent computations.
NASOQ however re-computes the affected columns using the input matrix; thus its Lfactor is more accurate compared to that of CHOLMOD’s as the number of iterations
in the QP solver increase. Adding a perturbation value to the diagonal entries will
remove some failures in CHOLMOD and so it can solve some (but not all) indefinite
systems. With perturbation, the accuracy of the KKT solve using CHOLMOD is still
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low and leads to failure in 40% of QP problems. As shown in Figure 6.5, NASOQFixed-CHOLMOD mostly converges for small-scale QP problems when the number
of variables is fewer than 50, and needs few iterations to converge. Unlike NASOQ,
NASOQ-Fixed-CHOLMOD does not need to create an initial inclusive matrix and
thus its initial setup time is small; this leads to faster performance for very small QP
problem instances. NASOQ-Fixed is overall faster than NASOQ-Fixed-CHOLMOD
and results in the fewest failures.
NASOQ-Fixed is on average 3.1× faster than NASOQ-Fixed-LBL and NASOQFixed-MKL. This demonstrates the importance of using the factor modification method
of SoMod in NASOQ to avoid solving the KKT systems from scratch. In addition, NASOQ-Fixed-LBL and NASOQ-Fixed-MKL demonstrate a similar performance profile which warrants the use of LBL as a replacement solver for MKL in
SoMod while benefiting from the unique features of LBL that facilitate the implementation of row modification in SoMod.
To separately measure the performance of LBL in NASOQ, we use the indefinite
solver from MKL-Pardiso instead of LBL for solving the initial KKT system in NASOQ; we call this variant NASOQ-Fixed-Initial-MKL. All other components of SoMod
that solve the successive KKT systems remain unchanged. NASOQ-Fixed obtains a
similar performance to that of NASOQ-Fixed-Initial-MKL: it is roughly 1.01× faster.
The reason for the small effect of LBL on overall performance of NASOQ is that only
a small fraction of the overall time is spent on the initial factorization; on average
initial factorization only accounts for 25% of NASOQ time.

6.6

Related Work

QP algorithms can be categorized into three broad classes of methods: barrier (primarily interior-point), first-order, and active-set.
Barrier methods [64, 72, 122, 47, 134, 129, 135, 191] apply weighted
barrier functions in the objective to enforce inequality constraints, converting inequality constrained QPs into equality-constrained nonlinear problems that can be solved
by Newton or quasi-Newton methods [14, 23]. Performing a series (homotopy) of
progressively tighter and thus more challenging barrier solves leads to interior-point
and related methods [23]. As unconstrained optimization methods can then be directly applied, barrier methods can leverage sparse linear methods and so scale to
large systems. Thus popular, a wide range of commercial [134, 129] and open-source
[64, 190] interior-point solvers are available. However, accurate solutions are challeng-

Barrier methods
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ing to obtain for barrier methods – especially as system and constraint sizes grow.
As accuracy is tightened, barrier solvers generally require increasingly large numbers
of iterations. In turn, each iteration necessitates the expensive solution of a new,
large-scale linear system.
Barrier methods leverage second-order expansions of
constraint information via Newton-type methods which can be expensive for computation per iterate. On the other hand, per-iteration efficient methods can be constructed by leveraging first-order strategies. In particular, operator splitting via the
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) has been recently applied to
design OSQP [170], an efficient, highly scalable, first-order QP algorithm. OSQP
forms all constraints into a single, large saddle-point-like system and then re-applies
the solution of this system in each successive ADMM iteration to update primal and
dual terms. OSQP thus can take advantage of lightweight computations per iteration
and scales well to large, sparse QP problems. However, consistent with first-order
strategies it can be slow or even unable to reach accurate solutions for larger and
more challenging QP problems.
First-order method: OSQP

Active-set methods [69, 159, 68, 120, 57] start with an initial
feasible solution and then iterate to obtain the optimal solution while maintaining
feasibility. After finding the initial feasible solution, which is either primal- or dualfeasible depending on the method, active-set methods look for the optimal activeset by solving successive KKT systems that include all constraints in the current
active-set. Solving these KKT systems is the most expensive part in these methods.
Active-set methods are divided into direct and indirect based on how they solve KKT
systems [19]. Indirect methods, known as range-space [70] and null-space [68] methods, solve the KKT system using a Cholesky factorization along with a QR or Schur
complement. Although these techniques provide an accurate solution, they do not
preserve sparsity and thus do not scale for large QP problems due to high memory
usage and extensive computations in the QR and Schur complement factorization.
Full-space methods [75, 94], on the other hand, are direct active-set QP methods that
work directly with the KKT system. Solving the KKT system using an iterative algorithm such as a Krylov subspace method [74] for active-set methods requires finding
an efficient preconditioner for any arbitrary active-set which is often difficult [120].
Factorizing the KKT system using a direct method is very expensive and thus existing
full-space techniques build an augmented system, along with an initial KKT, to compute the solution of the KKT system via the Schur complement [75] or Block-LU [94].
Active-set methods.
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Both of these methods require large amounts of storage thus limiting their scalability
and efficiency. Nevertheless, full-space methods have a promising property – they
preserve the sparsity pattern of the system. In this work we leverage this sparsity to
efficiently re-use factors across iterations. We introduce a new, full-space active-set
algorithm, based on the Goldfarb-Idnani active-set strategy, that directly factorizes
the successive KKT systems with SoMod and LBL to enable sparsity-oriented row
modification and indefinite factorization of the successive KKT systems across our
full-space QP solver’s iterations.
Using direct factorization methods for solving a linear system of
equations is common in many computer graphics applications [200, 87, 88] and is a
subroutine in full-space QP solvers. A number of existing factorization methods are
designed for solving a sparse SPD system of equations [26, 29, 28, 87]. These methods
use a square-root based Cholesky factorization [37, 71] that will fail with symmetric
indefinite systems from negative values under the square root when factorizing diagonals. Applying these solvers with regularization [87] prevents these types of failures
but can introduce significant inaccuracies to problem solutions. Some existing indefinite factorization methods are square-root free [71] but are slow, e.g., SuiteSparse’s
LDL [32] which is a single-thread implementation. Parallel indefinite solvers such
as MKL Pardiso [192], the standalone Pardiso solver [156, 154] and MA57 [52, 92]
provide fast factorizations but do not support factor modifications for when a row/column is changed. We introduce LBL, a new, parallel, indefinite, square-root free
solver with pivoting, that additionally enables modifying already-computed factors
efficiently. LBL extends the parallelism strategy from Cheshmi et al. [28] from SPD
to indefinite factorizations where the now-required pivoting introduces new dependencies.
LDL factorization

Modifying the L-factor to avoid re-factoring a symmetric matrix after small changes [39, 38] is a critical task in computer graphics [84, 87], circuit
simulation [83, 40], and optimization [40]. In all such applications, the linear system
of equations changes either by a rank update/downdate (adding or subtracting the
outer product of a row by itself) or a row modification. Existing modification methods [39, 87] are generally designed to perform rank update/downdate (A + wwT ) on
SPD matrices. These modification methods are then not applicable to our active-set
QP solver where a row/column is modified for a symmetric indefinite system in each
iteration. In turn, to our knowledge the only existing system with sparse row modification is CHOLMOD [40] which is an efficient solution designed for SPD matrices.
L-factor modification
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Thus CHOLMOD row modification does not provide accurate and stable solution
updates for indefinite KKT systems; see Section 6.5.5. We propose SoMod row modification to leverage the sparsity pattern of constraint row updates and so accurately
and efficiently modify the L-factor of indefinite factorization.

Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis presents Sympiler, a domain-specific code generator that generates highly
optimizes code for sparse matrix computations on modern parallel architectures. The
thesis starts by introducing a novel symbolic decoupling strategy that enables the inspection of static sparsity patterns in sparse codes. It takes the sparse matrix pattern
and the sparse matrix algorithm as inputs to perform symbolic analysis at compile
time. It then uses the information from the symbolic analysis to apply a number of
inspector-guided and low-level transformations to the sparse code. We demonstrate
in Chapter 3 how this approach will lead to generating code that outperforms highlyoptimized code from state-of-the-art libraries on single-core architecture on two sparse
kernels.
Then in Chapter 4, we propose the Load-Balanced Level Coarsening algorithm
inside ParSy that can be used as an inspector inside Sympiler to generate code that
improves locality and reduces synchronization in sparse kernels when executing on
parallel architectures. ParSy takes the numerical algorithm and sparsity pattern of
the matrix and generates optimized parallel multi-core code. ParSy’s inspector uses
the LBC algorithm for inspection along with H-Level transformation for generating
the code. ParSy-generated code outperforms state-of-the-art sparse libraries for sparse
Cholesky and triangular solve across different multi-core processors.
The dissertation then addresses the problem of optimizing more than one sparse
kernel at the same time. In chapter 5, we present sparse fusion and demonstrate how it
improves parallelism, load balance, and data locality in sparse matrix combinations
compared to when sparse kernels are optimized separately. Sparse fusion inspects
the DAGs of the input sparse kernels and uses the MSP algorithm to balance the
workload between wavefronts and determine whether to optimize data locality for
within or between the kernels. Sparse fusion’s generated code outperforms state-ofthe-art implementations for sparse matrix optimizations.
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The final chapter of the thesis aims to demonstrate that when sparsity patterns
in certain applications change, the changes can be computed prior to optimizing
the sparse matrix computation more efficiently. This is demonstrated with NASOQ
and on QP solvers. NASOQ enables simultaneously accurate and efficient solves for
large and sparse QP problems across application domains. To enable NASOQ we
have constructed a new sparsity-oriented SoMod row modification method and LBL,
our fast LDL factorization for indefinite systems. Together they enable the efficient
updates and accurate solutions of the iteratively modified KKT systems critical to
accurate QP solves. To better understand QP computational challenges and solver
performance, we gathered a comprehensive benchmark set comprising a wide range of
application-based QP problems. We hope that its application will lead to improved
testing and further development of performant QP solvers.
As future work, the existing domain-specific compilation techniques, specifically
what is proposed in this dissertation, can be used to improve the performance of
general compilers. There are a relatively large number of domain-specific compilers
that often create confusion amongst practitioners on when and how they can be used.
Instead of presenting Sympiler to the community as yet another domain-specific code
generator, I envision its approach to doing symbolic analysis to generate inspectors
and code transformation for sparse codes can guide the design of future generalpurpose compilers. Towards this direction, approaches that use program analysis to
extract domain information for a general input code can be explored, and then this
information can be used to automatically generate inspectors for symbolic analysis.
I have started to investigate domain-specific and trace-based analysis to generate
specialized code for sparse loops. Generative programming and just-in compilation
can also be used to construct the general code specialization framework.
Optimizing matrix computation codes can lead to inaccuracy or incorrectness due
to compile-time and/or run-time inefficiencies of the system. Verifying the optimization passes applied is either expensive due to the huge exploration space or impossible due to complex indexing in the codes. Even when verified, rounding errors in
floating-point operations or transient faults specially when ran on large-scale and
parallel machines can lead to inaccurate or wrong results. Techniques should be
developed to ensure the correctness and resilience of the generated code while preserving its performance by proposing compile-time and runtime techniques that use
domain-specific information or information from other abstractions to enable efficient
verification at compile time. If such techniques are developed, they can be used to
verify the transformations in Sympiler and facilitate their integration into general
compilers.
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Algorithms in several applications such as machine learning and scientific simulations are composed of several consecutive kernels and loops. Optimizing these loops
jointly would enable opportunities to optimize for parallelism and locality. Fusing
two loops in sparse iterative solvers is investigated in Sympiler however, there are potential opportunities in fusing more than two loops or computations. This extension
would require investigating techniques that determine the profitability of loop fusion
for more than two loops. For example, such analysis would decide which loops should
be fused and in what order. This is an interesting future work direction as it extends
the applicability of Sympiler to more applications.
Databases are critical in a wide class of applications ranging from multimedia
retrievals such as Youtube and web content retrieval to scientific computing and global
positioning systems. Efficiency and productivity are key to designing robust database
applications. Achieving both requires a high-level language for productivity that at
the same time provides the efficiency of low-level handwritten query plans. To obtain
this, efficient query processing is necessary to convert the query plan corresponding to
the high-level description into an efficient native code. Query processing has shifted
from being I/O bound to becoming CPU bound because of hardware advancements
that has led to larger main memories and non-volatile memory architecture, and due
to the demand for computationally intensive analytics. Thus, database applications
will significantly benefit from a query compiler that can apply workload-specific lowlevel optimization passes to generate an efficient code. For example, the compiler
passes that are used for a spatial workload differ from those used for a graph processing
workload. Generating codes that efficiently use all cores and vector units of each core
is another requirement for a query compiler. Sympiler code specialization techniques
can be be extended to support some of the database workloads.

Appendix A

Appendix for Transforming Sparse
Matrix Computations
A.1

DAG Partitioners Limitations

Figure A.1 compares the performance of two DAG partitioners, DAGP and LBC for
different sizes of sparse DAGs. In the one DAG configuration, the DAG paritioner
partitions the DAG of sparse triangular solve (SpTRSV) CSR. In the joint DAG
configuration, the DAG partitioner paritions the joint DAG of the sparse matrix
vector multiplication (SpMV) CSR and SpTRSV CSR. Both configurations run on
a set sparse matrices with different sizes from the SuiteSparse collection [41]. To
compare the joint DAG configuration with the one DAG configurations, the x-axis
shows the number of edges in one of the DAGs, i.e. SpTRSV DAG. The number of
edges in the joint DAG is three times the edges of the SpTRSV DAG. As shown in
the Figure A.1, the DAGP in both one DAG and joint DAG configurations are slower
than LBC, for both small and large size DAGs. Also, DAGP on the joint DAG runs
out of memory for last seven large DAGs (hence not shown in the figure).
Figure A.2 separately shows partitioning time of LBC. As shown, the execution
time of LBC is not proportional to the number of edges and the execution time is
significantly higher for most of joint DAGs and for some large DAGs. For example,
while the number of edges in the joint DAG is three times that of one DAG, LBC on
the joint DAG is slower than LBC on one DAG with an average of 9.2×. Chordalizion
phase of initial coarsening in LBC is the reason behind this non-linear slowdown.
Because LBC’s partitioning time is reasonably low for one DAG, sparse fusion uses
it to partition one of the DAGs, i.e. the head DAG.
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Figure A.1: Performance of DAGP and LBC DAG partitioners for DAGs with different number of
edges in an individual and joint DAG.
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Figure A.2: Performance of LBC DAG partitioner for one DAG and joint DAG.

A.2

Experimental Results for Xeon Platinum8160

Figure A.3 shows the performance of the fused code from sparse fusion, the unfused
implementation from ParSy and MKL, and the fused wavefront, fused LBC, and
fused DAGp implementations. All execution times are normalized over a baseline.
The baseline is obtained by running each kernel individually with a sequential implementation. As shown, sparse fusion on the Platinum processor outperforms other
implementations with a similar trend to results on Xeon E5 processors, which are
discussed in Section 4 of Chapter 5. The sparse fusion’s fused code is on average
1.3× faster than ParSy’s executor code and 5.2× faster than MKL across all kernel
combinations (excluding ILU0 combinations). The fused code from sparse fusion is
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Sequential Time / Implementation Time

on average 1.9×, 5.2×, and 7.4× faster than in order fused wavefront, fused LBC,
and fused DAGp.
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Figure A.3: Performance of different implementations shown with speedup from dividing baseline
time by implementation time. The target architecture is Xeon Platinum8160 with 24 cores.

Number of Executor Runs

Figure A.4 shows the number of times that the executor should run to amortize
the cost of inspection for implementations that have an inspector. As shown, similar
to Figure 5.9, sparse fusion has the lowest overhead compared to other methods and
DAGP and LBC on a joint DAG have the most expensive inspection overhead.
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Figure A.4: The number of executor runs to amortize inspector cost. Values are clipped between -5
and 80. (lower is better)

A.3

Settings for QP solvers

In this section we explain settings used for each solver and also discuss how these
settings provide a fair evaluation. Throughout this section, eps refers to the accuracy
threshold  which is either 10−3 , 10−6 , or 10−9 .
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Gurobi

The following parameters are set to eps for Gurobi 1 :
1

model_.set(GRB_DoubleParam_OptimalityTol, eps);

2

model_.set(GRB_DoubleParam_FeasibilityTol, eps);

Gurobi supports using an absolute termination criteria and setting these parameters
provides a fair comparison with other solvers.
A.3.2

MOSEK

The following parameters are set to eps in MOSEK.2
1

program->setParamDouble(MSKdparam_enum::MSK_DPAR_INTPNT_QO_TOL_DFEAS,eps);

2

program->setParamDouble(MSKdparam_enum::MSK_DPAR_INTPNT_QO_TOL_PFEAS,eps);

3

program->setParamDouble(MSKdparam_enum::MSK_DPAR_INTPNT_QO_TOL_MU_RED,eps);

4

program->setParamDouble(MSKdparam_enum::MSK_DPAR_INTPNT_QO_TOL_INFEAS,eps);

MOSEK does not support an absolute termination criteria thus in addition to the
demonstrated configuration, i.e., using eps for all parameters, we tested MOSEK with
three different settings to find the best configuration for a fair enough evaluation:
• setting all eps to 10−16 .
• setting MSKdparam_enum::MSK_DPAR_INTPNT_QO_TOL_INFEAS to 10−12 and the
remaining three parameters to eps.
• setting all parameters to their default values for all requested accuracy thresholds, i.e., eps.
Our experiments show that using eps for all parameters provides an overall better
failure rate and performance.
In addition to the above, we also realized using eps for parameter
MSKdparam_enum::MSK_DPAR_INTPNT_QO_TOL_REL_GAP increases MOSEK’s failure rate,
so we did not configure this parameter and used its default value instead.
Parameter MSKdparam_enum::MSK_DPAR_INTPNT_QO_TOL_NEAR_REL shows when
the MOSEK computed solution is optimal. This does not affect the number of iterations in MOSEK. We set it to 1.0 and use unified routines, which is used across
solvers, to measure optimality for fair comparison.
1 The specification of MOSEK termination criteria can be obtained from:
https://www.gurobi.com/
documentation/8.1/refman/parameters.html
2 The specification of MOSEK’s termination criteria can be obtained from: https://docs.mosek.com/9.0/toolbox/
param-groups.html#doc-termination-param-pargroup
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OSQP

OSQP setting used in our experiments are:

3

1

settings->linsys_solver = MKL_PARDISO_SOLVER;

2

settings->eps_abs=eps;

3

settings->eps_rel=eps;

4

settings->max_iter=40000000;

5

settings->eps_prim_inf = eps;

6

settings->eps_dual_inf = eps;

7

settings->polish = is_polish; // is set to 1 for OSQP-polished.

8

settings->verbose = 0;

9

settings->time_limit = 2000.0;

OSQP’s default termination criteria is a relative measure, thus, we modify the
OSQP code to support an absolute termination criteria for fair evaluation. Line 725
and 737 of src/auxil.c are changed and instead of calling compute_pri_tol(work,
eps_abs, eps_rel) and compute_dua_tol(work, eps_abs, eps_rel) an absolute
threshold is used with eps_prim = eps_abs and eps_dual = eps_abs. Functions
compute_pri_tol(work, eps_abs, eps_rel) and compute_dua_tol(work, eps_abs,
eps_rel) compute a relative threshold for primal and dual variables respectively. The
modified code is provided with this document.
A.3.4

QL

For QL, we set the input eps parameter to the accuracy threshold eps.

A.4

Application-based breakdown for NASOQ

In this section, we show the failure rate and speedup of NASOQ compared to other
solvers. To show the speedup, we use a geometric mean (GM). Speedup numbers
are normalized to the geometric mean of NASOQ-Tuned, a larger the speedup value
corresponds to a slower solver compared to NASOQ-Tuned.
Tables 1-4 show the results for four classes of QP problems in our QP repository.
The total number of QP problems is 1513 which include 1308 contact simulation
(Table A.2), 53 Maros-Mészáros (Table A.3), 120 model predictive control(Table A.4),
and 32 object deformation and model reconstruction (Table A.5) problems.

3 The

osqp settings are available via this link, https://osqp.org/docs/interfaces/solver_settings.html.
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Gurobi
MOSEK
NASOQ-Fixed
NASOQ-Tuned
OSQP
OSQP-polished

 = 10−3
Failue rate Speedup
(%)
(GM)
1.1
3.4
13.5
60.7
0.4
1.2
0
1
2.2
3.3
0.9
1.7

 = 10−6
Failue rate Speedup
(%)
(GM)
3.9
6.8
92.3
>3000
1
1.7
0
1
3
3.9
2
2.8

121

 = 10−9
Failue rate Speedup
(%)
(GM)
14.3
27.5
97.3
>3000
2.3
1.4
1.5
1
14.4
26.3
14
24.8

Table A.1: All problems.

Gurobi
MOSEK
NASOQ-Fixed
NASOQ-Tuned
OSQP
OSQP-polished

 = 10−3
Failue rate Speedup
(%)
(GM)
0.6
3.5
13.5
87.2
0
1
0
1
1.2
2.5
0.6
1.8

 = 10−6
Failue rate Speedup
(%)
(GM)
3.5
8.2
94.3
>3000
0.2
1.2
0
1
1.1
2.1
0.6
1.7

 = 10−9
Failue rate Speedup
(%)
(GM)
10.1
21.8
98.1
>3000
0.8
1.1
0.6
1
13.8
42.6
13.8
42.9

Table A.2: Contact simulation problems.

Gurobi
MOSEK
NASOQ-Fixed
NASOQ-Tuned
OSQP
OSQP-polished

 = 10−3
Failue rate Speedup
(%)
(GM)
13.2
9.8
34
136.8
9.4
3.2
0
1
24.5
31.9
9.4
1.9

 = 10−6
Failue rate Speedup
(%)
(GM)
15.1
8.9
79.2
>3000
24.5
28.8
0
1
45.3
989
35.8
183

 = 10−9
Failue rate Speedup
(%)
(GM)
58.5
2166.7
88.7
>3000
35.8
25.3
15.1
1
47.1
182.7
40
45.2

Table A.3: Maros-Mészáros problems.

Gurobi
MOSEK
NASOQ-Fixed
NASOQ-Tuned
OSQP
OSQP-polished

 = 10−3
Failue rate Speedup
(%)
(GM)
0
0.4
0.8
0.4
0
1
0
1
3.3
12.7
0
61.1

 = 10−6
Failue rate Speedup
(%)
(GM)
0.8
34.3
86.7
>3000
0
1
0
1
2.5
119.3
0
3.4

 = 10−9
Failue rate Speedup
(%)
(GM)
19.2
>3000
100
>3000
0
1
0
1
2.5
123
0
4

Table A.4: Model Predictive Control (MPC) problems.

APPENDIX A. APPENDIX FOR TRANSFORMING SPARSE MATRIX COMPUTATIONS

Gurobi
MOSEK
NASOQ-Fixed
NASOQ-Tuned
OSQP
OSQP-polished

 = 10−3
Failue rate Speedup
(%)
(GM)
6.3
10.4
28.1
231.3
3.1
1.7
0
1
3.1
4.2
0
2.2

 = 10−6
Failue rate Speedup
(%)
(GM)
12.5
24
50
>3000
0
1
0
1
12.5
22.8
12.5
23.3
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 = 10−9
Failue rate Speedup
(%)
(GM)
90.7
>3000
68.8
>3000
18.8
1
18.8
1
28.1
6.2
34.4
19.6

Table A.5: Model reconstruction and object deformation problems.
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